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Preface 

 

Coming from an area in Slovakia which is surrounded by masses of forests and forest land 

I do have a very close relationship to nature and its particular elements. Thereby I have chosen to 

write about forest protection and try to compare its legal regulation in the Czech Republic and 

Sweden. 

Forests extend on about 4 billion hectares on the planet Earth, which makes up 

approximately one third of the total land area and is probably one of the most important 

environmental elements on the planet, with a big range of functions which are in the majority of 

cases irreplaceable. They are of decisive importance for our environment, both in a global as well 

as in micro perspective. Its existence is jeopardized by damage or unfavorable effects caused 

either naturally or by civilization. The main factors are deforestation (and the reasons in most 

cases is not the commercial usage of wood, but transformation of forests for agricultural 

purposes) and the degradation of forests. Usage of pesticides or artificial fertilizers can affect 

other elements of nature; planting of monoculture can harm the natural habitats and species. 

Between the years 2005 to 2030 it is expected that an additional 13% of the virgin forest area will 

disappear, with greatest areas in South Asia and Africa. Therefore there is a strong importance for 

forest protection by means of legal regulation - International, European and especially national 

law, to be capable of leaving this heritage in a good condition for future generations. 

In this work I will focus on the comparison of forestry law in the Czech Republic and 

Sweden. There are differences in the legal regulation in both countries - some institute does not 

exist in one country at all, or is regulated on different legally binding level. 

The starting point will be the Czech forestry regulation and flowingly I will point out 

different, same or no regulation at all in current Swedish legislation. 
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1 Introduction 

 

Forests are our enormous natural infrastructure. With its automatic biological processes it 

provides human nature a wide range of ecological, economic and social services. These services 

are for free because of their function on their own - but only if the forests on the planet are of a 

satisfactory size and in good condition.   

Forest land covers Europe with 44% of its area. The woodland area has risen by almost 13 

million hectares over the past 15 years especially because of the planting of new forests and the 

natural increase in volume of former agricultural land. Whereas reason for this was at first to 

increase wood production, the attention today is granted more or less social and environmental 

reasons. Forests are still under stress, even though the quality of air has improved. Depositions 

that are accumulated in soil are making trees vulnerable to stress and environmental impact. 

Trees have less capability to resist severe effects. More reductions of emissions will be needed to 

recover the health and quality of the ecosystem. Storm damage and forest fires continue to be a 

threat and big challenge
1
.    

In the Czech Republic forests cover about 33.7% of its land area
2
. The forest land area has 

tendency to grow slowly from year to year. For example in the 17
th

 century, forest land covered 

only 25% of the land. This is mainly true because mountain slopes and sub-mountain regions that 

could not have been used for farming were afforested
3
. The health of Czech forest is affected by 

the in past unregulated forest management whereon forestry in Central Europe in the 18
th
 and 19

th
 

century reacted with planting spruce and pine monocultures and this was carried out even in the 

second half of the 20
th
 century. Additionally the creation of clear-cut areas, loss of the forests 

natural evolution information, waste majority of artificial forest, storm or fires are just some of 

the indicators of unsatisfactory conditions of Czech forests.     

Out of Sweden’s total land area, which is 41.3 million hectares, there is 23 million 

hectares of forest land
4
. That is more than half of its total area. In the 19

th
 century the state of 

Swedish forests was getting out of hand. Exploitation of woodland led to shortage of timber in 

                                                
1 Organizace pro ekonomickou spolupráci a rozvoj: Environmentální výhled OECD. Praha: Ministerstvo ţivotního 

Prostredí ČR, 2002, page 125 
2 Ministry of Agriculture ČR (http://eagri.cz/public/web/mze/lesy/lesnictvi/) 
3 Česká informační agentura ţivotního prostredí: Hospodarství a ţivotní prostredí v České republice po roce 1989. 

Praha: Cenia, 2008, page 108  
4 Swedish Forest Agency (http://www.skogsstyrelsen.se/episerver4/templates/SNormalPage.aspx?id=16713) 
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many parts of Sweden
5
. As anywhere else, air pollution is a big threat to the health of Swedish 

forests, with clear-cutting at the beginning and mid of the 20
th
 century, storms or parasites. Even 

though forest fires are not considered to be such a problem in Sweden, annually almost 1000 

hectares of woodland is damaged by fire
6
.  

Therefore legal regulation of forestry has a significant importance in current times and 

should be one of the ways how to combat adverse impact on ecosystem called the forest. 

  

  1.1 Context 

 

   1.1.1 The term forest 

 

There is an enormous amount of definitions of the term forest. Definitions alter depending 

if it is for legal, ecological, social purposes. In Otto’s encyclopedia forests are defined as land 

overgrown by forestall trees, in adequate amount, providing wood for different purposes
7
. There 

are attempts to create a definition that would be suitable for any type of forest, no matter if 

tropical, boreal or temperate. According to Food and Agriculture Organization “forest is a 

minimum land of 0.05-1 hectares with tree crown cover (or equivalent stocking level) of more 

than 10-30 per cent with trees with potential to reach minimum height of 2-5 meters at maturity 

in situ. A forest may consist either of closed forest formations where trees of various storey and 

undergrowth cover a high proportion of the ground or open forest. Young natural stands and all 

plantations which have yet to reach a crown density of 10-30 per cent or tree height of 2-5 meters 

are included under forest, as are areas normally forming part of the forest area which are 

temporarily unstocked as a result of human intervention such as harvesting or natural causes but 

which are expected to revert to forest”
8
. Many countries have adopted this definition or the 

definition arising from the Kyoto protocol into their national legislation, but many other remain 

without any definition at all. 

In Czech Republic, where the history of forestry legislation extends into the deep past, the 

legal term forest was defined for the first time actually just in the Act No 289/1995 Coll., on 

                                                
5 Since 1920’s Sweden’s growing stock has increased by 60per cent. For example, Götaland region was region of the 

country with least timber in the early 20th century and nowadays it has more than a double of the volume. 
6 Swedish Forestry Agency (http://www.skogsstyrelsen.se/episerver4/templates/SNormalPage.aspx?id=11509) 
7 Sdruţení pro Ottuv slovník náuční: Ottuv slovník náuční. Díl 15. Krajčij-Ligustrum. Praha: Paseka, 1999, page 909 
8 Food and Agriculture Organization (http://www.fao.org/docrep/006/ad665e/ad665e06.htm) 
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Forests and Amendments to some Acts (here and after LesZ) - latest Forestry Act
9
. The Article 2 

letter a) of LesZ says that forests shall mean forest stand with its environment and land 

designated for the fulfillment of forest functions
10

. Forest stand is specified in the same statute 

letter c) as trees and shrubs, which in the existing conditions fulfils the forest functions. What is 

land designated for forest purposes describes Article 3 of LesZ. In doubts the Czech State forest 

administration authority declares whether a land is designed for forest purposes or not. This 

declaration is not an element of discretion, but discovered facts that need to be harmonized with 

not only the LesZ but also with other legal acts like the Building Act, Agricultural Land Resource 

Act and others. If forest-tree species are not growing on land designed for forest purposes, this 

land cannot be considered as forest in the legal sense
11

. The Czech Act No 17/1992 Coll., on the 

Environment, in its Section 3 proclaims the forest to be a specific ecosystem
12

, because it is 

created by living and death components of environment, which are mutually connected with 

exchanging substances, flow of energy, exchanging information, which affects each other and 

evolve in certain area and time. It is also important to stress out that Section 3 of the Act No 

114/1992 Coll., on the Conservation of Nature and Landscape (here and after ZOPK) pronounces 

forests to be an important landscape element and such underlines the special protection condition 

according to Section 4 Subsection 2 of this act.     

Definition of a forest in the Swedish legislation has a technical character. The Swedish 

Forestry Act - Skogsvårdslag 1979:429 (here and after SVL) in the first section mentions forest 

just as a national resource. Neither other acts, like for example the Swedish Environmental Code 

- Miljöbalk 1998:808 (here and after MiljöB), have other definition of it. The only definition that 

is given is for forest land, whereby “forest land” means a land suitable for wood production and 

not used to a significant extent for other purposes and land where tree cover is desirable in order 

to protect against sand or soil erosion, or to prevent a lowering of the tree line. Land shall be 

considered to be suitable for wood production if it can produce an average yield of at least one 

                                                
9 Flora, M.:Nekolik poznámek k pojmu „les“ podle paragrafu 2, písmeno a) lesního zákona, in Lesnícka práce, 
časopis pro lesníckou vedu a praxi, Ročník 80 (2001)/Lesnícká práce č. 3/2001 
10 Ministry of Agriculture ČR (http://eagri.cz/public/web/file/10637/_289_1995_coll.pdf)  
11 Drobník J.,Dvořák P.: Lesní zákon. Komentář. Praha: Wolters Kluwer Čr, 2010, page 9 
12 Ecosystem is a biological environment consisting of all the organisms living in a particular area, as well as all the 

nonliving, physical components of the environment with which the organisms interact, such as air, soil, water and 

sunlight (www.wikipedia.com). This term has an important position in national environmental protection legislation. 

By defining this concept, it enables determining subject of protection and evaluation of negative impacts of human 

activity on the whole ecosystem as well as on its parts. 

http://www.wikipedia.com/
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cubic meter of stem wood per hectare per annum
13

. Areas with protected forests are not included 

in this category
14

. The Swedish definition of forest land is defined by production standards which 

differ from the internationally used definition of forests. The concept of a forest is based on the 

productivity as a result of conventional forest management objectives. 

 

   1.1.2 Functions of forests 

 

Forest functions are perceived preferably differentiate - legislative, economically, 

agronomical. It is understood to be fulfilling current society demands on forests, not real 

functional forest stands abilities.    

The functions of forest have evolved as time changed. Trees and forest have covered 

almost the whole land area in the deep past and was the principal life form on the Earth. With 

human civilization and its needs for agricultural land the forest land area had been shrinking 

depending if it was suitable for planting crops or not. 

These functions have changed through the decades depending on the evolution of the 

society needs. Military strategic purposes were prevailing in the medieval times, whereby border 

located forest was protecting State from army invasion. The only energy source was an important 

issue too and that meant not only heating but also energy raw material for metal, glass, lime 

production. Hunting in means of nobility presentation played an important role among non-

production functions
15

. 

Later on, a significant change in society demand had arisen with synthetic materials and 

fossil gas utilization expansion. Non-productive functions like water protection, recreation, 

landscape planning or ecological stabilization, have started to be the focus of attention. However, 

the production functions are experiencing rebirth because usage of forest as renewable source of 

raw material and energy is good for the state of environment. It decreases the utilization of fossil 

gas whereby it slows down atmospheric pollution.      

Nowadays the main division in forest functions is productive and non-productive. 

Productive functions comprise economic assets, like wood production and its employment of 

thousands of people, non-wood products as forest fruit, healing plants and mushroom harvesting. 

                                                
13 Swedish original http://www.notisum.se/rnp/sls/lag/19790429.HTM 
14 The area of protected forest land is regulated by the MiljöB 
15 In www.uhul.cz 
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Non-productive prevails in the overall values and includes functions like protection against 

avalanches, floods, erosion, wind and pollution, landscape planning, assimilation of carbon, 

tourism and recreation or nature preservation
16

. 

In the LesZ Section 2 letter b) there is an exact division of functions into productive and 

non-productive, but on the other hand SVL has no precise explanation. Section 2 of SVL letter a) 

defines and implies a division of forest land as land suitable for wood production and not used to 

significant extent for other purposes and in Section 2 letter b) as land where tree cover is 

desirable in order to protect sand or soil erosion, or to protect from the lowering of the tree line. 

Section 1 of SVL pronounces that forest management shall also take into account other public 

interests
17

. 

 

   1.1.3 Reasons for and aims of protection      

  

Forest existence is basically with no exception threatened by activity of variety injurious 

or adverse effects. Those can be divided into natural and civilizing (caused by men). Human 

action effect not only forest functions but forest existence itself. 

Natural influences involve foremost insect, landslips, wind and snow calamity, fires, 

floods. These do not arise spontaneously with natural evolution or as act of nature, but are 

combined with human acts. 

Changing of the climate, acidification and the pollution of the air, fires caused by humans, 

excessive forest management, exploitation of forests, hunting, logging, reckless use of forests by 

the public are just some of the civilizing effects to be mentioned.    

  Threatening of forests which can be seen foremost by the devastation of forest vegetation, 

in adverse vegetation structure of forest-tree species, pollution of forest environments has created 

a need for forest protection by means of the law. 

Aims of the law are within the subject of forest protection to ensure first of all the 

existence of forest. This means not only to ensure the biggest forest area, but also to maintain a 

positive structure and quality of forest-tree species
18

. 

                                                
16Damohorský,M. a kolektiv: Právo ţivotního prostředí. 3. vydání. Praha: C.H.Beck, 2010, page 319 
17In http://www.svo.se/episerver4/templates/SNormalPage.aspx?id=12677 
18Damohorský,M., Šturma,P., Ondřej,J., Zástěrová, J., Smolek, M., Sobotka, M., Stejskal, V. Ţákovská, K.: 

Mezinárodní právo ţivotního prostředí. 2. část, (zvláštní), Beroun: Eva Rozkotova-IFEC, 2008, page 114 
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Section 1 of LesZ proclaims the purposes and aims of the act and hereby also of the 

protection. It says that the purpose of this act is to determine conditions for the preservation, 

tending and regeneration of forests as national riches forming an irreplaceable part of 

environment, to enable the fulfillment of all their functions and to support sustainable forestry. 

The term Sustainable Forest Management was defined at the Helsinki conference on European 

forests protection in year 1993 and for that purpose it means stewardship and use of forests and 

forest land in a way, and at a rate, that maintains their biodiversity, productivity, regeneration 

capacity, vitality and their potential to fulfill, now and in the future, relevant ecological, 

economic and social functions, at local, national, and global levels, and does not cause damage 

to other ecosystems
19

. 

Forestry is specified in Section 2 letter d) of LesZ where it shall mean regeneration, 

protection, tending and felling of a forest stand and other activities securing the fulfillment of 

forest functions. That means all the activities that the owner of a forest or an entitled person is 

performing or is obliged to perform.  

The SVL alike to the Czech act in Section 1 states that the forest is a national resource 

which shall be managed in such a way as to provide a valuable yield and at the same time 

preserve biodiversity. Forest management shall also take into account other public interests. 

Section 10 says how the actual felling shall be executed. Felling on forest land shall be performed 

in order to promote the establishment of a new stand, or to benefit the development of the 

existing stand. 

 

  1.2 Evolution of legal regulation of forest protection 

 

   1.2.1 In Czech Republic 

 

Forestry law has a long tradition in the Czech Republic. In Bohemia, edicts to protect the 

forest date back to the Middle Age. The major one that unfortunately never came into force 

because of the nobility’s dislike was called Maiestas Carolina from around the year 1350 and was 

proposed by the King Charles the fourth. Already back then the king saw the importance of 

protecting the forest and was trying to sustainably preserve as such no matter of ownership for 

                                                
19 http://www.foresteurope.org/filestore/foresteurope/Conferences/Helsinki/helsinki_declaration.pdf 
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future needs, so basically for public interest. The edict stated protection of forest vegetation from 

grubbing, firing and set out the volume of felling and use of wood, but already back then also 

forbid bark peeling. In its future generation sense, it indicated the liability principle in the long-

term time frame
20

.  

Nevertheless, already in 1379 a forest legal regulation from area of Cheb in the Czech 

Republic is to be historically documented. It had just limited area force. The last legal forest 

regulation for the area of Bohemia and Moravia were issued in year 1754 and in Silesia 1756. 

These regulations already contained owners’ forest disposal limitations
21

. For example in the way 

of felling, grazing, forest roads. It also embodied some provisions about forest protection and its 

cultivation and even very strict financial or liberty penalties.  

The first joint forest management legal regulation was issued by the imperial patent in 

year 1852 by which the first modern drawn up Forestry Act came into force. It contained for 

instance regulations for forest land protection or duty to re-plant the forest within 5 years after 

felling, protection from forest fire, insects, offences, public administrations were created to 

investigate and sentencing of these offences or also provisions on the damage caused on forests. 

After the formation of Czechoslovakia in the year 1918 the former Austrian Forestry Act 

was adopted and continually amended with partial legal ordinances. In years 1939 to 1945 several 

legal regulations were issued but they were mainly concerning war timber management and 

felling amount. Austrian Forestry Act continued to be the national act even after 1945 and 

remained until year 1960. Besides this one, other acts, mainly concerning forest management and 

forest protection were published. 

 After 1948 provisions which incorporated forests and forest land into State owned 

property started to become more and more common. On January the 1st 1961 a new Forestry Act 

came into force. It brought a new complex legal regulation of forestry management 

corresponding to the conditions and merged the forestry law into the whole area of former 

Czechoslovakia. It defined the term forest land resource, extended the expert administration of all 

forests which were not managed by the State forest management organization, stated for all 

owners the duty of managing their forest according to the approved forest management plans and 

created the conditions of starting the process of nationalization.  

                                                
20 In  http://www.stuz.cz/Zpravodaje/Zpravodaj002/rynda.htm 
21 Staněk, J.: Lesní zákon v teorii a praxi. Úplné znění zákona s komentářem. Matice lesnická, 1996, page 7 
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After a certain time even this act stopped being satisfactory for the development and from 

January the 1st 1978 a new Forestry Act came into force. Its goal was to finish the process of 

socialization and stated the using of forest land right to re-insure forest production and other 

forest functions. This right was combined with the state-transition of the ownership of a forest 

stand on forest land used by the State forest management organization to State ownership.  

 At that time, former Czechoslovakia had the form of a federation and according to this 

division Forestry Act had been in force for the whole country. Besides this federal act another act 

just for the area of the Czech Socialistic Republic was adopted – Act on Forest Management and 

Public Forest Management Administration which brought correction of the right to public access, 

forest management and forest protection, the character of forest guards or the fines for not 

obeying the duties given by the law. Even the provisional ordinances had separate force within 

each republic.  

After 1989, the year of radical changes, former private ownership was renewed and that 

meant forestry as well. With these changes came also a new act on regulation of ownership 

relation to land and other agricultural goods which repealed some provisions of the previous 

Forestry Act and opened up the way of restitution of private ownership and right of use. 

 

   1.2.2 In Sweden   

 

In Sweden forest ownership and management dates back into the past as well. It has been 

a topic of regulations ever since the provincial laws of the 13
th
 century.  

In 1551 the first forest officer is mentioned in court documents. Later on in the 16
th

 

century King Gustav Vasa
22

 forbids felling of oak and beech trees. In 1647 Sweden’s first forest 

law was passed and it was aimed at safeguarding the production of charcoal and potash. It said 

that slash and burn agriculture was restricted. In 1789 a royal ordinance revoked almost all 

regulations on restrictions to farmers’ right to forests (right of ownership came into force).  

The first modern and complex law was issued only in 1903 and came into effect in 1905. 

In between these periods Swedish forests were subject to burning for grazing, unplanned felling, 

logging for household and commercial purposes, for charcoal production. With the appearance of 

                                                
22 The King Gustav Vasa pronounced that “such estates as have not been built on, belong to God, us and Sweden’s 

crown and no other.” 
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industrial revolution and emerging steam driven sawmills the forests were exposed to 

exploitation
23

. In earlier centuries, the Swedish government had often interested itself in private 

owners’ methods of working their forests. But the regulations resulting from this interest – 

regulations which were hardly obeyed – fell out of use at the end of the 18
th

 century. In the 

middle of 19
th

 century a committee assigned by the government had to collect data and create 

analysis on the state of the Swedish forests. A common feature was the total lack of forest 

regeneration measures of any sort. Afterwards they were asked to draft a proposal on Forestry 

Act, which proposed considerable expansion of the State forest administration with the double 

purpose of creating better management of State forests and making control of the private ones 

possible. The proposal was taken very negatively and rejected and turned down several times. In 

1873 special regulations were made for the forest allotted to farmers when the barren area of 

Laponia was divided between the State and the farmers; in these forests felling was only 

permitted after the marking by forest officials. On the county councils the forest spokesmen 

worked for local laws and they also succeeded in some places. For instance, the county council 

for the island of Gotland, on which the farmers were in the majority, unanimously requested a 

law which, on the pattern of the 1856 committee proposal, would incite measures for re-growth 

by means of prohibition. The reason for this was the big amount of timber speculators, 

unfavorable climate and geological conditions. The law requested for Gotland was passed 1869. 

A few years later the county council in Norrbotten likewise unanimously requested a law 

protecting young forests which were cut down and exported. The main principle was that trees 

below certain minimum dimension were not to be exported or accepted at sawmills. The result 

was that a local law for Norrbotten was passed in 1874. The governor for Västerbotten then 

requested a similar law and the majority of the county council’s supported him which resulted in 

parliament passing a law for Västerbotten in 1882. Private forestry in other parts in Sweden was 

comparatively free from State interference until the first modern forestry law in 1903
24

. Naturally 

the ideas and efforts expressed in this law were not entirely new. The first forestry law came into 

force on January 1st 1905 and applied to the whole country except for the areas in which there 

already existed special legislation on forests (Gotland, Norrbotten and Västerbotten). It was a re-

                                                
23 Ekelund, H.: Forest History and Forest Policy over the past 100 years in Sweden. Jönköping: National Board of 

Forestry, 1996, page 15 
24 Stjernquist, P.: Laws in the Forests. A study of Public Direction of Swedish private forestry. Lund: Liberi 

Läromedel/Gleerup, 1976, page 124 
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growth law, did not regulate felling practices as long as they did not have immediate importance 

for re-growth. No protection for the forest during the forests’ development was given (according 

to a law made at the same time on “protection forests”, forests on shifting sands and in mountain 

border districts were protected in such a way that felling for any other than household purposes 

might not take place unless the trees had been previously marked by State foresters). The law 

moreover was a frame law. The more exact interpretation of the legal program was thus left to the 

local forestry authorities. This gave them great deal of freedom of judgment. The law was only to 

be used against those who were guilty of mismanagement of their forests. It was the felling actor 

who was guilty of mismanagement unless the felling actor was not the forest owner himself.  Re-

growth measures were a kind of punishment. Regeneration costs were not considered to yield a 

rise in value of the forest until many years had passed. The law enumerated types and characters 

of mismanagement and administrative and court procedure including fees following 

mismanagement. County Forestry Boards were set up by this law, one for each county council 

area and their main task was to focus on improving the forestry. The Board was to be assisted by 

a county forest officer who was trained in forestry. The aim of the law was to be fulfilled mainly 

by convincing without the usage of coercion
25

.  

Unplanned forestry led to issuing a provisional law on felling, which was in force besides 

the 1903 re-growth law. It was published on July 10
th
 1918 and was renewed year by year. This 

law was also a frame law. “Young forest” was not to be felled except as “useful and necessary 

thinning” for the development of the stand. Young forest meant forest that was up to 40-60 years 

old, the upper limit varying according to the situation in different parts of the country. Thinning 

and felling of young forest was always to be supervised by county forest rangers. There were also 

provisions on grazing protection, namely no obstacles were for felling in wooded grazing-land, 

which was necessary for grazing the farmers’ own animals. Sanctions included fines and 

forfeiture of the timber. 

In year 1923 another Forestry Act was issued and can be seen as a compilation of the 

1903 and 1918 law. Innovation was given throughout definitions of younger forest, limitation of 

permissible thinning. The costs of re-growth would no longer affect the felling actor but the land 

                                                
25 The Forestry Board was first of all encouraging the forest owners by spreading information, granting money, 

planting forests, providing seeds and plants and assisting with marking trees for felling on request. If someone was 

guilty of mismanaging his forest, the Forestry Board could set in motion legal machinery, which functioned step by 

step (inspection, attempts to come to an agreement, plea in court, enforcement of court decision by County Forestry 

Board or felling prohibition and as a last step fine and forfeiture of the timber). 
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owner, and also the position of re-growth had been strengthened. The provisions on forest 

management were stated as frame rules including felling and re-growth measures regulations. 

After one year the law was extended to part of the country that had hitherto special legislation. 

The number of Forestry Boards rose to 24. The County Forestry Boards had extremely 

independent position in administrative system, therefore the National Forestry Board was set up 

in 1941 and it was to exercise an advisory role in the relation to the County Forestry Boards and 

according to later provisions the County Forestry Boards had to follow regulations made by the 

government or the National Forestry Board. 

One of the major tasks given to the National Board of forestry was to prepare a proposal 

on a new Forestry Act. The new law came into force in 1948 and two goals were set up by the 

new act. In the first place efforts were to be directed to achieving greater and more valuable 

timber production throughout, protecting the growth in value of the trees for a longer part of the 

rotation period and to force investments to be made in land that had been bare or poorly wooded 

since ancient times: heathland, swampy land and land with worthless forest stands. In the second 

place, an attempt should be made to get felling evenly distributed between years. This Act 

included stricter provisions with regard to the duty of taking rejuvenation measures and also in 

respect of the restrictions on felling rights. Forest management, felling rules, re-growth and legal 

interventions are adopted in the Act. Felling rules were divided into the main rule, rules 

applicable to forests which were not capable of development and rules for protected forests 

(against shifting sands or soil) and forests which are declared by the government decree difficult 

to regenerate (Gotland, Öland, Laponia). 

Both the law of 1923 and 1949 were educative laws; they only state what they are aiming 

at. The legislators have resorted to vague and abstract patterns of behavior, because the concrete 

ones were not able to apply on every case.      
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2 Sources of law 

 

Sources of law have special forms, whereby these have to contain rules of behavior, so 

they are considered to be applicable. It is forms, which contains law, in which legal norms are to 

be searched for, and which are actually an immediate source of law cognition
26

. Both countries 

belong to the Continental law tradition, which is characterized by its independence on statutory 

law and where main sources (forms) of law are acts. 

 

  2.1 International law sources 

 

Sweden contrary to the Czech Republic belongs to those countries which are based on 

dualistic principle where international law is implemented through transformation. Treaties 

ratified will be valid in the country only if the treaty has been incorporated or transformed into 

Swedish legislation. In cases of discrepancies between the national law and international 

obligation the former will prevail. It is the Government who concludes agreements with other 

States and with international organizations. The approval of the Riksdagen (the Parliament) is 

however required if an agreement relates to a subject over which the Parliament should decide or 

is a question of great importance. If the involvement of the Parliament is not required, the 

Government may commission an administrative authority with the task of concluding 

international agreements. Nevertheless, the Government can act without the consent of the 

Riksdagen when this is required for reasons of national interest.  In such a case the Government 

must consult with the Foreign Affairs Advisory Council
27

. The Swedish national rules on 

international agreements can be found in Chapter 10 Instrument of Government 

(Regeringsformen) 1974:152, which is part of Swedish Constitution (Grundlagarna). 

The Constitutional law amendment Act No 395/2001 Coll. which came into force on June 

the 1
st
 2002 changed the relation of Czech national law and international law, whereby it pushed 

the relation from being dualistic to monistic namely concerning treaties which need to be 

approved by Parliament for its ratification. These treaties become part of national law and are 

                                                
26 Boguzsak, J., Čapek, J., Gerloch, A.: Teorie práva, Praha: ASPI Publishing, 2004, page 38 
27 Bengtsson, B.: Swedish Law: A survey, Stockholm: Juristförlaget, 1994, page 58 
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superior to the national act
28

. In case international treaty constitutes something different to the 

national act the international treaty prevails.  

 

Chronologically and globally, the first even though only a frame and non-legally binding 

document was passed at the United Nations on Environment and Development conference in Rio 

de Janeiro under the name The Forest Principles. This document contains several 

recommendations for forestry and should be the guideline for unification of national legislation in 

the field of forest protection. The aim of the document is to contribute to the management, 

conservation and sustainable development of forests and to provide for their multiple and 

complementary functions and uses
29

. These principles are to be applicable on all categories and 

types of forests – virgin and planted, in all geographical areas and climatic zones. The document 

is divided into a preamble and fifteen principles which are subdivided into partial principles. 

Important provisions are stated in the Section 1 and 2 which acknowledge the sovereign right of 

countries to use, manage and cultivate their forests in accordance with their needs and in respect 

with the development of country. The forest sources and forested areas should be sustainably 

managed to meet the social, economic, ecological, cultural and spiritual needs of present and 

future generations. This provision is therefore transformation of principles of sustainable 

development into forest management and forest treatment. The key role in forest protection has 

the State and local administration and even the resident population. The government should 

support and ensure opportunities for participation of interested parties, including local 

communities or indigenous people, workers, non-governmental organizations, etc. to participate 

in creation, implementation and planning of national forestry policies
30

. It the final provisions the 

document deals with national forestry policies, the role of law, financial support of developing 

countries and even with technological matters. It states that it is necessary that the national forest 

protection policy and sustainable development should be integrated with economic, trade and 

other relevant policies. Pollutants, especially air-borne pollutants that are harmful to the health of 

forests should be subject to a control.  

                                                
28 Pavlíček, V. a kolektiv: Ústavní právo a státověda. Část 1., 2. Vydání, Praha: Linde Praha, 2008, page 257 
29  http://www.un.org/documents/ga/conf151/aconf15126-3annex3.htm 
30 Damohorský,M., Šturma,P., Ondřej,J., Zástěrová, J., Smolek, M., Sobotka, M., Stejskal, V. Ţákovská, K.: 

Mezinárodní právo ţivotního prostředí. 2. část, (zvláštní), Beroun: Eva Rozkotova-IFEC, 2008, page 115 
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In October 2000, the Economic and Social Council of United Nations established the UN 

Forum on Forests
31

. It is a subsidiary body and its’ objective is to promote management, 

conservation and sustainable development of forests based on Rio de Janeiro document, for 

Forest Principles. Among other responsibilities it focuses on over-seeing and implementation of 

forest-related agreements and fosters common understanding on sustainable forest management 

and international cooperation. Members of this Forum include all Member States of UN and 

some of the associated UN organizations.   

Within the Plan of Implementation which arose from the World summit on Sustainable 

Development in Johannesburg in 2002 specific forest protection obligations were defined and 

passed. It contains an obligation to support preservation, protection, sustainable use of forest 

biodiversity. Other provision states the commitment to create and strengthen partnership and 

international cooperation
32

 to facilitate the provision of increasing financial resources, trade, 

capacity-building, forest law enforcement and governance, etc, as well as taking measures in the 

field of combating the illegal international trade with forest products. 

There was a thirteenth session of the conference of the Parties of the UN Framework 

Convention on Climate Change in December 2007 with the result of a two year “Road map”. In 

the field of forestry agreement was admitted on deforestation and rainforests. Deforestation 

should be reduced especially in developing countries. Projects which encourage tropical forest 

countries to undertake demonstration activities and provide indicative guidance are some of the 

instruments. The World Bank launched a new Forest Carbon Partnership facility to help 

demonstrate the feasibility of accurately accounting for reduction. The facility has two 

mechanisms from which one is a 100 million US dollars fund focusing on capacity building and 

the second is 200 million US dollar carbon finance mechanism for pilot projects. 

In December 2009 another UN Climate Change Session was held in Denmark, known as 

Copenhagen Summit with the outcome of non-legally binding document called the “Copenhagen 

Accord
33

”. This document recognizes the importance of reducing the emission from 

deforestation and forest degradation and the need to enhance removal of greenhouse gas emission 

by forests and the need to establish a mechanism to enable the mobilization of financial resources 

from developed countries to help to achieve this.    

                                                
31 Web site of the UN Forum on Forests http://www.un.org/esa/forests/  
32 http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/documents/WSSD_POI_PD/English/WSSD_PlanImpl.pdf 
33 The original version of Copenhage Accord in English http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2009/cop15/eng/l07.pdf 
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Regionally, specific problems or regions in terms of forests are being discussed. Of great 

importance is the International Tropical Timber Agreement which was passed and ratified in 

Geneva by 36 countries and former European Communities in 1994 and entered into force in 

1997. This agreement substituted an agreement of similar character which was agreed upon in 

1983. The Tropical Timber Agreement involves the protection and regulation of management 

with valuable tropical timber, like mahogany, ebony and provides a framework for cooperation 

and consultation among countries producing and consuming tropical timber. It promotes and 

supports research to improve forest management and ways of using wood and encourages the 

development of national policies to protect forests and to maintain an ecological balance. The 

contracting parties have to adopt into their conceptions strategies and programs on environmental 

care, necessary measurements for sustainable use, and commercial forest protection. The aims 

agreed upon are supposed to be safeguarded foremost by International Tropical Timber 

Organization. The agreement was to expire in December the 31
st
 2006 but The International 

Tropical Timber council decided to extent the International Tropical Timber Agreement from 

1994 until the International Tropical Timber Agreement from 2006 comes into force
34

.  

The Ministerial Conference on the Protection of Forests in Europe is active at 

European level. It was founded in 1990 and it is the pan-European policy process for the 

sustainable management of the continent’s forests. Members include all 46 countries and the 

European Union. One of their tasks is to develop common strategies for the protection and 

sustainable management of forests
35

.   

Sweden is a part of intergovernmental forum for cooperation between Nordic countries 

called The Nordic Council and the Nordic Council of Ministers
36

. It was established after 

World War II. The Nordic council acts as an advisory body for the Nordic governments, its’ 

sessions takes part once a year and the Nordic parliamentarians meet in this plenary assembly. 

The Nordic Council of Ministers is formed by the representatives of the governments and among 

other tasks it draws up conventions. The cooperation involves different areas of policies 

including forestry. Within forestry they aim to highlight the local and regional significance of the 

forest and sustainable forestry is promoted by research, development and training, foremost 

                                                
34 http://www.unctad.org/en/docs/tdtimber3d12_en.pdf   
35Homepage of the Ministerial Conference http://www.foresteurope.org/ 
36 http://www.norden.org/en 
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through research cooperation in the Nordic Forest Research Cooperation Committee, as well as 

by network –building and the exchange of experience and information. 

In the area of forest protection an important part takes bilateral agreements as well, 

especially border and cross-border forests. These are in a lot of cases specially protected areas. 

When it comes to Czech Republic, it is the contracting party to many bilateral treaties especially 

with bordering countries like Poland, Slovakia or Germany
37

. 

 

  2.2 European Union and forestry 

 

In the EU forest policy responsibility falls on the individual Member States. There is even 

though a long EU tradition of supporting forest-related activities like sustainable forest 

management in cooperation with Member States. The EU can contribute to the implementation of 

forest management by common policies based on subsidiarity and shared responsibility.  The EU 

focuses not only on forests of the Member States but also on forests of developing countries in 

Third World especially the rainforests. Among the EU policies, the focus is on biodiversity, 

climate change, rural development, forest monitoring, protection and forest fires.  

In the Sixth Environment Action Program, “Environment 2010: Our future, Our 

choice” which covers the period from 22 July 2002 to 21 July 2012, the emphasis is put on the 

fact that environmental policy has to be conceived, implemented and evaluated according to 

scientific knowledge and foremost watched over several forest functions. The objective among 

nature and biodiversity is to protect and restore the structure and functioning of natural systems 

and halt the loss of biodiversity both in the European Union and on a global scale. When it 

comes to forests it means protection and promotion of the sustainable development of forests.  

The Council adopted a forestry strategy resolution in 1998. The main reason for this 

was the rising occurrence of forest related international debates and initiatives on sustainable 

development and growing worries about the coherence between the forest policies of Member 

States and forest related activities executed on the EU level. Nevertheless, no common approach 

was set. The Commission reported on this for five years and afterwards proposed to launch an EU 

Action Plan on sustainable forest management. 

                                                
37 Damohorský,M., Šturma,P., Ondřej,J., Zástěrová, J., Smolek, M., Sobotka, M., Stejskal, V. Ţákovská, K.: 

Mezinárodní právo ţivotního prostředí. 2. část, (zvláštní), Beroun: Eva Rozkotova-IFEC, 2008, page 117 
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The EU Forest Action Plan
38

 was adopted in 2006 and builds on the implementation of 

the EU Forestry Strategy. The function of the Plan is setting up a framework for action and policy 

coordination at the Community and Member States levels. Its objectives include supporting and 

enhancing sustainable forest management, balancing roles and services forests have to offer, 

improving long-term competitiveness and protecting the environment, contributing to the quality 

of life, fostering coordination and communication. Eighteen key actions are proposed by the 

Commission to be implemented jointly with the Member States during the period of five years 

(2007-2012). 

On the 1
st
 of March 2010 the Commission launched a Green Paper on Forest Protection 

and Information in the EU: Preparing forests for climate change as a follow up to the White 

Paper on Adapting to climate change which launched a debate on forest protection and 

information
39

. The purpose of the Green paper is to encourage an EU-wide public debate and to 

secure views on the future of forest protection and information policy, as well as to provide 

elements for a possible update of the UE Forestry Strategy on climate related aspects. It sets out 

options to the EU approach within protection of forests and information about forest resources 

and their condition. The deadline for public input and discussion was the 31
st
 July 2010 and the 

outcome is going to guide the Commission on whether additional action is needed at EU level.  

One of first regulations on forest protection was the Regulation on the Protection of 

Forests against Atmospheric Pollution EHS/3528/86 and the Regulation on Protection of 

Forests against fires EHS/2158/92, which both expired in 2002. Both these matters were 

incorporated into one piece of legislation – Regulation No 2152/2003 of the European Parliament 

and of the Council of 17
 

November 2003 on Monitoring of Forests and Environmental 

Interactions in the Community, Forest Focus. As of 2007 the regulation was repealed by the new 

financial instrument for the environment, the Regulation No 614/2007 of the European 

Parliament and of the Council of 23 May 2007, also called the Life+. However, the Forest Focus 

continues to govern the measures adopted under this scheme. Forest Focus covers areas such as 

the protection against atmospheric pollution, the prevention of fires and their cause and effects, 

biodiversity, climate change, carbon sequestration, soil and protective functions of the forests. It 

                                                
38http://eur-

lex.europa.eu/smartapi/cgi/sga_doc?smartapi!celexplus!prod!DocNumber&lg=en&type_doc=COMfinal&an_doc=20

06&nu_doc=302 
39 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/forests/pdf/green_paper.pdf 
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sets out continuous evaluation of monitoring activities.  It provides measures to promote 

harmonized collection, handling and assessment of data, data evaluation, develop forest 

monitoring activities. For the purposes of this Regulation, forest means land of tree cover of more 

than 10% and area of more than 0.5 ha, whereby the trees should be able to reach a minimum 

height of 5 m at maturity in situ. The definition of forest includes forest nurseries, forest roads, 

cleared tracts, firebreaks, forest in national parks, nature reserves and other protected areas. But 

it excludes area land predominantly used for agricultural practices
40

. This definition was 

inspired by the United Nation Food and Agriculture Organization.  

The trade with forest reproductive material is regulated by the Council Directive 

1999/105/EC on the Marketing of Forest Reproductive Material, followed by the 

Commission Directive 1597/2002, which laid down detailed rules for application of Council 

Directive, regards the format of a national list of the basic material of forest reproductive 

material. 

There is a special Commission decision on boreal forests which includes Finland, 

Sweden, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. It was published as Commissions’ Decision of 13 

January 2005 adopting, pursuant to Council Directive 92/43/EEC, a list of sites of 

Community Importance for the Boreal biogeographical region 2005/101/EC
41

. According to 

this decision all Member States with boreal forest zones were obliged to propose a list with 

protected boreal sites. The decision from 2005 was continuously repealed by three Commissions’ 

decisions on updated lists of sites of Community importance for the Boreal biogeographical 

region. Each decision contained boreal forest countries’ list of requested zones. 

The Commission decided already in 1983 to set up a Committee on Community policy 

regarding forestry and Forestry-based Industries and this Decision came into force in May 

1983. The committee includes 27 members which are nominated by governments of EU Member 

States and have representatives from the forestry sector, woodworking, pulp and paper, printing 

and publishing industries. Its’ main role is to advise on matters regarding industrial aspects of 

community policies affecting forest based industries and forestry and provide venues for 

                                                
40 Original version of the Forest Focus in English http://eur-

lex.europa.eu/smartapi/cgi/sga_doc?smartapi!celexplus!prod!DocNumber&lg=en&type_doc=Regulation&an_doc=2

003&nu_doc=2152 
41 Gremlica, T., Dodoková, A.: Přehled Environmentálního práva ES, právní úpravy a technických norem v oblasti 

ochrany ţivotního prostředí. Praha: Ministerstvo ţivotního prostředí, 2006, page 26 
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exchanging information among stakeholders from the forest based sector and between 

stakeholders and the Commission.  

In 1989 the Standing Forestry Committee was set up to represent forestry 

administrations of the EU Member States. Chairperson of the Committee, which has 25 members, 

is the European Commission. The SFCs’ tasks involve acting as an advisory and management 

Committee for specific forestry measures, consultation forum providing expertise in connection 

with the development of forest-related measures, providing a venue for an exchange of 

information among Member States. The Committee also oversees that the Forest Action Plan 

works in practice.  

   

  2.3 National legal regulation  

 

In both countries the Constitutional law (the Fundamental law) takes precedent over all 

other laws. The content of other national laws have to be in conformity with content of provisions 

set out by the national constitutional law.  

       

   2.3.1 The Constitution 

 

The Czech Constitution Article 7 sets down that the State shall attend to prudent 

utilization of the natural resources and for the protection of national wealth. The Charter of 

Fundamental Rights and Basic Freedoms which are part of the Czech constitutional law, in its 

Article 35 declare the basic rights and duties relating to the environment. It states that everyone is 

in title to a favorable environment and has the right to timely and complete information about the 

state of the environment and natural resources. No one may, in exercising their right, endanger or 

cause damage to the environment, natural resources, the wealth of natural species, or cultural 

monuments beyond the extent designated by law. The right to a favorable environment belongs to 

everyone which means to every physical person
42

. Such right can be ensured by the State setting 

out duties and regulations on economic actual of physical and legal persons and to environmental 

evil-doers.  

                                                
42 Pavlíček, V. a kolektiv: Ústava a ústavní řád České republiky. 2.díl. Práva a svobody. Praha: Linde Praha 1999, 

page 281 
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One of Sweden’s fundamental laws forming the Swedish Constitution is the Instrument of 

Government and sets out the fundamental rights and freedoms. Many of these provisions refer to 

citizen’s rights and to the protection relating to the public administration and others. Chapter 1 

Article 2 says that the public institutions shall promote sustainable development leading to a 

good environment for present and future generations. However, even though this article mentions 

the environment, there is no implication on the impact in regards to the environmental protection. 

The Swedish constitution does not pay any considerable attention to environmental issues. 

According to Swedish customary law, everyone has the right to travel by foot and make shorter 

stays even on private land. This right of public access (Allemansrätten) or also called as 

Everyman’s right is fairly vague (like the majority of Swedish acts) phenomenon. The main 

importance in this right is that anyone is entitled to walk on other person’s property and remain 

there temporarily as long as his behavior is not disruptive and he does not cause damage
43

. There 

are no specific statutory provisions on the subject. This right is guaranteed in the Constitutional 

law (Chapter 2, Article 18 Instrument of Government) and a general reminder has been included 

in the MiljöB (Chapter 7, Section 1). Everyman’s right entitles the individual to pick mushrooms, 

wild berries, pinecones and suchlike on another person’s land
44

. 

The absence of environmental provisions in the Swedish Constitution does not mean the 

lack of Sweden’s respect for environment. Most of the internationally recognized environmental 

principles are declared in the MiljöB. I assume the reason for this is the old age of the Instrument 

of Government where the actual freedoms are declared. This document was drawn up in 1972 

that means times, when the environmental questions were about to rise to distinctive size.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
43 Bogdan, M.: Swedish law in the New Millennium. Stockholm: Norsteds juridik, 2000, page 473 
44 Such a right is not unlimited though. Chapter 12, Section 2 Of Swedish Penal Code forbids unlawful taking of 

grooving trees of twigs, branches, bark, acorn or nuts, as well as taking fallen trees, stone, gravel, turf of similar 

things not prepared for use. Chapter 12, Section 4 of the Swedish Penal Code deals with taking the unlawful path, 

which means that the individual is not entitled to enter a cartilage or planted area. One may cross the area as long 

there is no risk of damage and that regardless of whether the land owner has put up fencing or signs reading “private 

property”. 
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   2.3.2 National Legal Acts, Implementing Provisions, Related Acts   

 

In the Czech Republic there are these following bodies competent to issue statutes: the 

Parliament, eventually Senate of the Parliament, is entitled to issue legislative acts meaning acts 

(Czech zákon) and constitutional acts; certain executive power bodies are entitled to issue 

implementing regulations meaning government decrees and legal regulations of Ministries or 

other administrative bodies; and certain municipal authorities are entitled to issue binding public 

notices.  

There are three levels of powers entitled to enact laws and issue other forms of regulations 

in Sweden. The highest is the Parliament which is empowered by the constitution to enact the 

laws (Swedish lag). The next level is the Government enacted to issue regulations which 

nowadays are invariably called ordinances (Swedish förordning). And the last one is the public 

authorities, whereby both State and municipal authorities issue many regulations which are called 

statutory instruments. All acts and regulations are issued in the Official Statutes Publication 

(Swedish Svensk författningssamling SFS) which is published annually in three or four large 

volumes
45

. 

 

The Czech Act on Forests and Amendments to Some Acts (zákon č. 289/1995 Sb., o lesích 

a o změně a doplnění některých zákonu (Lesní zákon)) is base regulation on forest protection 

and management in Czech Republic and came into force on the 1 January 1996. Since the time of 

entering into force, up until the time of elaboration of this work, this act has been updated 16 

times. Comparing to SVL and the duration of it being in force, the Czech act seems to be unstable 

and not just because of the EU regulations. It contains 65 detailed (very detailed comparisons to 

the SVL) paragraphs and I think that could be one of the reasons for such frequent changes. Even 

though these detailed provisions, the act contains enforcing by the Ministry of Agriculture to 

issue implementing legislation. This includes: 

 

 Regulation No 77/1996 Coll., on request essentials regarding withdrawal or 

restriction and on details of land designated for forest purposes protection 

 Regulation No 78/1996 Coll., on limitation of emission endangered forests zones 

                                                
45 Bengtsson, B. Swedish Law. A survey, Stockholm: Juristförlaget, 1994, page 52 
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 Regulation No 79/1996 Coll., on employees service uniform of the State 

administration of forests and its identification  

 Regulation No 80/1996 Coll., on the rules of granting support on out-planting of 

minimum value of ameliorative and soil binding woods and granting of 

compensation for increased expanses  

 Regulation No 83/1996 Coll., elaborating on the development of forests district 

plans and delimitation of economic set of 

 Regulation No 84/1996 Coll., on forest management planning 

 Regulation No 100/1996 Coll., which sets out the essentials needed for request on 

granting forest management license’s and details on granting forest management 

license 

 Regulation No 101/1996 Coll., which sets out details on forest protection measures 

and sample of  forest guard badge 

 Regulation No 219/1998 Coll., on the ways of calculation of expenses spent on 

professional forest managers’ activity in cases this activity is being paid by the State 

 Regulation No 55/1999 Coll., on ways of calculation of the height of nuisance or 

infliction of forest damage 

 Regulation No 29/2004 Coll., which implements the act nm. 149/2004 on trade in 

the reproductive material of forest woody plants 

 Regulation No 139/2004 Coll., which sets out details on the transferring of seeds and 

forest tree plants, on origin registration, of reproduction material, and details on 

forest plant recovery, and reforestation of land set as land designated for forest 

function fulfillment 

 Regulation No 335/2006 Coll., which sets rules and a way of granting financial 

compensation for damage incurred for forest management limitation, example and 

requirements on assertion of the title    

 

Besides the Czech Forestry Act, there is a separate Act No 149/2003 Coll., on Introducing the 

Reproductive Material of Forest Woody Plants of Important Species and Artificial Hybrids 

Intended for Forest Regeneration and Reforestation, and on Amendments to some relating 

Acts (the act on trade in the reproductive material of forest woody plants) which is a special 
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forestry legislation concurring LesZ. This act is the Czech Parliaments’ adoption of the Councils’ 

Directive 1999/105/EC. The Swedish Parliament has chosen the way of empowering by a 

provision in SVL the Government or other public authorities designated by the Government to 

issue a specific regulation on this matter
46

, whereby the provision directly refers to the Councils’ 

Directive.  

Among legislation relating to the LesZ these following acts are to be mentioned: 

 

 Act No 17/1991 Coll., on the Environment 

 Act No 282/1991 Coll., on the Czech Environmental Inspectorate  and its competencies 

in forestry protection 

 Act of the Czech National Council No 114/1992 Coll., on the Conservation of Nature and 

Landscape 

 Act No 254/2001 Coll., on Water and Amendments to some Acts 

 Act No 449/2001 Coll., on Hunting  

 Act No 338/1992 Coll., on Real Estate Tax 

 Act No 40/2009 Coll., Criminal Code 

 Act No 500/2004 Coll., on the Rules of Administrative Procedure 

 

The main and basic act for the Swedish forestry is the Forestry Act 1979:429 

(Skogsvårdslagen), which contains general guidelines on forest management, including 

requirements to protect the environment during forest operations. SVL is the fundamental public 

regulatory framework for the management of Swedish forests. The act’s main purpose is to 

maintain a high and valuable timber yield from the forests, and in doing so, take notice of nature 

conservation and other public interests. There aims are however, not really operative but could 

rather be called as a policy frame for further regulation
47

. Up until now the act has been changed 

22 times. Very important change came into force in year 1994, whereby the obligatory 

management plans had been abolished and optional management plans had been created - 

                                                
46 The Goverment or public authority designated by the Government are in title to issue regulations prohibiting, or 

conditions regulating the use of forest reproductive material of indigenous or foreign origin, in establishing new 

forest stands and trading with such a material. They may issue also regulations in order to promote, assure and verify 

authenticity and quality with respect to production and trade with forest reproductive material.  
47 Eckerberg, K. Environmental Protection in Swedish Forestry – a study of the implementation process. Uppsala: 

The Swedish University of Agricultural Science, Faculty of Forestry, 1987, page 36 
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Sweden started its liberalization of forestry. Like mentioned, the act is just a frame law and more 

specific provisions are stipulated in the Ordinance on Forests Management 

(Skogsvårdsförordningen). In the act’s provisions references to the MiljöB (Miljöbalken) are to 

be found as well as provisions on delegation of power to Government or other public authorities 

to issue regulations concerning land with adverse regeneration abilities, or specifying areas where 

granting of permission for felling is restricted, regulations on combating insect evil-doer, issue a 

regulation on a decree in respect to be extended to nature conservation and cultural heritage 

preservation interests. Besides SVL regulations are also set by the former National Forestry 

Board and the current Swedish Forestry Agency as part of the national sources of the forestry 

law. This includes the following regulations: 

 

 Forestry Board’s regulation on the Production of marketing, sale and import of the 

forest reproductive material (Skogsstyrelsens föreskrifter om produktion för 

saluföring, saluföring samt införsel för saluföring av skogsodlingsmaterial SKSFS 

2002:2) 

 Forestry Board’s regulation on duties on trade with forest reproduction material and 

supervision and control of production of and trade with forest reproductive material 

(Skogsstyrelsens föreskrifter om avgifter vid handel med skogsodlingsmaterial samt 

för tillsyn och kontroll av produktion av och handel med skogsodlingsmaterial SKSFS 

1998:2) ` 

  National Forestry Board’s regulation on timber measurements (Skogsstyrelsens 

föreskrifter om virkesmätning SKSFS 1999:1)  

 Forestry Agency’s regulation on deliberate release of genetically modified forest trees 

for timber production (Skogsstyrelsens föreskrifter om avsiktlig utsättning av genetiskt 

modifierade skogsträd avsedda för virkesproduktion SKSFS 2008:4)  

 Forestry Agency’s regulation on fees for application of genetically modified forest 

trees for timber production (Skogsstyrelsens föreskrifter om avgifter för ansökningar 

om utsläppande på marknaden av genetiskt modifierade skogsträd avsedda för 

virkesproduktion SKSF 2008:5) 

 National Forestry Boards’ regulation and general advice on the Forestry Act 

(Skogsstyrelsens föreskrifter och allmänna råd till skogsvårdslagen SKFS 1993:2) 
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As mentioned above the Swedish forestry legislation is not codified in one law, but 

provisions relating to forests are to be found in several types of regulations. Foremost, SVL is 

more or less focusing on the forest management and protection of forests or forest areas are 

declared in other relating acts: 

 

 Environmental Code (Miljöbalken 1998:808) 

 Regulation on National Parks (Nationalparksförordningen 1987:938) 

 Cultural Heritage Act (Lag om kulturminnen 1988:950) 

 Land Law Code (Jordabalken 1970:994) 

 Act on Driving in the Nature (Terrängkörningslag 1975:1313) 

 Timber Measurements Act (Virkesmätningslag 1966:209) 

 Act on Collectively-Owned Forest Lands (Lag om allemäningsskogar i Norland och 

Dalarna 1952:167) 

 Plan and Building Act (Plan och Bygglagen 1992:1769) 

 Expropriation Act (Expropriationslag 1972:719) 

 Land Acquisition Act (Jordförvärvslag 1979:230) 

 Regulation on State Aid in Forestry (Förordning on statligt stöd till skogsbruket 

1993:555) 

 Reindeer Husbandry Act (Rennäringslag 1971:437) 

 Tort Liability Act (Skadeståndslagen 1972:207) 

 Penal Code (Brottsbalken 1962:700) 

 Trafficking Penalty Act  (Lag om straff för smuggling 2000:1225) 

 

 

In 1999 the Swedish Parliament adopted 16 environmental quality goals. One of the 

objectives signifies the increased protection of forests (sustainable forests) whereby merit forest 

protection has been prioritized for the establishment of nature reserves. 
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3 Classification of forests 

 

Almost all forests are different. From a biological point of view, geographic regions, 

environmental and other factors determine the structure of plants in the forest. Local 

environmental factors determine what sort of species can live in the area and also determine 

which species can live together. Classification of forests is essential because it defines the 

ecological communities which are important for preservation. Forest altitudinal zone
48

 is the 

formalized forestry unit used foremost in the forestry typology. It presents the relation between 

the climate and the biocoenosis. It describes altitudinal zones in simplified form and provides 

frame ideas about the vertical distribution of the main woody plants. The system divides classes 

by leaf types
49

 and further subdivides through formation, a level that considers appearance and 

environmental factors.  

The legal classification of forests offers different submission into divisions. 

 

  3.1. Based on the ownership 

 

  With the inception of forests ownership (first written reference dates back into the 10
th

 

century), new forest owners fell in besides former owners. Next to the royal, clerical, aristocratic 

municipal, common and rural added up. Social and production lifestyle and way of thinking has 

rapidly changed with the industrial revolution. Following these changes the forest ownership 

came to the point of restructuring. Among the common, royal, public forest owners, also private 

ownership has arisen.  

 

In Sweden
50

 the majority of forest land belongs to individual private owners (meaning 

natural person like families, about 50%). Other forest owners include other private owners 

                                                
48There are 10 forest altitudinal zones in Czech Republic and each are named by the climax woody plants and its 

combinations: pine-tree, oak tree, beech, spruce, dwarf pine. Within the type of tree types, the coniferous (and among 

these spruce) species prevails. In Sweden which includes four vegetation zones (Nemoral, Boreo-nemoral, Boreal 

and Alpine/Subalpine), conifer (especially Norway spruce) dominates as well.   
49 For example, evergreen, deciduous, mixed 
50 There is no definition of land ownership or compiled description of the rights and obligations that property right 

convey to the individual landowner. 
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(6%)
51

, State (3%)
52

, State-owned companies (14%), other public shareholders (1%)
53

 and 

privately owned limited companies (25%). This ownership structure, with widespread corporate 

ownership and most of the State-owned forest managed commercially on the basis of financial 

objectives, contrast sharply with the ownership structure of forests in “continental Europe”. 

During recent years a lot of State owned forest land has been reorganized into company 

ownership. In total, there are about 350 thousand private forest owners, of which 70% live on 

their properties. 

The State owned forest is managed partly by the National Property Board
54

 (Statens 

Fastinghetsverk), partly by Sveaskog
55

, and national parks
56

 are managed by County 

Administrative Boards. 

 

In Czech Republic dominant portion of forests are in hands of the State (59.9%). 

Municipalities and its co-operatives and associations take 16.8% of the forest ownership and 

private owners 23.3%
57

. 

                                                
51 Includes forest commons and ecclesiastical forests. Forest commons are reflecting to an old tradition originating 
from the farmers’ common need for pasture land and domestic cuts of timber. Officially the oldest one is more than 

100 years old, but the tradition goes way back into the past. The organization has medieval patterns borrowed from a 

type of commons which existed already at the time of creation. Nowadays the forest commons cover about 2.5 % of 

productive forest land in Sweden. Collectively-owned forest lands are regulated by a special law, the Act Relating to 

Collectively-Owned Forest Land, whereby the content was updated only with minor changes. The law regulates the 

organization of the commons, some of its activities, and the role of State control. Carlsson, L. Keeping away from 

the Leviathan: The case of Swedish forest commons. United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural 

Organisation, 2001. Online publication: http://www.unesco.org/most/dsp51.htm 
52 As landowners, the state and the local authorities are on an equal level as the private citizens, but in their role as 

the bodies responsible for providing public services, they have a special status with respect to influence over land 

use. 
53 That includes limited companies in public ownership, management companies and foundation managing pubic 

forests, forest ownership within municipal and county council association. 
54 Managing now about 14% of Sweden’s total land, including mountain wilderness but also 1.1 million hectares of 

productive forest 
55 Sveaskog is state owned company with long existence and a lot of transformation including name change, area of 

focus and range of responsibilities. Former Sveaskog named Domänverket was established already in 1859 and the 

main purpose was to manage the states landholdings. It nowadays owns 4.45 million hectares of land and out of that 

3.35 million hectares of productive forest land. Conservation remained one of the important tasks of Sveaskog’s 

assignment. The company launched development of a national network of “ecoparks”, setting aside land for nature 

conservation and ecotourism purposes. It is also responsible for intensified silviculture, including seed production 

and planting operations. Sveaskog belongs under the Ministry of Enterprise, Energy and Communications like all 

others fully state-owned and partly state-owned companies.  
56 Currently there are 29 national parks in Sweden and additionally 6 new parks should be established within the 

frame zone 2009-2013. Sweden became the first European country which established national park by passing the 

Act on national parks in 1909. Many of the northern parks are part of the Laponian area, one of Sweden’s UNESCO 

World Heritage Sites due to its preserved natural landscape and habitat for the native reindeer-herding Sami people.  
57 Ministry of Agriculture (http://eagri.cz/public/web/mze/lesy/lesnictvi/) 
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The forests owned by the State are managed partly by the State owned company Lesy 

České Republiky, partly by the State owned company Vojenské lesy a statky ČR and partly by 

the Office of the President of the Republic. The national parks are managed by the Adminstration 

of National Parks
58

.   

   

Both the Swedish and the Czech legal regulations allow forest ownership by physical as 

well as by legal person. Division of forest ownership into State-owned and private is another 

possible option for classification. The Czech Forestry Act does not mention this division but in 

Chapter 1 article 4 describes the management of forests in the ownership of the State
59

, whereby 

the rights and duties of the forest owner under that act shall apply to the legal entity which has 

been entrusted with the management of such forest (meaning entities mentioned above). The 

private forest ownership is not mentioned in the act. The Swedish Forestry Act does not state any 

division at all, but the act applies to both, state-owned and private forests.  

In Sweden there is also another division of ownership possible and that is the division 

based on the size of the property – large- and small-scale. Large-forest owners, such as private 

companies and State-owned Sveaskog employ their own forest management staff. Head-quarters 

set the company goals, calculate their own long-term as well as yearly timber yield figures and 

provide general management plans. On the other hand, small-forest owners – which may be small 

municipalities, small private companies or individual forest owners – do not usually employ their 

own management staff. Some private forest owners carry out the silvicultural treatment by 

themselves (especially those, who live on their forest land and are not employed elsewhere). The 

majority of small-forest owners hire contractors for the job. The forest owner may turn to the 

Forest Owners’ Association, the Forestry Society
60

 or other private companies, for example saw-

mills, who then take over the operational planning of forestry
61

.  

                                                
58 There are currently four national parks in the Czech Republic – Krkonošský, Šumava, Podyjí, České Švýcarsko 
59 In principle it applies that rights and obligations of the State as a forest owner as per the Czech Forestry Act refers 

to a legal person entrusted to manage forest. Legal actions via which the State forests are being managed with 

(mainly agreement on transfer of management rights, or ownership transfer) demands a preliminary approval by the 
Ministry of Agriculture for being valid. Another distinction in the State-ownership of forests is its ban on tenancy 

and subtenancy for the purpose of forest management. 
60 These three types of organizations have foresters, timber officers and forest workers to carry out the logging 

operation. Their economic offer to the forest owner is calculated from the value from the standing timber reduced by 

the costs for logging. The forest owner may also let somebody else mark the standing timber for felling and present a 

list of marked trees, from which the harvest yield can be calculated.  
61 Eckerberg, K: Environmental Protection in Swedish Forestry – a study of the implementation process. Uppsala: 

The Swedish University of Agricultural Science, Faculty of Forestry, 1987, page 76 
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 3.2 Based on its functions 

 

   3.2.1 In Czech Republic  

 

The current classification divides the forests based on the dominant purpose to productive 

and non-productive functions. Each class is functionally determined. The class of timber forests 

is especially striking with priority to commercial timber production. The topic of non-productive 

functions is compared to the topic of productive forests being handled within a limited space. 

According to article 6 to 9 of the LesZ, the forests are divided into the three following classes: 

protective forests, special purpose forests and timber forests. Classification claims set out 

presumptions so that the prevailing functions are fostered in each class. In the Czech Republic in 

2009 the timber forests took up to 75% of the whole forest’s area, the protective forests 2.7% and 

special purpose forests 22.3%
62

 .  

 

Protective forests include a) forests in exceptionally unfavorable sites as debris, sharp 

slopes, ravines, unstable sediment or sand, spoil banks or spoil heaps, b) high elevation forests 

below the boundary or wooded vegetation protecting forests situated lower and forests on 

exposed ridges and c) forests in the dwarf pine vegetation zone. Protecting functions are 

dominant. In this class belong forests with high water and soil protective functions. This 

capability prevents soil erosion at existing sites. In the case of the destruction of forests in the 

dwarf pine vegetation zone and forests on exposed ridges, soil erosion would be created in such 

an amount that new reforestation would not be possible in that particular area anymore and would 

follow by degradation of sites in lower vegetation zones
63

.  Other preventions include water and 

wind erosion, avalanches or solidify of water banks. 

 The LesZ states that forests shall be included in the protection forests class on the basis 

of the decision of a forest administration body made upon suggestion of the forest owner or on its 

own initiative. Meaning that only forests which fulfills criteria set by this provision can be 

included in this class. These types of forests are free of real estate tax. 

                                                
62Ministry of Agriculture of the Czech Republic, Forestry Section: Report on the State of Forest and Forestry in the 

Czech Republic by 2009, page 45. Online publication. http://www.uhul.cz/zelenazprava/2009/zz2009.pdf 
63

 Drobník, J., Dvořák, P: Lesní zákon. Komentář. Praha: Wolters Kluwer ČR, 2010, page 17  
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Special purpose forests are forests which are not protective forests and are situated in 

zones with hygienic protection of water resources of the 1
st
 degree, in protection zones of natural 

healing, table mineral waters and on the territory of national parks and national nature reserve. 

These classes of forests are set directly by the act and no decision by an administrative body is 

needed. The class of special purpose forests can be applied to forests in relation to which a 

general interest in the improvement and protection of environment or any other valid interest in 

the fulfillment of non-wood-producing functions of the forest is superior to the wood-producing 

functions. These include forests like spa forests, suburban forests and other forests with an 

increased recreation role, forests serving the purposes of forestry research and forestry education, 

forests with increased function in the area of soil protection, water protection, climate or 

landscape formation, forests in recognized hunting areas and separate pheasantries and others. 

 The common factor is a different way of forest management by means of achieving and 

maintaining purpose for which the forests were included in this class. Special purpose forests are 

in general forests with a special mission arising from specific needs by which management in 

these forests are being abide.  These forests are free of real estate tax as well. 

 

Timber forests are forests which are not included in the class of protection forests or 

special purpose forests. That means both set by the law or by the decision of the administrative 

body, all other forests which were not included in the class of protective or special purpose 

forests. The role of timber forests is a balanced fulfillment of all forest functions.  

 

Even though forests affected by emissions are not a separate forest class, LesZ mentions 

if the forest affected by emissions will not be included in any of the classes of either protective or 

special purpose forest according to requirements set by Article 8 and 9 of LesZ, the forest will be 

handled as timber forest with no regards to the degree of danger or emission damage.  

Forests affected by emissions are ranked in one of four danger zones. The danger zones 

are defined by a special regulation of the Ministry of Agriculture. Production forests which are in 

the first two highest danger zones are free of real estate tax.  
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   3.2.2 In Sweden 

 

Because of the nature of Swedish legislation being very vague in general, there are no 

classifications based on the forest function explicitly stated which is understandable because of 

the SVL being more or less just guidelines for forest management. It is a law which is used for 

regulating both productive and environmental aspects of everyday forestry. As a starting point all 

forest land is considered to be productive forest land from which exemptions are being made.  

As mentioned in the Section 1.2 The term forest, SVL gives only a definition of forest 

land from a forest management point of view. A guideline for the division of forests is based on 

its function and is laid down in MiljöB which in its’ Chapter 3 Section 1 says that land areas 

shall be used for the purposes for which the areas are best suited in view of their nature and 

situation and of existing needs. Priority shall be given to a use that promotes good management 

from the point of view of public interest. Neither MiljöB nor SVL gives a precise division of 

forest land like does the LesZ.  

 

Still there are provisions in SVL relating to special types of forests and forest 

management in such forests.  The act mentions forest wasteland, land with adverse regeneration 

conditions (called also protected forest land), mountainous forest land, land with reindeer 

husbandry and valuable hardwood species. Furthermore it contains even provisions on nature 

conservation and cultural heritage preservation. According to the Swedish Forestry Agency (here 

and after SFA) forest land includes even the intensively used grazing land which is not classified 

as agricultural land and previous agricultural land no longer in active use
64

 which is not 

unsuitable for forestry.   

 

Forest wasteland is regarded in SVL as land unsuitable for wood production unless site 

improvement measures are applied. It is land which cannot be used in an economic way for 

agricultural, horticultural and forest production and where the increment is less than 0.1 cubic 

meters per hectare. Harvesting, forestry operations, and fertilization cannot be executed on forest 

                                                
64 Not in agricultural production for the last 3 years.  Disused agricultural land must be reforested within three years 

after the land falls into disuse. Skogsstyrelsen: Swedish Statistical Yearbook of Forestry. 2010. Sweden: NRS 

Tryckeri AB, 2010 

 http://www.skogsstyrelsen.se/Global/myndigheten/Statistik/Skogsstatistisk%20%C3%A5rsbok/01.%20Hela%20-

%20Entire/Skogsstatistisk%20%C3%A5rsbok%202010%20(hela).pdf 
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waste land that is larger than 0.1 hectares. Individual trees may be felled if it does not alter the 

natural environment. But an exemption may be granted by the Government of public authority 

designated by the government. Buffer zones of trees and shrubs should be left on forest waste 

land, along the sea, lakes, rivers and open agricultural land and the buildings to the extent 

necessary for the reasons of plant and animal life, culture, and the environment. 

 

The Government may issue regulations to the effect that forest land with adverse 

regeneration conditions
65

, or forest land that is needed as protection against sand or soil erosion, 

or required to prevent a lowering of the tree line, shall be classified as forest land with adverse 

regeneration conditions or protected forest land. Land with these two types of forests is reserved 

by the SFA by the means of adding it to the Forestry Ordinance. The control of these mentioned 

types of forests is much more far reaching than the general forests in the way that permission is 

needed for all types of felling except of weeding and clearance that leads to improvement of the 

forests development. The Government or public authorities designated by the government may 

also issue regulations specifying which parts of such forest land is to be classified as mountainous 

forest land. Prior authorization for logging in the areas of mountain forests where natural values 

are not entirely known but are assumed to be high, the SFA conduct a special census to identify 

such attributes. Such a survey is funded by the State. When replanting mountain forests it is 

forbidden to use alien tree species as reproductive material. In the areas that cannot produce more 

than 1 cubic meter the Government or SFA has the right to deny permission for felling as long as 

there is no special reason. In areas with mountain close forests the protection is not so strong. If 

the permission is denied the forester is in title to re-imbursement. The same is applied if 

permission is given but with limitations. To sum up, the mountain forest has higher protection but 

on the other had is much more costly due to the re-imbursements to landowners.   

 

There are about 250 000 reindeers present in more than a half of Sweden’s land mass and 

only the Sami people can herd the reindeer in Sweden according to the Reindeer Husbandry Act. 

In the forested area herding is stationary but there are also “mountain Sami”, who have their 

                                                
65 Rejuvenated Forests. It is a forest that is hard to rejuvenate due to the disadvantage location. 
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summer pasture on high mountains and winter pastures on boreal woodlands. Before felling takes 

place in an area where reindeer husbandry
66

 is permitted throughout the entire year (year-round  

grazing areas) in accordance with the Reindeer Husbandry Act, the Sami village concerned shall 

be given the opportunity to participate in joint consultations
67

, as stipulated in the regulations 

issued by the government, or public authority designated by the government. The consultation 

will include logging and subsequently forest management activities. The application for a permit 

or a notice of a removal within the year-round grazing area shall be accompanied by written 

proof that a consultation with the affected Sami village took place.  In year-round grazing areas, 

felling is not permitted
68

 if it a) causes such a significant loss of reindeer grazing land that the 

possibility to maintain the permitted number of reindeer is limited or b) precludes the customary 

grouping and migration of reindeer herds. It is desirable that the Sami village concerned be given 

annual access to both a sufficiently large and cohesive grazing area, and an ample amount of 

vegetation in those areas used for reindeer corralling, migration and resting. Further consideration 

can be shown by leaving groups of trees standing on felling sites and on non-productive land, 

such as migration routes. 

 

The term selected valuable broadleaved forests
69

 as used in the act refers to indigenous 

tree species as elm, ash, hornbeam, beech, oak, wild cherry, lime, and maple. The forest should 

be referred to as a group of trees or plants growing together and characterized by certain 

uniformity in age and tree species mixture. SFA shall upon request issue a decision in advance 

whether a particular forest or a tree cover is considered to be deciduous. The term comprises: a) 

stands on forest land of at least one-half hectare, and which comprise at least seventy per cent of 

broadleaved trees and at least fifty per cent selected valuable broadleaved trees; b) stands on 

                                                
66 This is regulated for the specific areas in Norrland and Darlarna, where the Sami have so called reindeer husbandry 

rights. They are to some extent in title to use the land and the water to maintain themselves and the reindeers. This 

means the right to pasture, fencing, felling, hunting and fishing. Landowners within these areas have to stand the 

invasions due to reindeer husbandry. Land owners are also not in title to change their usage of land in such a way 

that it would make a substantial disadvantage for the reindeer husbandry.   
67 The Sami Parliament in consultation with Environmental Protection Agency issue injunctions regarding 
environmental conservation. It is then up to municipality in consideration to the erosion damage risk to decide the 

highest amount of reindeer that can exist within one area. 
68 The limitation of the landowners land-usage is limited if the development is approved by the local planning. Also 

if it is an activity like road making or hydroelectric power developments. The Government can constitute that some 

reindeer husbandry areas should cease if the area is needed according to Chapter 2 of Expropriation Act, for example 

energy plants.  Reindeer husbandry can be limited also for the sake of nature conservation. 
69 The rising interest is there for two main reasons: first is that the wood working industry asks for more hardwood, 

secondly many forest owners are looking for alternatives to pine and spruce as these are susceptible to wind throw. 
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grazing land, if these comprise at least seventy per cent broadleaved trees, and at least fifty per 

cent of valuable broadleaved trees.  The area of these stands is to be at least one hectare. The 

provisions in SVL and Forestry Ordinance require mainly maintenance and regeneration of these 

types of forests. Felling operations, other than cleaning or thinning in stands may not be 

commenced without prior permission from the SFA. Special rules on broadleaved trees should 

prevent this land being used for pine forest cultivation, habitations or other arrangements that 

could lead to decrease of population and no longer being broadleaved forests. All types of felling 

need a given permission by the SFA and the land must be replaced by the noble population. 

Exceptions may be granted where deciduous forests grow on such unsuitable soil and where it 

cannot be considered to be a particular interest from the conservation point of view to preserve 

the noble-deciduous forest. Exemption should also be given in case of poor results of deciduous 

forest planting on abandoned land.      

 

From the above it could be understood that even though the Swedish legislation does not 

explicitly classify the forest into different categories based on its’ function it still can be divided 

into classes based on the managed usage: a) forests in special protection areas
70

 b) protected 

forest land areas
71

 where logging is completely forbidden, c) special forest land areas where 

logging can be proceeded with only special consideration or after given permission and d) timber 

forest land area where only notification of logging is needed. 

 

Other division of forests arising from the SVL could be the division into productive and 

non-productive forest land. The definition of productive forest land is to be found in this thesis in 

the section which deals with the term forest. Non-productive forest land comprises bogs, 

marshes, mountains, sub-montane forest and areas with inferior climatic conditions. 

 

 

   

                                                
70 About 1 000 000 hectares of productive forest land (including mountainous forests) are formally protected as 

national park, nature reserve, habitat protection areas and nature conservation agreements which equals about 4% of 

the Swedens’ productive forest land area. 
71 4 900 000 hectares land- and water areas, including a wide range of nature type in different kinds of environments 

are protected. That equals almost 11% of the total land area in Sweden. 
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 3.2.3 Forests in special protected areas in Czech Republic and Sweden 

 

Both the Czech and Swedish legislation regulates the forests of special protected areas in 

separate acts. In Czech Republic it is the ZOPK and in Sweden it is MiljöB. Both countries have 

distinctive naming as well as classification which offer different types of protection in these 

special protected areas. 

ZOPK proclaims in its Section 14 that “naturally, scientifically, or aesthetically 

significant or unique areas may be proclaimed specially protected areas. When so done, the 

conditions of their protection must also be specified.
72

” 

The aim of Swedish legislation is that “land and water areas of importance in respect of 

their natural beauty and cultural value, or with respect to outdoor recreation, shall be as far as 

possible protected against measures that may substantially damage the natural and cultural 

environment. Particular attention shall be paid to the need for areas for outdoor recreation in the 

proximity of urban areas. Areas of national importance for the conservation of nature or of 

cultural monuments and finds, or for outdoor recreation, shall be protected against measures 

referred to in the first paragraph.”
73

  

   

Czech legislation classifies special protected areas as the following: national parks, 

protected landscape areas, national nature reserves, nature reserves, national natural monuments 

and natural monuments.  

 

Separate provisions are dedicated to tree species whereby tree species must be conserved 

against damage or destruction, if they are not subject to stricter protection (exceptionally 

remarkable trees or group of trees proclaimed as noteworthy trees and specially protected plants), 

or to the protection according to the separate regulations. The protection of trees includes even 

trees growing outside forest area. The landowner has to protect and foster tree species. ZOPK 

forbids felling of trees without permission or notification if not stated otherwise. No permission is 

needed for vegetation regeneration reasons or for felling of trees of size of stem perimeter up to 

                                                
72 The Act number 114/1992 on Conservation of Nature and Landscape, online English version 

http://www.mzp.cz/ris/vis-legcz-en.nsf/0/363C50D843387F0BC125746B0035E3A0/$file/19920114Sb.pdf 
73 Online version of the Swedish Environmental Code in English 

http://www.sweden.gov.se/content/1/c6/02/28/47/385ef12a.pdf 
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80 cm measured in the high 130 cm above the ground level or bushes in the total stand area of 40 

square meters, for example. No permission shall be required for felling tree growing outside 

forest, should their condition imminently endanger human life or health, or should there be a 

threat of extensive damage. But a subsequent notification is needed, though.   

 

Provisions in Swedish forestry legislation are laid down in respect of protection and the 

special way of handling certain types of areas. To be more specific, it gives attention to areas of 

reindeer husbandry, areas with natural and cultural value or for outdoor recreation, green spaces 

in and near urban zones. Some of the provisions are dedicated to national parks, nature reserves, 

culture reserves, natural monuments, habitat protection areas, wildlife and plant sanctuaries, 

shore protection areas, environmental protection areas, special protection areas and special areas 

of conservation. 

There is no special section dedicated to forest protection or trees per se in MiljöB. Special 

consideration is paid to forest land that is of importance for forestry. Such a land shall, to the 

extent possible, be protected against measures that may be prejudicial to rational forestry. The 

forests are protected either in combination with other ecosystems as a whole or as a plant 

sanctuaries and natural monument.  

 

Both in Czech Republic and in Sweden there is the option of contractual protection of 

nature whereas the forest owner sets aside his property for protection. An owner whose property 

voluntarily underlies this type of protection is entitled to compensation of his/her loss of income 

arising from the management restrictions. In Sweden also voluntarily set aside forest land
74

 is 

very common. 

 

Section 16 and following Sections of the ZOPK is dedicated to national parks, whereby 

the provisions regulate principal needs, creation, duties and conditions of protection, way of 

zoning national parks, care plans, visitor rules or formation of national park councils. A special 

provision in Section 22 is dealing with national park forests, whereby forests in national parks 

cannot be categorised as timber forests, which means that different forest management is being 

                                                
74 Example can be the Ecoparks created by Sveaskog. Ecoparks are large contiguous forest landscapes in which 

natural values comes first and where the yield requirements from forestry are adapted to the landscape’s special 

ecological and cultural values. 
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enforced and different measurements comparing to measurements set by LesZ can be applied. 

Provisions on interventions against pests, in cases of exceptional circumstances and unforeseen 

damage, may be applied only with the approval of, and to the extent determined by, the nature 

conservation authorities (meaning Ministry of the Environment). 

In Sweden if the State owns a large continuous land or water area of great value that is 

worth preserving in its natural state, the Government may, following the approval by Parliament, 

designate the area a national park
75

. If the State does not own that area, it must first acquire the 

land, for example by compulsory purchase. Each area has its own management plan produced by 

the Swedish Environmental Agency and approved by the Government. The management plan 

contains a detailed section giving background information and explaining the reason for creating 

the national park. There is also a plan section stating how the area is arranged for protection and 

use. The county administrative board is responsible for the ongoing management. The day-to-day 

operations are carried out by the county administrative boards’ staff or contractors working on 

behalf of the county administrative board. Park management is mainly funded from the Swedish 

Environmental Protection Agency biodiversity appropriation.   

 

According to ZOPK extensive territories having a harmoniously formed landscape, a 

characteristically developed relief, a significant share of natural ecosystems of forests and 

permanent grassland, with abundant wood species, or with preserved monuments of historical 

settlements, may be proclaimed to be protected landscape areas. Forests in such areas can be 

classified by the decision of the State forestry authority as protective of special purpose forests 

and following this pronouncement different type of management can be executed in such area. 

The act contains provision on behavior and activities bans, divisions of protected landscape area 

zones, and care plans. 

 

National nature reserves are according to ZOPK smaller territories of an exceptional 

nature value where the relief, together with a typical geological structure, forms ecosystems, 

which are unique and significant on a national or international scale. It is the nature conservation 

authorities which proclaims such and at the same time specify their conditions of protection. 

                                                
75 Mountain environment covers almost 90% of the parks surface. Other biotopes in the national parks are virgin 

forest, swamps, archipelago and old agricultural landscape.  
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Forests in such areas can be proclaimed as protective forests otherwise such forests are classified 

according to provision 8 Subsection 1 letter c) LesZ as special purpose forests by law. 

Further on the act continues, that small territories of concentrated natural values with 

ecosystems, typical and significant for the geographical region concerned, may be proclaimed 

nature reserves by the nature conservation authorities, which shall at the same time, determine 

the particular conditions of their protection. Also in this case different type of forest management 

is executed after the state forest authority proclaims the forests to be protected or special purpose 

forests. 

MiljöB does not make any distinction within the category of nature and cultural reserve. 

A land or water area may be designated a nature or culture reserve by a county administrative 

board or municipality if this is necessary in order to preserve  biological diversity, conserve 

valuable natural or cultural environments or meet recreational needs in the area. There must be a 

strong public interest in protecting the area. The nature reserve is a more flexible form of 

protection than national parks. The content may vary from a small surface geologically or 

botanically interesting to more diverse areas. Many of those are set up just because of outdoor 

activities, but there are areas of purely scientific nature reserves. Natural forest and virgin or 

near-virgin forest and forests with endangered species are the main areas being designated. The 

State or municipality may acquire the land by compulsory purchase, but reserves can be also 

established on a private land. Compensation is paid for restrictions in land-use or part-acquisition 

to the private owner, but the most common approach is for the State or the municipality to 

purchase the land before the reserve is created. The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 

buys land, pays compensation, and gives grants to municipalities for the protection of nature. The 

county of a municipality is the one in charge of management and is carried out by foundations. 

 

The Czech legislation makes distinction between national natural monuments and 

natural monuments. A natural formation of a smaller extent and in particular a geological or 

geomorphologic formation, mineral deposit, or a rare or endangered species in fragments of 

ecosystems that are of national or international environmental, scientific significance, as well as 

such formations as were formed by nature and human activities, may be proclaimed a national 

natural monument. A natural formation of a smaller extent, particularly a geological or 

geomorphologic formation, a mineral deposit or rare or endangered species in fragment of 
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ecosystems, of regional environmental, scientific or aesthetic significance, as well as such 

formations as were formed by nature or human activities, may be proclaimed a natural monument 

by the nature conservation authorities. 

Certain distinctive natural objects such as large trees, erratic blocks and kettle holes, may 

need protection to protect them for the future. The county administrative board or the 

municipality in Sweden can in such a case declare such a natural object, including the 

surrounding area, a natural monument. The designation may include also the land area that is 

required in order to preserve the natural object and give it sufficient space. 

 

The purpose of habitat protection areas is to protect various types of small habitat
76

 

existing in Sweden which are known to be important for biological diversity. Such an area can be 

designated by the Government or the authority appointed by the Government. Such like include 

tree-lined roads, clearance cairns and stone walls, forested areas as well as ponds and wetlands on 

agricultural land. This protection does not apply in the immediate vicinity of built-up areas. The 

landowner retains title, as well as ownership of timber. The SFA decides on habitat protection in 

forest and pays compensation to the landowner for forfeiture of the right to fell trees. The county 

administrative board decides on habitat protection in other areas. 

 

If it is necessary to protect an animal or plant species in a certain area, the county 

administrative board or municipality in Sweden may issue regulations restricting the right to 

hunt, fish, or the right of the public or landowners to enter the area of animal or plant 

sanctuaries. 

 

If a large land or water area is susceptible to pollution, or if an environmental quality 

standard has not been met in a certain areas, special regulations may be necessary in order to 

remedy the situation, the Swedish Government may declare the area an environmental 

protection zone. 

There is a similar provision in the Czech legislation which does not create another type of 

specially protected areas but it declares that areas that are already within specially protected areas 

                                                
76 Small land and water areas that constitute habitats for endangered animal and plant species or are otherwise 

particularly worthy of protection 
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can be pronounced as a buffer zone in case it needs to be protected from disturbing surrounding 

influences. A buffer zone shall be proclaimed by the authority that proclaimed the specially 

protected area, and which shall do in the same manner. Permission granted by the nature 

conservation authority is needed for certain forest management methods. 

 

The Czech act like mentioned above protects tree monuments and its protective zone by 

a separate Section and it states that “by virtue of a decision of the nature conservation authorities, 

exceptionally remarkable trees, groups of trees, and rows of trees, may be proclaimed to be 

noteworthy trees”.  Their tending shall be carried out with the approval of the nature conservation 

authority that proclaimed their protection. The nature conservation authority shall demarcate a 

protective zone for them or otherwise it shall be in the shape of a circle, with a radius equal to ten 

times the diameter of the tree trunk, measured 130 cm above ground level. Certain activities and 

interventions may be carried out in this area only with the prior approval of the nature 

conservation authority.   

 

Work is under way in the EU on the establishment of a European ecological network of 

protected areas which include forests as well. This network is called Natura 2000. The areas to 

be included in the network are regulated by two Directives: the Bird Directive
77

 and the Species 

and Habitat Directive
78

. The aim is to prevent destruction of natural habitats and to protect 

animals and plants from extinction. The sites need to be maintained or restored in order to retain 

a favourable conservation status. The national nature protection and Natura 2000 is protecting the 

nature parallel and it complements each other. Particular areas in many cases overlap. 

ZOPK defines Natura 2000 as integral European area scheme with certain protection 

degree which enables to preserve natural habitats and habitats of species in their natural 

territory extension in state favourable in the light of their protection or eventually make it 

possible to regenerate this state. In Czech Republic Natura 2000 is formed by already existing 

bird zones and significant European habitats which are protected either by contractual protection 

or specially protected areas. The list of sites of Community Importance is designated in the 

                                                
77 Council Directive 79/409/EEC of 2 April 1979 on the Conservation of Wild Birds 
78 Council Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the Conservation of Natural Habitats and of Wild Fauna and 

Flora 
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Government Order, while each Special Protection Area is designated in individual Government 

Order. 

In Sweden all Natura 2000
79

 areas are protected with the support of MiljöB and classed as 

national interest. The protection of such areas has to be accomplished mainly through the 

instruments for area protection mentioned above. To be able to carry out any activity or make any 

measures in the area that can affect the environment in a Natura 2000 area a permit according to 

MilöB is needed. County administrative boards select sites that are suitable for inclusion in the 

network. The work is coordinated by the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency. Natura 

2000 sites may be used for commercial purposes as long as a favourable preservation status is 

accorded to the species and habitats to be protected. 

   

ZOPK and its implementing regulations used to be ex lege special regulations in their 

relation to LesZ which was specifically stated in Section 90 Subsection 4 of the ZOPK. The 

Amendment, in form of the Act No 349/2009 Coll., resulted into repeal of this key provision 

which represented determination of a relationship to the regulation affecting the relation in nature 

and landscape. This does not mean neglecting the relation between ZOPK and other acts but 

stands for a significant appeal to interpretation skills of administration offices and courts; 

possibility for the legislator to weakened the complex protection given by ZOPK via amendments 

of environmental compartment acts
80

.    

The SVL states in one of its provisions that MiljöB should be the one in charge in some 

situations. This is regarding (like above mentioned) the bans on habitats which are protected 

throughout chapter 7 of the MiljöB and other provisions giving it support or through nature 

reserves. The protection in MiljöB is more far-reaching in comparison to SVL, but on the other 

hand this form of nature protection is more costly to the County. Besides this SVL and MiljöB 

are separate laws that are working in parallel
81

. This means common rules are applicable for 

foresters along with everything else that influences the environment
82

. 

                                                
79 Sweden has listed some 4.000 Natura 2000 sites, having total area of six million hectares, or around 15 per cent of 

the country’s area. Approximately 60 per cent is national parks or nature reserves. 

http://www.naturvardsverket.se/sv/ 
80 Vomáčka, V.: Zákon o ochraně přírody a krajiny: Lex specialis nebo lex generalis? Dny práva. Brno: Masarykova 

Univerzita Právnická fakulta, 2009, page 9 
81 Michanek, G., Zetterberg, Ch.: Den Svenska Miljörätten. Uppsala:Iustus, 2008, page 294 
82 For example taking precautions in relation with felling to protect water streams against pollution 
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 As mentioned above SVL does not give any precise division of forests in comparison to 

LesZ which can be seen in a positive and in a negative way. It gives less work and consideration 

to the public administration and to the owner because the need of pronouncing certain areas as 

belonging to a special class is not prescribed, but on the other hand the actual protection of forest 

is questionable. The trend in Sweden is to rely on voluntary actions by the forest industry and 

private owners to protect valuable forests. The foresters bear substantial responsibility for 

ensuring that their operations are conducted in an environmentally correct way. The only group 

which is similar to the Czech is the class of forests in specially protected areas like national parks 

or nature reserves, where the procedure of pronouncing the area as special protection areas is 

similar.  

  

 3.3 Based on size of the forest 

 

In this case none of these two countries have a specific legal division of forests into such 

category but it can be extracted from the character of duties put on the forest owner according to 

the size of their property.    

The amount of duties is of course the main factor when it comes to the size of forests – 

the bigger the size the more duties the forest owners have to undergo. 

Since the Swedish legislation offers a forest definition just according to timber production 

definition on cubic meters produced per hectare per annum, it is hard to tell just by the law 

whether the forest is big enough to be considered a forest or not. An explanation is given by the 

SFA which says in its Statistical Yearbook that the definition by the FAO’s Global Forest 

resource Assessment of 2005 is applicable whereby forest refers to any land area greater than 

0.5 hectares where the real or potential average height of trees at maturity is at least five meters 

and crown cover is greater than 10 per cent. This definition is not binding though but is only a 

recommendation of the SFA which is included in their guidelines. 

The Swedish National Forest Inventory sets down national definitions used in the 

Swedish forest industry. It made division of land use classes whereas there are ten classes. 

Among those there are definitions on forest land (this definition is in coherence with the 

definition in SVL) and other wooded land. Other wooded land is land not classified as forest, 

spanning more than 0.5 hectares, with trees higher than 5 meters and a conopy 5-10 per cent, or 
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trees able to reach these thresholds in situ, or with a combined cover of shrubs, bushes and trees 

above 10 per cent. It does not include land that is predominantly under agriculture or urban land 

use. 

In the Czech legislation there is no minimum size of forest determined. The only 

provision concerning the size of forest is to be found in Section 12 of LesZ which in the third 

Subsection says that division of plots of forest land, where the area of one part of the divided land 

falls below one hectare, shall be subject to the consent of the relevant State forest administration 

body. The State administration body shall not give such consent should the division result in plots 

of land of unsuitable shape or size which would not allow proper conduct of forestry activities. 

This provision represents a safety net for dividing land into smaller size than one hectare and 

creating forest plots of not fitting size and shape which hinder forestry management. 

Compared to the Czech legislation where forestry management plans are obligatory for 

forest properties of certain size, the Swedish legislation has abandoned this duty after a big 

amendment to SVL in the year 1993.  

 

Worth mentioning is Section 11 of SVL which states that in order to promote even age 

forest distribution of the forest stands on large forest holdings
83

, the government or designated 

authority may specify the maximum allowable percentage of the forest holding to be felled 

during a given period. As regards of forest holdings, the regulation specified in the previous part 

may imply that felling must not take place to such an extent that more than one-half of the forest 

holding shall comprise clear-felled areas and young stands. Based on this provision the Forestry 

Management Ordinance states that forestry holdings size larger than 50 hectares may not be 

felled to such an extent that more than a half of the holding consist of bare land or trees younger 

than 20 years.  For plots bigger than 1000 hectares the SFA may issue regulation on the amount 

being allowed to fell per certain period of time.  

The Czech legislation has also similar sort of limitation on felling depending on the size 

of the lot. Section 31 of LesZ proclaims that within planned felling, the area of clear felling must 

not exceed one times the average height of the felled stand on exposed management sets and 

twice the average height on other sites. The limitation on clear felling was established for the 

                                                
83 According to the SVL forest holding shall be defined as forest land which is located within the borders of one 

municipality, and held by one or the same owner.  
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reasons of avoiding damaging the forest. The bigger clear-cut the higher chances of damaging the 

forest stand by wind, landslips or following creation of adverse regeneration forest conditions. 

Regeneration felling on sites larger than a 0.5 hectares notification must be given to the 

SFA at least six weeks in advance. Regeneration felling includes all felling except of cleaning 

and thinning. Regeneration felling is restricted on forest holdings smaller than 50 hectares. Up to 

half of that land can be made up of finally felled areas and of stands less than 20 years old. 
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4 Areas of protection  

 

The current Czech law in force regulates the forest protection within following four areas: 

 protection of land designated for the fulfillment of forest functions 

 protection of forest while ongoing forest management 

 protection of forest from injurious agents 

 protection of forest while publicly used
84

 

 

Administrative legal instruments are prevailing in the Czech Republic complemented with 

instruments conceptual, economical and penal. 

According to Section 11 of LesZ every individual must behave in such a way as to avoid any 

danger or damage to forests or sites and equipment used for management purposes in the forests. 

In Sweden the law states that forests are a national asset that should be handled in such a way 

that it gives good revenue and at the same time maintains the biological diversity. That means 

there are two equalized purposes in the law; one is to provide the forest industry raw material and 

the second is to preserve the forests natural values. These above mentioned instruments are to be 

found within Swedish forest industry but regulated at different legislation level and to a different 

extent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
84 Damohorský, M. a kol. Právo ţivotního prostředí. 3. Vydání. Praha: C.H. Beck, 2010, page 326 
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4.1 Protection of land designated for the fulfillment of forest functions  

 

Based on provision in the LesZ all land designated for the fulfillment of forest functions
85

 

must be managed in an efficient manner in accordance with the LesZ. It is forbidden to use it for 

any other purposes but exemption may be granted by the State forest administration bodies
86

 on 

the basis of applications of land owners or in cases where such exemptions are in the public 

interest. This precaution is based on the acts’ aims stated in Section 1 of the LesZ; the purpose of 

the Act is to set out conditions for forest conservation, whereby protection of land designated for 

the fulfillment of forest functions is the base for accomplishing this target.  

The aim of this protection is to minimize occupation of these plots for other purposes. 

Public interest on preserving this type of land is declared by the approval given by the State 

administrative authority. This approval might not always be in coherence with the owner’s or 

other person’s interest or even with position of other public administration authorities
87

.  When 

granting this exception it is needed to make sure, that forest plots with lower importance of 

fulfilling forest functions are used for this action whereby it is also important to maintain the 

forest functions. The reason for this protection is that the area of forest plots is threatened by 

possible injudicious and inconsiderate usage for other purposes at unsuitable places, for socially 

insignificant needs or in inadequate amount and also because of threatening quality of these plots.  

The way to change the purpose of forest land is either to withdraw the plot of land from the 

Forest Land Resource
88

 list or to place limitations on use of such plots of land (meaning a state 

when forest functions cannot be executed to the full usual extent on the affected land
89

).  

                                                
85 Land designated for fulfillment of forest functions is divided nowadays into forest land and other land. Forest land 

is land with forest stands and areas where forest stand was removed from the purposes of regeneration, forest rides 

and unpaved forest roads if these are not wider than 4 m, and land where forest stand was removed temporarily on 

the basis of a decision of a State forest administration body. Other land is paved forest roads, small water areas, and 

other areas and land above the upper boundary of wood vegetation with the exception of built-up land access roads 

thereto and woodland pasture and fields for wild animals unless such land is part of agricultural land fund and 

provided that it is connected to the forest or is used in the forestry. State forest administration body may order such 

land to be marked as a part of land designated for the fulfillment of forest functions.     
86 The authority enforced with this type of decision is municipal authority with extented competence up until one 
hectare of land, or regional authority up from the size of one hectare and more of a land. 
87 Drobník, J., Dvořák, P. Lesní zákon. Komantář. Praha: Wolters Kluwer ČR, 2010, page 31 
88 Forest land resource is plot, which is, based on the respective general legal regulation, permanently assigned to 

fulfill forest functions (i.e. forest stands, plots where forest stands were temporarily removed, plots without forest 

stands serving forest management, plots above the upper level of wood species vegetation with exception of built-up 

plots and its’ abort). http://www.vugtk.cz/slovnik/3645_lesni-pudni-fond   
89 The forest land owner following the limitation decision of land use is in title of compensation for loss which arose 

from forest management limitations towards the authority which decided the limitation. 
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The withdrawal and the restriction can be either permanent or temporary within the 

timeframe stated in the decision. The decision is an administrative decision and it can be issued 

only after zoning and planning decisions came into force. The decision can be changed or 

recalled at the request of the owner of the plot, claimant or on State forest administration 

authorities’ own initiative by the State forest administration authority if there is public interest or 

if the plot stops to serve purposes for which the decision was made. Building, mining and 

industry activities are the most common reasons of forest plots withdrawal for public interest. A 

fee for the withdrawal is prescribed; it has an economic instrument function. The amount of the 

fee should be determined by the relevant State forest administration body in accordance with the 

annex to this act and in its’ decision issued according to Article 13.  

The calculation varies between plots permanently or temporarily withdrawn. The amount 

is calculated as product of average annual potential forest product in Czech Republic in cubic 

meters per hectare, average timber price at skid way in CZK per cubic meter and factor of forest 

ecological importance. Factor of forest ecological importance is set out in a table and divided 

according to the forest class. The highest is in national parks, the lowest in timber forests. Forty 

per cent of the fee goes to the municipality in which cadastral area the withdrawn plot belongs to 

and sixty per cent goes to the National Fund of Environment. The municipality is limited in usage 

of receiving a fee. It can be used expediently only for the municipal environment improvement or 

for forest preservation. The fee is payable within 30 days after the decision on permanent  

withdrawal entering into force; the fee for temporary withdrawal is to be paid each year based on 

the rate set for the first fee.  

 

Since the SVL is regulating forestry management and forest protection it is not given such 

a big emphasis, there is only one provision relating to change of land use.  According to the 

wording in the SVL Section 3 the act does not preclude a change of use of forest land to purposes 

other than wood production. Physical planning influences and regulates the use of all types of 

land and water areas, forests included. The planning is regulated by the Planning and Building 

Act 1987:10 (here and after PoBLag). The provisions are important because it provides 

guidelines for the use of land and water areas and specific rules in relation to certain types of 

areas and activities.  
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MiljöB states that farmland and forests are deemed to be of national importance. Forests 

should be protected against measures impairing an efficient utilisation. Connected to the PoBLag 

are the Basic and Special Resource Management provisions in Chapter 3 and 4 of MiljöB 

whereby these provisions shall be applied when planning is carried out and when matters 

concerning building permits and tentative approvals are processed. The PoBLag is in force 

together with MiljöB and they complement each other. The overall objectives of the act are 

therefore expressed in line with the overall objective of MiljöB which is to promote a sustainable 

development. The act points out that land planning is to be a matter for the municipality.  

The provisions in PoBLag are specified by comprehensive plans which are primarily 

carried out by municipal planning authority and this plan should involve the whole municipal 

area. The plan is not legally binding for authorities and individuals and its’ importance lays in 

subsequent decisions on land use. For the co-ordination of the planning for two and more 

municipalities, regional plans may be adopted. Overview plans shall indicate the future use of a 

specific area, for example that it shall be used for buildings, energy production or that it shall be 

preserved. This implies that other use of land indicated in the plan may be very well possible. 

Detail plans which examine the suitability of the site for development and the regulation of the 

design of the built environment and area provisions which ensure the purpose of the 

comprehensive plan or safeguard national interest in accordance with chapter 3 and 4 of MiljöB 

are legally binding.  

Forest activities like afforestation and reforestation cannot be regulated via these 

instruments; it can only prevent such activities by planning for other activities. An improvement 

permit is mandatory to the extent required by this act for the felling or planting of trees. 

An improvement permit may not be granted in contravention of a detailed development 

plan or area regulation unless otherwise stated in the plans. With regard to buildings for forestry 

or similar enterprises within areas not covered by detail development plan, a building permit is 

required only for measures within the purview of paragraph 3 of the first Subsection
90

. 

These rules offer freedom of choice with regard to the balancing between different 

interests which implies that the municipalities to a very large extent control the use of land. There 

                                                
90 Each municipality shall prepare up-to-date comprehensive plan, covering the entire municipality. The 

comprehensive plan shall provide guidance for decisions about the use of land and water areas and on the 

development and preservation of the built environment. 
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are few exceptions though given the presence of Environmental Quality Standards which hinder 

the adoption of a plan that implies that the standard is violated. 

The MiljöB lays down basic and special resource management provisions. The general 

part states that land and water areas shall be used for the purpose for which the areas are most 

suitable in view of their characteristics, their location and the existing needs. Priority shall be 

given to use that promotes good management from the point of view of public interest
91

. 

Combined use of the areas always shall be considered; public interest takes precedence over 

private interests. Special consideration by reason of quality or suitability should be paid to areas 

mentioned in Chapter 1 Section 2 to 9. These areas should to the extent where possible be 

protected against activities that may significantly affect, significantly damage, or damage for 

example the character of the area; or activities that may be prejudicial to significantly interfere 

with or detrimental to the interests appointed in the legal text.  

Special attention should be given to the provision in Section 4 which states that areas of 

importance for the forestry industry shall to the extent possible be sheltered from activities that 

may be prejudicial to a rational forest industry. This rule steers away from the use that may be 

harmful to the forestry. Exploitation activities may be taken in these areas only if it meets no 

hindrance by the area provisions in Section 2 to 8 and it does not significantly damage the 

protected values. In the assessment of weather an activity which is probable to cause damage to 

the protected values, the total natural and cultural values in the area shall be considered, implying 

that in order to be prevented, the activity must cause significant damage to the entire area.  In 

relation to the forest governance, provision in Section 5 is dealing with unexploited mountain 

areas which are defined by the absence of roads and railroads. These areas are protected and 

exploitation activities may be executed only if they are necessary for the purposes of the reindeer 

husbandry, the resident population, scientific research or outdoor recreational exercise.  

 

As it can be seen from above written, the Swedish legislation does not include the forest
92

 

land into special land resources like does the Czech legislation but deals with the use of the forest 

                                                
91 The general condition is connected with forest governance in the sense that areas of interest for other uses such as 

for example wind power development, may be forested, in which case an assessment of which use will best promote 

a long-term management of the resource will be undertaken. 
92 On the other hand agricultural land according to MiljöB and its’ Chapter 12 aims at regulating how agricultural 

land is to be withdrawn of the production activities. It is further stated that agricultural land is to be conducted in 

accordance with the requirements of natural and cultural conservation.  
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land via regional and municipal planning with special consideration given to protected areas, 

areas important out of public interest perspective. When producing plans, the SFA is asked for 

consultation and to give a statement if the forest land is affected. Municipal administrative boards 

have a lot of power in their hands in this case because it can approve activities in forested areas. 

 

4.2 Protection of forest while ongoing forest management 

 

Forest management is of public interest especially because of the need of preserving the 

environment, fulfilling production and non-production forest functions and its good status.  

That’s why the forest management in the Czech Republic is not only up to the decision of 

the forest owner but mainly regulated by the law. The abidance by rules is inspected by the State 

and infringements are punished. 

According to Article 2 of LesZ forestry means regeneration, protection, tending and 

felling of forest stands and other activities
93

 securing the fulfillment of forest functions. It is 

understood as all activities which the owner (or other entitled person like a tenant, a borrower or 

operator of silviculture activities) is obliged to carry out in compliance with the law either alone 

or in co-operation with others, mostly with professional foresters and with the respective State 

forest administration body. 

The basic requirement of forest management is to preserve forests. Every individual must 

behave in such way as to avoid any danger or damage to the forest or sites and equipment used 

for management purposes in the forests. While carrying out forestry activities, a forest owner 

shall be obliged to endeavor not to harm the interest of other forest owners and to ensure that the 

functions of the forests are preserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
93 Like forest transportation, melioration and torrent control in forests. 
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   4.2.1 Conceptual instruments 

 

Legal regulation in the form of conceptual instruments in the Czech forestry represent the 

forestry plans comprising regional plans of forest development, forest management plans and 

forest management guidelines. 

Regional plans of forest development are contributing to maintenance and healthy 

development of forests. Different regions offer different weather, soil, climate conditions and 

that’s why the forestry policy has to have a different approach. Management principles stated in 

the regional plans are recommendations; they are not legally binding. On the other hand it is in 

the interest of the owner to follow the plans because this way they have guidelines elaborated by 

specialists in the forestry sector handed for free and when applying for financial contribution the 

State forest administration body which will decide upon this request will be taking note if the 

forest owner follows the regional plan recommendations. The plan is ordered and elaborated draft 

ratified by the Ministry of Agriculture. Approval of regional plans of forest development is 

subject to a binding position of the Ministry of the Environment on the introduction of 

geographically alien forest tree species. Elaboration of these plans is financed by the State. 

Forest management plans serve the forest owner who also covers the cost for its 

elaboration. These plans should be the instructions on how to attain optimum and sustained 

fulfillment of forest functions and are prepared for a period of 10 years. It should contain both 

binding and recommending provisions. Binding provisions of the plan are the maximum 

aggregate volume of felled timber and the minimum share of soil-improving and reinforcing 

species for stand regeneration
94

. Part of the plan is data on the forest condition and management 

proposal on a specific forest stand. It composes forestry book, text part and forest map. Text part 

contains for example general data including identification of the forest owner, evaluation of 

natural rate, evaluation of forest condition and actual forest management, owners’ objectives 

definition and others. The forestry book contains data on the forest condition, proposal of forestry 

measurements and others. Individual owners owning forest bigger than 50 hectares, legal entities 

entrusted with the management of State forests
95

 and other legal entities are obliged to arrange 

the preparation of the plans. Forest management plans are quite complicated piece of work on 

                                                
94 Representation of soil improving and reinforcing species for stand regeneration is the groundwork for limitation on 

monoculture forest stand formation and the reason for current forests erosion and its ecological instability.    
95 These entities are obliged to arrange these plans without regards on size of the forest. 
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forestry which, in its’ whole substance, is not needed for small size forests. But the law allows 

even owners with property smaller in size than 50 hectares to manage their forests according to 

forest management plans. One plan can be elaborated for area no bigger than 20 000 hectares. 

The obliged owner or owners who want to manage their forests according to the forest 

management plan can choose an entrusted body for elaborating a draft on a forest management 

plan. This body has to be a holder of a license for such activities granted by the Ministry. 

Forest management guidelines are being elaborated for forest smaller than 50 hectares 

and for forests smaller than 50 hectares if they are not managed according to a forest 

management plan. This document serves forests condition determination, making the owners 

familiar with recommended way of forest care and for State forest administration execution. The 

plan is in force for 10 years after elaboration and ordered by the State forest administration body. 

The State forest administration body shall declare its intention to commission the preparation of 

the guidelines by way of a generally binding notice. The State bears expenses regarding the 

guidelines. Each forest owner should obtain the forest management guidelines valid for his/her 

forest free of charge. The guidelines becomes binding as soon as the owner adopts it via the 

register. Binding provisions are the maximum volume of allowed felling and for owners with 

property bigger than 3 hectares also provisions regarding minimum share of soil improving and 

reinforcing species for stand regeneration.  

The forest owner has to obey the act, implementing provisions and instructions of 

professional forester in case he does not adopt the guidelines.  

Forest owners who have to manage their forests according to forest management plan are 

obliged to submit two counterparts of a draft plan for the approval of the relevant State forest 

administration body no later than 60 days following the expiry of previous plan. If the plan is not 

in violation with other relevant laws or the LesZ the State forest administration body has to 

approve the plan. The owner has to ask the approving State forest administration body for 

amendments of the binding provision in case changes in the conditions will occur while plan 

being valid and invoking need of alterations in binding provisions of the plan. This is applicable 

also to the forest management guidelines.  
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In Sweden forest management plans (skogsbrukplan) were in between 1983 and 1993 

mandatory for any type of forest owner, including the private owners
96

. After the year 1994 when 

new amendment to the act came into force, the management plans for private owners became 

optional and the planning activity fell down to 200 000 hectares annually. The SFA and 

SveaSkog developed a system called “Green Forest Management Plans” in 1995. The 

productive land is sorted into four categories, according to the type of long-term management that 

is required. The categories are as following: 

 PG – production goal with general nature conservation,  

 PF – production goals with reinforced conservation consideration, 

 NS – nature conservation goals where management is needed to sustain the conservation 

value, 

 NO – nature conservation goals where the forest should be left untouched. 

The classification is conducted in consultation with the landowner. The landowners’ own 

goals and intentions prior to the planning process are discussed, for example. Afterwards, the 

final classification is agreed upon. 

The balance between these goal classes is specified on estate level. In this green management 

plans 5% of the forest land area should be in goal class NS/NO, another 5% in PF, and 90% in 

PG. Holdings of less than 20 hectares have no requirements regarding balance. A green forest 

management plan is required for the possibility of certification
97

 from Forest Stewardship 

Council. This plan needs to be valid at least for 5 years before the owner can apply for 

certification.  

Other organizations may make other demands. Like for example the forest owners 

association, Norra Skogsägarna, call their forest management plans “Ecoplans” (eco like 

                                                
96 Subsidies were available to SFA for production of the forest management plans. The plans were produced with 

rough subjective methods, for example estimation rather than measurements. The quality was low in the description 

of the stands and in the management proposals. Wilhelmsson, E.: Forest Management Planning for Private Forest 
Owners in Sweden. Koli: Finnish Forest Reaserch Institute, 2006, page 52 
97 Forest certification is a voluntary commitment for sustainable forestry. Each forest owner who fulfills the 

requirements can become certified. The standards have been developed in negotiation between the forest industry 

and environmental organizations. SFA as a public authority has no part in the certification process. There are two 

certification standards currently in Sweden – the FSC and PEFC standards whereby both of the certifications have 

the same basic requirements in respect of forestry, environmental and social standards. The benefit of certification 

lays in customers’ demand for certified forest products which represents sustainable forestry and it gives a guarantee 

and credibility to the benefit of forest owners and forestry. 
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ecological and economical) and consider 5% NS/NO the central part and put less emphasis on 

another 5% PF. 

A Forest and Environment Declaration is required based on the SVL. The forest owner must 

have information on his or her forest. The forestry plan consists out of a map of the property and 

a description of the forest, in words and figures, based on measurements and assessments. This 

data is both forest data for stands such as area, age, if regeneration activities are required; and 

environmental data: area with broadleaved hardwood, nature reserves, protected biotopes, 

wetlands with special value, the presence with archeological sites and others. The plan data 

comprises the stand identity, area, land class, tree layer, age, site index, standing volume, tree 

species composition, management proposal, time period, cut percentage, cut volume, goal class 

(proposal for balance of timber production and nature conservation), comments regarding the 

management proposal
98

. The forest is divided into divisions (also called stock or processing unit) 

on a map. This regulation makes at least a simple forest management plan necessary. The 

information is for the benefit of the owner. A plan can also serve as the basis for environmental 

certification of the forestry measures carried out on a given property. Forest management plans 

are produced for a 10 year timeframe. These plans should be updated every year and revised after 

few years
99

. Plans for some specific actions can also be produced; they are just voluntary. These 

actions involve regeneration, logging or scarification. 

Management plans are mostly produced by the timber buying organizations. The planning 

work is done by their employees or contractors. There is no formal requirement that the plan 

should be elaborated by certified person or a person with special education
100

. The plan belongs 

to the owner; the State or the public cannot access the plan without the owners’ permission. 

The State owned forests follow so-called tactical felling plan. It contains felling volumes 

that correspond to five annual felling in own forests and one year for purchased timber. The 

purpose of tactical planning is to schedule harvest operations to specific areas in the immediate 

                                                
98 Example on how such a forest and environment declaration looks like, in Swedish: 

http://www.sveaskog.se/Documents/Produkter%20och%20tj%C3%A4nster/K%C3%B6pa%20mark/Fastigheter/Sko

gsbruksplan%20Bj%C3%B6rkfors.pdf 
99 This is not done in most cases, but organization making plans offer this service as an option and it is expected to be 

more common in the future. Especially if web based techniques are used. 
100 In reality people elaborating these plans have two years of forest education. 
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few years and on a finer time scale than in the strategic plan
101

. One or two years prior to felling a 

detailed plan is prepared for each felling area in the field.  

Another type of forest planning is the action area of forest planning (områdesplan) whereby 

the area plan is usually a larger area, in most cases a village. The plan is usually used by the SFA 

and forest management societies to locate the needs of young forest care. National analysis was 

done in years 1985, 1992, 1999, 2003 and 2008. Special analyses have been done between these 

dates, including detailed analyses for some areas.  

On a national level, there are 15 Environmental Quality Objectives to strengthen the 

national efforts significantly towards sustainability in a wide range of society sectors. One of it is 

the Sustainable Forests. It aims to protect the forest and forest soil’s value for biological 

production and at the same time biological diversity and cultural and social values are protected. 

The goals include interim targets in key areas as well as a long term target frame. But the 

objectives do not allocate responsibility or indicate which measures need to be taken. Most of the 

targets
102

 were set for the timeframe until the year 2010. 

The most crucial difference between Sweden and the Czech Republic in the matter of 

conceptual instruments as can be seen from the description above is in decision making – the 

process of taking a decision, the nature of decision and the role of decision-maker. The non 

existence of obligatory management plans (only the forest description is requested) for private 

forest owners
103

 in Sweden and the nature of management plan itself are striking. It is up to the 

private owners’ decision to create and adjust his/her forest management  plan and adjust the 

operation to the plan to enjoy the benefits (for example the benefits arising from certification) 

which comprises the creation of a plan. On the other hand they are obliged to have a formal 

description of forest and environmental goals. In Sweden strategic forest management planning is 

traditionally conducted to optimize decisions about sustainable harvest levels while taking into 

consideration legislation and policy issues. In the Czech Republic on the other hand, 10-year 

                                                
101 Andersson,D.: Approaches to integrated strategic/tactical forest planning. Licentiate thesis. Umeå: Swedish 

University of Agricultural Science, 2005, page 7 
102 Some examples of the targets: The shares of unsatisfactory regenerations should be reduced by half, establish 

agreements between the forest administration  and 80% of the municipalities about the long term forest management 

of urban woods, to enhance the biological diversity in the forests, the amount of hard dead wood should increase by 

40%. However, the environmental objective called “Sustainable forest” was not achieved because of the intensive 

cultivation of forests. 
103 According to professional foresters the interest in natural and cultural values on the property has increased and 

water conservation is an important part of the planning for the small-scale forest owner. Many forest owners feel 

responsibility for managing the land for previous and future generations. 
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strategic plan is considered to be the center for forest management, embracing all the decisions 

on needed forestry activities and follow strict rules.  

 

   4.2.2 Administrative legal instruments 

 

These instruments involve the duties of forest owners, and other persons involved in these 

operations. In the Czech Republic and also in Sweden this includes: 

 

 regeneration and culturing of forest stands 

 observance of logging and forest transportation rules  

 observance of forest management rules in protection and special purposes forests 

 statistics keeping  

 

The need in regeneration of forest stands with suitable woody plants and culturing of young 

forest stands is seen in the maintenance of sustainable fulfillment of forest functions and good 

forest condition. This is one of the Czech forest owners’ core duties. This activity has to be 

assisted with improving forest conditions and increasing its stability. The owner is obliged to 

regenerate the stands with suitable tree plants and steadily culture in a set timeframe. Clear-felled 

areas have to be reforested within two years after being felled and assure that young un-

established stands are being cultivated within seven years from the time of creation of the clear-

felled area.  In exceptional cases different timeframes can be granted by the State forest 

administration body. The clear-felled area cannot be bigger than 1 hectare when main felling. In 

justified cases, the relevant State forest administration body may in the process of approving the 

plans or preparing guidelines, or at the request of the forest owner, grant exception from the 

specified area or width of clear felling in following situations: a) on a management set of natural 

pinewood sites on sandy soil, and on management sets of natural floodplain sites, up to two 

hectares of clear felling with no width restriction and b) on mountain slopes inaccessible to 

transport longer that 250m, provided that they are not exposed management sets, up to two 

hectares of clear felling. In areas which were clear-felled with the aim of forest stand 

regeneration the microclimate which is provided by the neighboring forest stand has to be 

preserved. While regeneration felling young un-established stands cannot be jeopardized by clear 
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felled areas. It is forbidden to place new clear felled area next to un-established stands if the total 

resulting area of un-established stands should exceed the area and width.  

Increasing forest stability and resistance is one of the main forest owner duties. That’s why 

the forest owner is obliged to choose proper composition of forest and its layout in stand, tending 

young stands, establishment of reinforcing belts at the edge and inside forest stands, use of 

suitable methods and procedures of regeneration, and the sequence of felling. Regeneration 

involves gaining and usage of high quality forest plant seeds and transplants which are the 

premises for successful regeneration. The used seeds can come only from certified forest stands 

and selected trees. The list of acknowledged selected trees and forest stands is published in the 

Ministry of Agriculture’s gazette.  More details are to be found in the Act No 149/2003 Coll., on 

Introducing the Reproductive Material of Forest woody Plants of Important Species and Artificial 

Hybrids Intended for Forest Regeneration and Reforestation. In case of lack of selected 

acknowledged seeds the ministry can allow collection of pine tree cones even from unrecognized 

but high quality stands.  

The law prescribes the forest owner to take appropriate emergency
104

 measurements and in 

case no measurements were acceded during an emergency the State forest administration body 

can oblige the forest owner (either directly to the specific owner or via a public notice) to certain 

activities.  

Felling should be carried out in preventive perspective. Incidental felling should be executed 

in the first place whereby dead, damaged or diseased wood is removed. Should such an incidental 

felling lead to continuous clear felled area exceeding 0.2 hectares, the forest owner is obliged to 

notify the relevant State forest administration body. This timeframe is not applicable on 

protective felling. Incidental felling does not include the felling volume stated in the plan or 

guidelines. If the forest owner manages his forest without an approved plan or guidelines he can 

proceed felling only after approval by a professional forester. In principle it is forbidden to fell 

trees younger than 80 years of age, only with the exception of approval by the State forest 

administration body.  

Melioration and torrent control
105

 is the obligation of the forest owner unless the relevant 

State forest administration body or the relevant State water management administration body 

                                                
104 Emergency is considered to be wind and snow disasters, gradation of pest, fire danger in dry season and others. 
105 Melioration and torrent control are biological and technical measures aimed at the protection of soil and care for 

the water management situation. 
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decides that measures are to be taken in the public interest (then the related expenses are borne by 

the State otherwise the expenses have to be paid by the forest owner if the measurement had to be 

taken because of the owners activity).  

Forest management in protection and special purposes forests can show some type of 

variations from activities executed in production forests because of its non-productive purpose. 

These variations (mostly stating the size of clear-cut areas) can be set either in the plans or the 

guidelines or even the State forest administration body can set out these differences. Owners of 

protection forests are obliged to carry out forestry activities in such manner so protection 

functions of such forests are preserved. Owners of special purpose forests are obliged to tolerate 

any restrictions during their forestry activities in such forests. Those owners are entitled to 

compensation for any increased costs.  

The forest owner is obliged to keep statistics on fulfilled binding indicators and on made 

forest regeneration within particular forest stands.  

  

The SVL has three categories of provisions: 

 

1) rules on planting new forest stands,  

2) rules on logging of forests and  

3) protection against insect infestation.  

 

Amendments made after 1993 changed the rules of planting new forests on land that 

fulfills any of these conditions: a) if the lands wood production ability after logging or due to 

damage on the forest will not be utilised satisfactorily, b) if the land lays unused or c) if the forest 

condition is visibly unsatisfactory. Action under the first and second Subsection shall be executed 

without delay and in cases specified under Subsection c) within reasonable time. The 

establishment of new forest stands shall be carried out using methods that are necessary to assure 

satisfactory stand density and composition. This reproduction duty is one of the cornerstones of 

the Swedish forestry legislation. This prevents the areas from being clear-cut and the forests are 

being replaced by new ones.  

Cleanup is prescribed and it involves removing shrubs and small trees that prevents new 

forests to grow. Logging of forest is done mainly in either clearance or weeding type of way. 
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Logging plowing is forbidden to use as soil silviculture method. Logging of forest is allowed 

only if it is for the improvement and development of the forest or when the felling is suitable for 

re-growth of new forest. The SVL includes provisions that limit the right to fell partly to protect 

young forest partly to improve even age distribution. There are instructions issued by the SFA 

which sets the forest age for final felling. Logging may not take place without permission by the 

Land Acquisition Act, if such permission is required for acquisition of the real estate. In other 

cases no permission is needed to fell forest, only notification to the SFA is required. This 

notification has to be made to SFA at least 6 months before the intended final felling. Notification 

is valid for three years otherwise it must be renewed. This however does not count for protected 

forests like for example the broad-leaved deciduous forests. When reporting felling to the SFA 

the forester needs to inform what he intends to do to accommodate the nature conservation and 

the culture environmental interest and planned measures to secure regeneration. Permission is not 

required for cleaning and thinning which benefits the development of existing stand.  

Different measures (forest management, size and form of felling areas, regeneration 

methods, retention of individual trees, fertilization, drainage, routing of forest roads) are to be 

taken in respect of nature conservation and cultural heritage preservation interests. From the point 

of view of nature management and forestry it is important that all felling is notified. Even though 

it is in most cases the timber buyer who does the actual felling it is the forest owner who is 

responsible for compliance with the regulations. The SFA has to inform the County 

Administrative Board when dealing with felling in area which has the County Administrative 

Board earlier pointed out to valuable from a nature management point of view. If needed the 

County Administrative Board can interfere via the provision laid down in MiljöB regarding 

felling prevention or the amount of felling decrease.  

Protective drainage in a forest, to prevent the water level from rising after clear-felling, 

does not require permission but has to be notified to the SFA. The Agency has to decide then if it 

is the case of normal protective ditching or if the measures underlie the land drainage provisions 

or will otherwise alter the natural environment and can be regulated because of this reason. 

In general, all measures which can significantly affect the natural environment are subject 

to consultation under the MiljöB – activities like drainage, roads building or quarries. For 

business or forestry measures which can significantly affect the environment in Natura 2000 site 
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(and that even if the actual action was done outside Natura 2000 site but can affect it), should be 

addressed to SFA.  

Another owners’ duties comprises above mentioned reindeer herding consultation, bear 

the “Allemansrätt”, sensitive areas should be kept free of fertilization (25 meters shall be 

maintained in keeping the distance from lakes and rivers), land set aside for building, formally 

protected land, key habitats, wetlands with very high or high natural and cultural values. If a 

person wants to implement new methods of forest management or use new forest reproductive 

material, such a person is obliged to draw up an Environmental Assessment (Miljöanalys). 

 

As can be seen from above, both countries when talking about the administrative legal 

instruments focus on regeneration of forests and felling rules. Both countries prescribe 

regeneration of felled trees to maintain the forest, even though the time horizon of regeneration 

may differ. The felling rules in Sweden are distinctive to the Czech in the nature of notifications 

and permissions. In the Czech Republic the volume of intended final felling is stated in the forest 

management plan whereby in Sweden the owner is not obliged to such but needs to notify or ask 

the SFA for permission to fell.  As in all other cases LesZ gives quite detailed description on this 

matter whereas in Sweden both SVL and MiljöB deals with these issues – SVL generally and 

MiljöB regulating hazardous activities and protected areas. The legislation limits possible 

silvicultural activities and can limit preferred silvicultural activities. Worth mentioning are for 

example areas with all year reindeer husbandry where the forest owner is obliged to consult with 

the Lapp population suitable silvicultural practices. However, this is geographically limited to 

northern Sweden. Another example is also the planting of broadleaved trees.  
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 4.2.3 Economic instruments   

 

These instruments should help increasing the forest owner’s interest in fulfillment of his 

duties set by the law and compensate the loss emerging from forest production functions 

limitation measures.  

 

In current positive Czech law there are provisions regarding minimum share of soil-

improving and reinforcing species and reimbursement of protection and special purposes forest 

owners for increased expenses.  

Forest management is supported by the State. The State supports the owner by granting 

services or financial contributions. Financial contributions are granted for ecological management 

technologies, forest stands up to 40 years of age culturing, for regeneration of forest stands 

harmed with emissions, or for regeneration of forest stands with unsuitable tree composition. No 

legal title lies upon these services and financial contributions. If a forest owner obtains funding 

on the basis of incorrect information or uses such funding for different purposes than those for 

which the funding was provided, he shall be obliged to return the entire sum of the funding. 

According to Section 58 of ZOPK in the case of loss (meaning economical) arising from 

territorial, European or species protection restrictions the owner or tenant is in title for financial 

compensation. The compensation is redeemable only to one of them whereby the owner has 

priority. Financial compensation is granted from the State budget by the State environmental 

protection body
106

. 

 

In Sweden there are several different grounds when to apply for financial support and 

contribution. Those are the re-growth aid after storm support, in the case of increasing the volume 

of hardwood in a forest, development of conservation and development of forest diversity.  

The purpose of the re-growth grant is to help pay the next generation of forest clearings 

caused by the storm Gudrun in year 2005, and to give all owners equal rejuvenation regardless of 

regeneration method. Only the owner of property may apply for the grants and within certain 

timeframe (which was due by the end of 2010).   

                                                
106 Damohorský, M. – Stejskal, V.: Právní úprava ochrany lesa. Procesní právo ochrany ţivotního protředí. Sborník z 

mezinárodní konference. Univerzita Karlova v Praze, Právnická fakulta, Praha 2005, page 46 
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The aid in creating more deciduous forest is aimed at creating more of these forests in 

Sweden because of the positive effect that broadleaved trees have on the forest ecosystem. There 

is a limitation for the application and the amount of support, though; only forests owners of 

Götaland and Svealand are entitled to apply for this support and the amount can be granted up to 

30 thousand SEK whereby 60% of the actual cost can be reimbursed for cleaning and thinning 

and up to 100% of actual cost for soil preparation, fencing, seedlings and planting. The 

application has to be handed before measures proceedings have been started.  

By preserving the forest diversity the natural, cultural and recreational values of forest 

should be preserved and developed. There are three different kinds of support in this category: 1) 

lump sum compensation for a number of different preservation actions (like clearing trees in area 

of cultural monuments), 2) area aid with up to 7000 SEK per hectare (for actions like removing 

trees in wetlands, reforestation of old grazing land) and 3) support for the classified forest land 

protection whereby the amount starts from 75 SEK per hectare.  Each forest owner can apply for 

support but with limitation on the forest land larger than 20 hectares (which has to have forest 

land classification) and the intended measures must correspond to amount of 2000 SEK. 

The landowner is entitled to compensation in the case of expropriation of land for 

conservation measures, or if restriction makes the current use of the land significantly more 

difficult (protection agreement, habitat conservation agreements, nature reserves). The 

interpretation of current use is rather extensive; felling of trees is consequently included in 

current use with regard to forestry. 

 

Both countries have the instrument of the forest owner’s financial support or 

compensation whereas each country has different type. This is understandable because of the 

countries different geographical location, weather conditions, soil structure, etc. On the other 

hand both countries have the mechanism of financial compensation for nature conservation and 

protection. 
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  4.3 Protection of forests against injurious agents 

 

Protection of forests is the main duty of the forest owner whereby the stress is put 

according to the LesZ on precaution. The owner has obligation to prevent the forest against 

damages caused by harmful agents
107

 (which are considered to be integral part of the forest 

ecosystem) and to forestall. 

LesZ sees this prevention especially in activities like indentifying and recording the 

occurrence and extent of harmful factors and damage caused and in case of increased occurrence 

of such factors, to notify the relevant State forest administration body without delay and take 

necessary measures, taking precautionary measures against the development, spreading  and 

outbreak of harmful organism, taking precautionary measures against outbreaks of forest fires in 

accordance with special regulations, increasing the forest resistance and stability for example 

with forest tree species composition, by suitable way of regeneration and cultivation of forest 

stands and other measures. Upon the occurrence of extraordinary circumstances and unexpected 

damage in the forest like wind and snow disasters, outbreaks of pests, danger of fire during 

periods of drought the owner of the forest is obliged to take measures, without delay, to eliminate 

them and to reduce their impact. The relevant State forest administration body may order the 

forest owner to take measures like: 

 suspend any felling other than incidental felling and processing of products of incidental 

felling within the specified extent and time frame, 

 carry out protective actions aimed at stopping the spreading of pests or at pest control, 

 destroy attacked seeds and transplants, 

 mark clearly and record any felled timber or 

 restrict handling of timber, seeds or transplants of forest tree species. 

 

Forest is naturally damaged also by the game. For this purpose the forest owner, users of 

hunting grounds and State forest administration bodies are obliged to make sure that forest stands 

are not damaged by wild animals to an unreasonable extent. Damage caused by game are of big 

extent in Czech Republic because of almost non-existence of wild beasts which would decrease 

                                                
107 Article 2 Subsection f) defines injurious agents as harmful organisms, unfavorable weather conditions, emissions 

or chemical factors agents causing forest damage and Subsection g) defines harmful organisms as agents causing 

stand diseases and plant or animal pest of forest stands. 
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the volume of especially hoofed game and another reason are changed ecological conditions 

which lead to ground game decrease.  More specific provisions are to be found in the Hunting 

Act. The forest stands have to be protected via suitable mechanical and chemical agents 

(pesticide), silvicultural measures like planting, or decreasing the volume of wild animals, built 

up fences, repellent preparations. 

Each forest owner is obliged to protect forest against the effects of pollutants discharged or 

generated in the course of his business activities. He/she is obliged to use solely biodegradable 

oils to oil engines of power saws and biodegradable hydraulic liquids. The owner should give 

preference to efficient technologies preserving the environment. 

The Section 32 Subsection 10 of LesZ says that ministry shall specify the details of the 

measurements for the protection of forests against harmful agents. This specification is provided 

in Regulation No 101/1996 Coll., on Details on Forest Protection Measures and Sample of Forest 

Guard Badge. The provisions handle about insect pests, disaster vermin, protection of forests 

against damages caused by wild animals and other living being
108

, forest stand fungus diseases. It 

sets out requirements on plant protection preparation usage. 

 

In Sweden framework measures on combating insect infestation are laid down in SVL. The 

Government or public authority designated by the Government may issue regulations for 

combating insect infestation in forests, for the processing of damaged trees, for the removal or 

storage of timber and for other measures necessary to inhibit insect breeding grounds. Forest 

owners are responsible for ensuring that such measures are carried out. Other parties benefiting 

from forest and timber are also responsible for preventive measures in connection with felling 

and storage. SFA may issue regulations on control measures for insect ravages or if there is a 

danger of it and preventive measures for arising of larvae, reprocessing of damaged wood, 

measures for clearing and logging of such a wood.  

There are regulations against insect
109

, wildlife, sponges, weather and climate and vehicle 

damages and other injuries (like damages caused by reindeer, nutrition imbalance or air 

                                                
108 For example mouse or birds 
109 According to SFA’s statistics 300 000 cubic meters of standing forest in Southern Sweden was killed by the 

spruce bark beetle in year 2010. 
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pollution). But the focus prevails on insect regulation
110

. The forests of Sweden are divided into 

A, B, C group whereby in each group there are different parts of Sweden and different precaution 

measurements are to be taken during the calendar year. When more than 5 m3sk (meaning forests 

m3 including tops and branches) of raw coniferous trees have been damaged by storm, snow, fire 

or in other ways within one hectare, the volume damaged trees exceeding 5 m3sk shall be taken 

away or be made unfitted as a place for infestation of bark beetles or common pine shoot beetle. 

 

The forest protection against injurious agents is in the Czech Republic so in Sweden 

considered to be one of the cornerstones of forest protection. Protective measures have to be 

executed by the forest owner without delay otherwise the State forest administrative body can do 

so at the expense of the owner.    

 

  4.4 Protection of forest during the common use thereof 

 

In Czech Republic this institute involves everyman’s right to enter and walk in woods, pick 

berries, mushrooms and dry brushwood from the ground regardless who is the owner and the 

owner has to tolerate this without receiving any compensation.  

This right is not unlimited; LesZ states that this should be only for private use but the law 

does not state how much is proper for private use and does not impose any penalty to person who 

picks more than for private use. Everyone who enters the forest enters at its own risk and in case 

this person sustains injury (by the character of forest being natural environment), he/she is not in 

title to recompense loss by the forest owner. The provisions in Section 19 of LesZ, dealing with 

this matter, on one hand holds the everymen’s right to enter the forest but on the other hand 

respects the forest owners’ right to use the forest as their property. Everyone who use forests is 

obliged to behave in such a manner so that he/she does not cause damage and violates the natural 

environment of the forest.  

The right to enter the forest is not unlimited either. At the suggestion of the forest owner or 

on its own initiative, the relevant State forest administration body may, for forest protection 

                                                
110 In more recent years outbreaks of spruce bark beetle have been prominent in the southern Sweden. This is in 

connection with the serve storms of 2005 and 2006. During 2009 a decline in the number of trees affected by the 

spruce bark beetle was seen which indicates a decline in their population again. This situation can however change 

rapidly with new storms or long warm summers. Information from the Swedish National Forest Inventory which is 

the responsibility of the Swedish University of Agricultural Science. http://www.slu.se/en/ 
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reasons
111

 or in the interest of health and safety of the public
112

, decide to enforce temporary 

restrictions of entry to the forest or to close the forest with the limitation of three months which 

can be prolonged for an additional three months. In the interest of forest protection (meaning as 

forest stands so forest land), the LesZ sets restrictions on some activities carried out in forests in 

Section 20. The following shall be prohibited in the forests: 

 to disturb the peace and quiet 

 to carry out landscaping works, disturb ground cover, build paths, fences and other 

facilities 

 to lift seedlings and transplants of trees and bushes of forest tree species 

 to fell or damage trees and bushes 

 to collect seeds of forest tree species, mistletoe and loran thus 

 to collect forest fruit in a manner damaging the forest 

 to drive and park motor vehicles  

 to enter areas enclosed by fences or marked as no entry areas 

 to enter areas of forest stand where felling, handling or transport of timber is under way 

 to cycle, ride, ski and sledge away from roads and marked routes 

 to smoke, start or keep open fires and camp outside designated areas. 

These restrictions are not ultimate; the forest owner may grant an exception to these 

restrictions. The following prohibitions are valid without option of exemption (meaning for the 

owner as well): 

 to dump burning or smoldering objects 

 to disturb the water regime and to collect bedding 

 to graze livestock, enable runs of livestock and punching  of livestock through forest 

stands 

 to litter waste and refuse in forest. 

This enumeration of restricted activities is not comprehensive, though. According to the 

Section 11 Subsection 1 of LesZ every individual must behave in such a way as to avoid any 

danger or damage to the forests or sites and equipment used for management purposes in the 

forests. These restrictions are reaction on careless behavior of public and increased usage of the 

                                                
111 For example at the time of higher danger of forest fire 
112 For example gale and snow disaster 
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forest. The restrictions refer to the public, the forest owner, tenant and other people managing the 

forest.  

Organized or mass sporting events may be held in the forest on the basis of a notice 

submitted to the relevant State forest administration body which may set out additional conditions 

within 15 days from the service of the notice.  

Putting up fences is in correlation with general use of forests. Provisions forbids fencing a 

forest to mark property boundaries or for the purposes of the restriction of the common use of the 

forest but that does not apply to forest nurseries, fencing built for the protection of forest stand 

against animals and fencing of game preserves, or farm breeding of game. 

 

In Sweden the duties on how to behave in forests are not to be found SVL. There are no 

legal provisions on how to behave in forest during the common use thereof. However, this can be 

derived from the SVL and MiljöB and also from SFA’s and the Environmental Protection 

Agency’s general advice on taking use of the right of public access.  

Littering in the natural environment is prohibited, and this prohibition applies to both 

landowners and usufructuaries as well to general public. Other does include disturbing the forest 

inhabitants or the picking of protected plants, for example.  

The right of public access cannot be executed in such a manner which causes significant 

damage or damage
113

. This means not only rights but also obligations. In many cases the practice 

refers to customs whereby the practice varies for example in different parts of the country and 

among different groups of people. However, the legal provisions are incomplete, in particular the 

provisions of criminal responsibilities arising from misuse. There are just very few court rulings 

on this topic because it is very rare that someone believe it is worthwhile to take these issues to 

court.  

On the other hand, there are a lot of activities that are allowed when using the right of 

public access – cycling, skiing or horseback riding – except accessing of sensitive land. 

Everymen’s right means also to be able to reside on other’s land but in the case someone stays on 

that land for a longer period of time, he might be liable for damages arising from the stay.  

                                                
113 According to the court rulings this includes domestic peace (in the broad sense) and land owner’s economic 

interests which cannot be violated. 
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Starting a fire in forest is in general allowed but only with extreme caution. However, in dry 

weather there is usually a general ban against starting fires outdoors. 

 

In the Czech Republic LesZ prescribes bans and actions which are allowed in forest during 

common use thereof, on the other hand there are no regulations in Sweden in SVL to be found. 

There are only indications on desired behavior against the environment in MiljöB to be found. 

Even though the principles are the same in both legislations the enumeration is of distinctive 

nature. 
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5   Forest protection liability 

 

Legal liability is understood as a duty to stand consequences for breach of duties which 

are set by the rules of law, in terms of legal relationship liability. The theory makes distinction 

between negligence liability (subjective liability) and objective or strict liability (liability 

irrespective on culpability, depending on the effect)
114

.  

Liability in forest conservation lies according to the law upon the forest owner. It is the 

forest owner who is responsible for accomplishing the duties within forest management and 

protection of forest from injurious agents which is laid down in the legal regulation. The same 

applies for measures imposed be the public authority when discovering defect while regenerating 

and care of forest even though these defects were not caused by the owner. This principle refers 

to both countries. 

 

  5.1 Liability for damages 

 

Damage is understood to be loss on property. These following conditions have to be 

fulfilled for liability for damages to arise: 1) the caused damage has to affect an object in legal 

sense; 2) the damage has to be quantified and compensated in money.  

The liability for damages is based on the civil law and is applied via the damages liability 

laid down in the Czech Civil Code
115

 which represents negligent liability. This applies even to 

liability for damages in forest protection. The owner or the user of the forest can through the 

damages acquire financial aid needed also for recovery of the damaged forest. 

Special provision on forest damaging contains LesZ in Section 21. Legal entities and 

individuals who, within their activities, use or produce substance damaging the forest, and put the 

forest in danger and damage the forest, shall be obliged to take measures to avoid or reduce their 

harmful impact. This includes emissions and air pollution. Other provisions include cases when 

the owner suffers damages to his/her property for example while permitted building. Subsection 4 

contains authorization for issuing ordinance which is the ordinance No 55/1999 Coll., on Ways of 

                                                
114 Boguzsak,J.- Čapek,J.-Gerloch,A.:Teorie páva. Praha:ASPI Publishing, 2004, page 195 
115 Section 420a liability for damage caused by operational activities of the Czech Civil Code is applicable on 

damages caused by emissions that means in form of chemical effect. 
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Calculation of the Height of Nuisance or Infliction of Forest Damage. In case of damages to 

forest stands or the forest land resource it is necessary to follow the appropriate provisions of the 

Civil Code. The damages are exerted for example to forests affected by emissions. Operational 

activity damages are applicable based on Section 420a of the Civil Code. This liability is strict so 

no culpability is needed to be proved. Problem is caused by the need to prove causal connection 

between specific property littering of harmful substances and the damages caused to forest or 

way of calculating the loss. 

 

In Sweden no Civil Code is to be found in the legislation, on the other hand the liability 

follows the regulation according to the Tort Liability Act 1972:207 (Skadeståndslagen) which, 

once again, is a framework law. In specific cases different laws
116

 apply. The general approach of 

the act is built on negligence liability. The main liability rule is that who causes personal injury or 

property damage must compensate for the damage. The Tort Liability Act and the MiljöB in 

Sweden are parallel, meaning both can apply when forestry activities cause damage
117

. 

According to this act one is obliged to compensate pure economic loss that one has caused 

another. However, pure economic loss compensation in non-contractual situations presumes 

criminal behavior or specific legislation. This act regulates also liability for damages caused by 

public bodies within the negligent exercise of public authority or negligent information. The State 

or the municipality is responsible even for pure financial loss, when damage is caused negligently 

by a public agency in its exercise of power and entrepreneurs to which they have delegated public 

authority.  

The compensation under Swedish tort law is normally rather modest. The period of 

limitation with regard to tort law is ten years. 

No provisions on liability for damages are to be found in SVL. The liability for damage in 

forests follows the Tort Liability Act or MiljöB rules.  

Private liability law is not primarily concerned with the environment rather it is interested 

in the compensation of damage to the interest of an individual. Hence, a landowner is not liable 

because he has illegally deforested his own wood, but rather because he has deprived his 

neighbour’s woodland of a windbreak. 

                                                
116 This is the case of environmental damage for example. 
117 Such an activity can also constitute a crime in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 29 of MiljöB, but that 

rarely happens (or, at least, those  incidents rarely are prosecuted) 
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  5.2 Liability for environmental damages  

 

Ecological loss is defined according to the Czech Environmental Act as loss or impair of 

natural functions of the ecosystem arising from damaging its substances or by disturbing the 

internal connections and processes caused by human activities. The ecological loss is understood 

as immaterial loss which can arise from illegal as well from legal activity. Ecological loss is loss 

from biological, esthetic and cultural point of view and can occur even within environmental 

compartment which is not or cannot be owned by anyone. In a lot of cases this damage is 

invisibly affecting the environment, sometimes even more than general damage, and is causing 

negative effects. 

The Act No 167/2008 Coll., on Prevention and Remedying Environmental Damage, to 

which LesZ refers in Section 21 Subsection 2, is in position of specialty to the Czech 

Environmental Code. The act regulates prevention duty and ecological damage remedy in relation 

to land (including forest land), water, species and habitat protection. Primarily it is the operator 

who bears the cost relating the prevention and remedy of ecological loss. 

In consideration of forests, ecological loss on forests is not literally defined by the Act on 

Prevention and Remedying Environmental Damage. However, loss can be handled within the 

scope of ecological loss on protected species of wild flora or habitats or within ecological loss on 

land fulfilling forest functions. The expanses used for the re-establishment are to be used against 

the ecological damage actor as reimbursement of costs in case this person is known, of course
118

. 

The public administration body is entitled to decide upon warding off measures in case 

the owner of the forest does not fulfill core duties set by the LesZ and is threatening the forest 

and neighboring forests. This is applicable only if measures based on Section 55 of LesZ will not 

be effective. Calculation of the damage amount is done throughout Ordinance No 55/1999 Coll. 

 

MiljöB was created in order to ensure uniform regulation of all activities that may harm 

human health and cause environmental damage, including damage to biodiversity. This Code 

introduced a number of rules that each person must comply in all operations. All forestry 

operations are therefore covered by these rules and no action may be in violation with them.  

                                                
118 Damohorský,M. a kolektiv: Právo ţivotního prostředí. 3. vydání. Praha: C.H.Beck, 2010, page 335 
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The MiljöB contains uniform liability rules concerning all types of pollution (for example 

forest fertilization, drainage, construction of forest roads in forests) as well as various other types 

of interference with environment (noise, vibration) provided that the pollution or interference is 

caused in the use of real property. The liability is strict, unless the disturbance that caused the 

damage should reasonably be tolerated with regard to local situation or to its occurrence in 

general under comparable circumstances. The result is that damage and nuisance that is 

considered “normal” and caused by commonly tolerated activity has to be accepted without 

compensation.  The liability extends even to purely financial loss provided that it is substantial – 

reduced value of real property or loss of profit in a business. A predominant probability of causal 

connection between the interference and the injury or damage is enough for liability. Strict 

liability can be imposed not only upon the owner of the real property but also on the user or 

leaseholder carrying on the damaging activity and upon the contractor working upon the 

premises. Mostly it is the enterprise which is liable, seldom a private person. Anyone who 

exceeds the right of public access limits may also be liable for damages. 

If the aggrieved cannot get compensation for personal injuries or for damage to property 

for personal use because of the anonymity or insolvency of the liable party, he/she can direct 

his/her claims against mandatory insurance collectively paid by the industry, provided that he/she 

is entitled to such compensation under the MiljöB.   

  

Any of the two legislations do not regulate environmental damages within forestry in the 

actual forestry acts, but the Czech act refers to a special act and according to the Swedish 

environmental legislation hierarchy this topic is regulated by MiljöB. In general there are 

resemblances within principles of the two national legislations. Both acts impose strict liability, 

but the difference is that the Czech act is more or less regulating activities and liability of 

industrial character which are enumerated in the acts’ annex whereby the MiljöB regulates 

activities harming the environment as via industrial activity so via general use giving examples in 

the code. Both legislations prefer remedy to financial compensation.  
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 5.3 Delictual Liability 

 

The Czech Republic and Sweden regulates these issues in very distinctive ways. Even 

though the principles are almost the same, the way of regulation is very different. 

In Czech Republic delictual liability include liability for offences, liability for violation of 

administrative regulation and liability for crimes. Liability for offences and for administrative 

delicts is regulated in the 9th Chapter of LesZ and the Administrative Crimes Act. The crimes are 

regulated by the Penal Code. 

Sweden does not make a strict distinction (like does the Czech legislation) between 

offences, administrative delicts and crimes; especially in environmental law. Regulation is 

provided in SVL, MiljöB and principles and some penalties are provided in the Penal Code.   

 

   5.3.1 In Czech Republic 

 

    5.3.1.1 Liability for offences 

 

Only a natural person can commit an offence. In Czech Republic offences are laid down 

in LesZ in Section 53. Offence in common use of forest can be committed when a person disturbs 

the quiet and peace, picks forest fruit in a manner that is damaging the forest, camps in an area 

not designated for camping, litters in the forests or smokes. The Administrative Crimes Act is 

used in addition to LesZ whereby the liability, consideration of all offences procedure and 

sanction are being followed by this acts’ provisions.  

When it comes to sanctions it is possible to impose caution, fine or forfeiture. When 

imposing a certain type and the amount of sanction it is necessary to reconsider the seriousness of 

the offence, the way the offence has been executed, the degree of culpability, and the motive and 

character of the person. Forfeiture can be imposed only if the thing belongs to the offender and it 

was designated or used for committing the offence or was acquired by the offence or acquired via 

an object gained committing the offence. It is enough to commit the offence in negligence to be 

liable. Penalty in amount up to 5 000 CZK can be imposed by the State forest administration 

body and for more serious crimes up to 15 000 CZK.  
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If one year has passed by since committing the offence the case cannot be heard any 

longer. Forest wardens are entitled to impose and collect fines for offences referred to in Section 

53 LesZ in the penalty-ticket trail in accordance to Administrative Crimes Act. The offences are 

being otherwise tried by the district authorities in place where offence was committed. The fines 

imposed by the district authorities are the income of the district authority. 

    

 5.3.1.2 Liability for administrative delicts 

 

Administrative delicts can be committed by any natural or legal person carrying on 

business, even by a natural person at that moment not carrying on business.  

Such a person must commit some of the offence facts stated in Section 54 and 55 of LesZ. 

The State forest administrative body shall impose a fine up to one million CZK on a person who 

through his/her intentional activities cause considerable damage to the forest and thus endanger 

the fulfillment of its functions, refuse to use land designated for the fulfillment of forest functions 

for the fulfillment of such functions, or restricts such use of the land in the absence of a decision 

of the relevant State forest administration body on withdrawal or restriction, use land designated 

for fulfillment of forest functions, or obstruct the use of such a land for fulfillment of forest 

functions without authorization, carry out unauthorized felling in an amount exceeding 3 m3 per 

hectare per calendar year or fells timber younger than 80 years without the permission.  

A fine of up to 100 000 CZK can be imposed if the offender carries out activities 

prohibited or not permitted in the forest or unlawfully takes seeds or seedlings from the forest. 

Administrative delict is committed as soon as the person fulfills some of the stated facts set 

down. It is not needed to prove the culpability since this is objective liability. Foreclosure periods 

are binding to open proceedings and are set for the maximum of one year since the day the State 

administrative body learned of the breach and maximum three years since committing the 

offence. When deciding on the amount of the fine, indicators like seriousness, way and timeframe 

of conduction, consequences of illegal action or repeated breach of the same duties within one 

year, are to be considered and can lead to imposing of a fine twice as higher than the set amount. 

Fines are subject to State Environmental Funds’ income. 

Another regulation of fines in the field of forestry is to be found in the Act No 282/1991 

Coll., on Czech Environmental Inspectorate and its Responsibilities in the Forest Protection 
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where the Inspectorate can impose fines to natural as well as legal person up to five million CZK 

for breach of law or threatening the environment. If the person violates any finable duty within 

one year after a decision or fine imposition came into force, this fine can be imposed up to the 

amount of ten million CZK. Only the Czech Environmental Inspectorate is entitled to impose 

fines defined in this act but on the other hand is not entitled to impose fines stated in the LesZ. 

 

    5.3.1.3 Liability for crimes 

 

Criminal law is becoming an important substance of environmental protection since the 

end of the 20th century. Its key role is in safeguarding the fulfillment of duties by humans 

relating the environment set out in other types of regulations. 

In Czech Republic new Penal Code came into force on 1
st
 January 2010. Crimes in the 

field of environment are regulated in one chapter, in the Chapter 8. It contains 17 diverse crimes.  

Next to general environmental crimes applicable on forest land which are laid down in the 

Section 293 (intentional damage and endangering of the environment) and 294 (unintentional 

damage and jeopardize of the environment) there is a special crime concerning forests in Section 

295 (damaging of forest). The crime is committed when timber felling or other activity
119

 

undertaken in contrary to the provisions laid down in other legal regulations causes clear-cut; 

causes serious forest damage on bigger forest land area or thins the forest stand under the level of 

crop density set by other legal regulation on overall bigger forest land area
120

.  By committing 

this crime a person can face imprisonment up to two years or probation to undertake activities. 

Six months to four years of imprisonment or probation to undertake activities can be imposed in 

case activities mentioned above are undertaken repeatedly or if a clear-cut or thinned area will be 

created on overall considerable forest land area either by felling or other activity. If the clear-cut 

is not bigger that 1.5 hectares it is still punishable according to Section 295 if several of these 

small clear-cut or thinned areas in the overall forest area is bigger than 1.5 hectares will 

represent, considering to their amount and negative consequences, significant forest damage
121

. 

                                                
119 That can be for example more extensive terrain or building work in forest. 
120 According to Section 296 of Penal Code overall bigger forest land area is area bigger than 1.5 hectares and 

considerably big forest land area means more than 3 hectares. 
121 Šámal,P a kol.Trestní zákonník II. Par. 140 aţ 421. Komentář. 1. Vydání. Praha: C.H.Beck, 2010, page 2570  
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Otherwise in the case of a smaller area it can be punished as offence or other administrative 

offence. This crime is punishable even if it was committed in negligence.  

  

 5.3.2 In Sweden 

 

In Sweden there is no formal distinction made at all between crimes and other 

contraventions. Nor is the division based upon the degree of severity, such that serious crimes 

should be attributed to the Penal Code while trivial offences would be part of special criminal 

law.  

There are also signs that even administrative fines or certain sanction fees shall be treated 

as criminal cases. 

Corporate entities may be the subject of special legal effects, such as, for example, 

forfeiture, supplementary tax and other so-called sanction fees. These sanction fees are regulated 

by other acts than by the Swedish Penal Code
122

.  

Section 35 of SVL lays down that certain actions may be enforced or prohibited when it 

has become clear that the advice or directive from the supervisory authority (in these cases it is 

the SFA) had not been followed. In urgent cases such enforcement or prohibition orders may 

become immediate. Decisions to enforce or prohibit certain action may be combined with 

financial penalty. If a person fails to comply with an enforcement order, the supervisory authority 

has the right to order that the prescribed action to be carried out at the expense of the person at 

fault. 

The supervisory authorities have far-reaching powers according to Chapter 26 of MiljöB. 

They monitor that that businesses are operated and measures taken in accordance with the code. 

They may prescribe such orders or prohibitions which are needed in the individual case to ensure 

that the code and regulations issued according to the code are being complied with. A supervisory 

order or prohibition may be combined with an administrative fine.  

Besides the Swedish Penal Code there are hundreds of acts and ordinances containing 

provisions on crimes and punishments. Although the penal codes’ provisions on crime are called 

general criminal law and other provisions which concern delicts under acts and ordinances 

                                                
122 Fines arising from misconduct in forestry are regulated by MiljöB and SVL  
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outside the penal code “special criminal law” there is in principal no basis for the division of 

delicts into those regulated by the penal code and those regulated outside.  

According to SVL fines, or a maximum of six months imprisonment, may be imposed on any 

person who, either willfully or through negligence exercises 

  logging without proper permission or proper notification, 

  implementation of the logging that is neither conducive to forest development or 

regeneration of new forests,  

  regeneration felling of the large part of the property area, or of stocks with low average 

age,  

  use of forest reproductive material in contravention of applicable transfer rules or the use 

of foreign forest reproductive material without proper notification;  

  violation of the injunction on account of nature conservation, cultural values or interests 

of reindeer husbandry in the context of regeneration cutting, such as forestry board 

informed of the case,  

  violation of an order on measures to secure regeneration in the regeneration felling, the 

forest management board informed of the case,  

  commencement of regeneration felling in the reindeer year-round herding area, without 

allowing the affected village the opportunity of consulting,  

  adoption of measures leading to a forest ceases to be deciduous,  

  violation of  rules of protection against insect infestation. 

  

There will be no conviction for liability in cases of minor violations, though. A person who 

fails to comply with an enforcement or prohibition order may not be sentenced under the terms of 

the act for a deed covered by that enforcement or prohibition order. Unless deemed manifestly 

unjust, all timber from felling which represents a violation of the act, or the equivalent value of 

such timber, shall be forfeited. 

Several provisions related to forestry are sanctioned by a penalty in accordance with Chapter 

29 of MiljöB. If one, intentionally or by negligence, causes pollution or other damage by an 

activity or a measure that is not permitted or otherwise commonly accepted, one might be found 

guilty of an environmental crime or of causing environmental disturbance. Such a person is liable 

to a fine or a term of imprisonment not exceeding two years. In case of higher seriousness the 
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penalty escalates.  To handle chemical products without taking necessary precautionary measures 

is, if the handling is severely careless, criminalized as “environmentally hazardous handling of 

chemicals”. The offence “unauthorized environmental activity” comprises violation of the permit 

obligation or infringement of the permit’s conditions. The environmental sanction charges are 

new in the code, and constitute an administrative complement to criminal sanctions. An 

environmental sanction charge is imposed on the operator by the supervisory authority, but the 

authority’s decision may be appealed to the Environmental Court. According to MiljöB a person 

who violates the fire ban can be punished even though the fire does not cause any damage. If a 

person causes extended damage to another’s property, like a forest fire, the person can be 

prosecuted according to the Swedish Penal Code Chapter 16 Section 6 for more serious criminal 

offense - criminal negligence. In addition, the person has to reimburse damages when vegetation 

or land gets destroyed.  
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6 Actors ensuring forest protection 

 

Both the Czech Republic and Sweden have a similar organization of the public administration 

on the national level (ministry). Lower level public administration and individuals ensuring forest 

protection is divided in a different way.  

In Sweden the Government office comprises of the Cabinet office and at the present time 21 

departments, one of which is the Department of Rural Affairs. The Swedish administration is 

distinctively decentralized. Municipal self-government embraces over 70% of the public 

administration. It refers to three different levels within the administration: the central, the 

regional and the local. The last two mentioned are not uniform in respect of all functions: 

divisions into counties and municipalities respectively are the most important. Local self-

government is found both at local and at regional levels. There are about 150 central authorities 

including the SFA and the Environmental Protection Agency in Sweden (here and after EPA). 

The Government issues instructions and the agencies themselves make regulations concerning the 

functions entrusted to them, area and conduct of operations. SFA has its own regional organs – 

own local employment offices which do not belong to the municipalities. The authorities, county 

administrative boards, exercise supervision of the subordinate local organs (usually 

municipalities) which are responsible for day-to-day operations and deal with individual matters. 

The central authorities issue regulations, which are binding, and general advices, which are not 

binding but only recommendations. These are published by the authorities in special composite 

volumes. The county administrative boards are by far the most important of the regional state 

authorities in head with county governor (landshövding). The municipalities are for the most part 

the most important within the public administration on matters closely affecting people, the 

environment and land use planning included.   
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6.1 Public authorities ensuring forest protection  

 

In the Czech Republic forestry sector responsibilities on a national level are divided between 

the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Environment
123

.  

The Ministry of the Agriculture supervises the compliance of the State administration bodies, 

individuals and legal entities within provisions of LesZ and adopted application regulations. It is 

entitled to impose measures to eliminate any revealed deficiencies. In forests of national parks it 

is the Ministry of the Environment who executes the central forest public administration and it is 

also in charge of competence belonging to regional authority (based on the provisions set in 

ZOPK and Section 49/4 of LesZ); it is also in charge of approval of forest management plans in 

national parks and its buffer zones. Besides the ministry it is the territorially competent district 

office taking care of forestry questions in national parks. This includes only about 1% of the 

whole Czech Republics’ land area.  

The Ministry of Agriculture is the public administration central organ of all forest protection 

and forestry management and operates the State forest administration (including the forests 

belonging to military regions). Division of ministries’ competences is to be found in the so called 

Act on Competence (Act No 2/1969 Coll., on Creation of Ministries and other Central Public 

Administration Bodies of the Czech Republic). At lower administrative levels the forestry is in 

hands of the municipal office with extended competency and regional office. Division between 

the authorities (which is mostly enumerative specified) on competence is laid down in Chapter 8 

of LesZ. In case competence is not delegated to regional office or to the Ministry of Agriculture it 

is the municipal office which is in charge; it is so-called residual competence. The regional 

authority decides cases when it is unclear which authority should be in charge at the lowest level 

unless the Defense Forest Administration Office is not the one responsible in first place. If it to 

be the contrary, it is the Ministry of Agriculture deciding on which of the bodies has the 

competence.  

                                                
123 There is also Ministry of Defense responsible for forests in the area belonging to Ministry of Defense. The 

responsibility includes tasks for which would be responsible district or regional authority. These tasks are performed 

by the Defense Forest Administration Office which is part of Ministry of Defense and is located in Prague, Czech 

Republic. This office approves forest management plans without regards on the size of the forest land but always 

after discussion with the Ministry of Agriculture. 
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State forest administration includes the supervision of the compliance with LesZ and any 

legal regulations and decisions adopted on basis thereof. They also check if the owner or tenant  

of the plot carries out their activities in accordance with approved plans or adopted guidelines. 

Forest protection is one of the main activities of the Czech Environmental Inspectorate. This 

institution belongs to State administration bodies and it determines deficiency and forest 

functions damages, reasons for this and its’ consequences and sets elimination or reparation 

measurements. The Inspectorates’ competence is set by the Act No 282/1991 Coll., on the Czech 

Environmental Inspectorate and its’ Competencies in Forestry Protection.       

 

According to SVL the SFA is responsible for supervision of compliance with the act, and for 

the issue of regulations made under the provisions of the act. The supervisory authority has the 

right to be supplied, on request, with the information and documents required for such 

supervision. They may, where necessary, prescribe certain action, to ensure compliance. 

According to Section 37 SVL the Government, or public authority designated by the 

Government, may prescribe special fees to be levied in matters covered by the act and to cover 

costs for supervision and control. 

Environmental care within forests is monitored by the SFA and the EPA (this agency belongs 

under the Ministry of the Environment). Upon the Governments’
124

 decision SFA and EPA 

should develop knowledge of what is required for forestry to achieve goals of sustainability. 

Reason for this is the shortcoming on achieving the governmental interim target of forest 

managing without being consumed.  

SFA is responsible for the Swedish forest policy brought out and put into practice by the 

owners. The authority falls under Rural Affairs Department and is instructed by the Government 

with its duties and responsibilities. Each year they receive an appropriation from the Government 

with comprehensive objectives, financial limits and reporting requirements for their business. The 

Agency has offices in 100 different cities; it’s headquarter is located in Jönköping. SFA is the 

supervisory body ensuring the compliance with SVL and other regulations. It is the national 

authority that is responsible for matters relating to the forest. Their main aim is to inform and 

                                                
124 Government in Sweden exercises its authority through large number of public agencies. The Swedish Constitution 

mandates a very strict separation of policy making from implementation. This implies that ministries are small by 

international standards and never get themselves involved with day-to-day issues of individual cases. The agencies 

that formally have the authority to implement policy are relatively more numerous and well-staffed. 
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maintain dialog with the owners.  SFA is also in charge of web-based forestry management
125

. 

Further on, SFA is responsible for carrying out surveys and inventories which includes materials 

on swamp areas, key and other natural habitats, habitat protection, national parks and nature 

reserves, areas of wildlife conservation, and archeological and cultural relicts. The Agency is 

responsible for formal protection of areas and providing advice to landowners in the form of 

training and advice. Besides all this it is also statistical authority responsible for official statistics 

in the area of timber production, forestry employment, environmental and social issues. Business 

activities include creation of Green forest management plans, trainings, assistance with values 

and planning of forest roads. Besides these activities SFA is active also in the Rural Development 

Programme including the aid of forests which are asset to the countryside. Like I stated before the 

emphasis within the SFA is on good, cozy relations with the forest owners and also a denial of 

the fundamental role of the Agency as an authority regulating the forest.  

The County administrative board is in charge of deciding whether to establish a nature 

reserve or not. The County fosters cooperation between police, prosecution authorities and 

authorities responsible for operational supervision in order to prevent environmental crimes and 

to execute more effective management. 

According to Ordinance 1998:900 on Enforcement under the Environmental Code  the SFA 

has the central responsibility for overseeing the guidance in the MiljöB’s scope of issues laid 

down in the Codes provisions relating to forestry, genetic engineering relating to forestry and 

activities and forestry measures that can affect the environment in special protected areas. 

The EPA is in charge of national parks and issues comprising this responsibility like 

supervision, national parks management plans and other. 

 

Striking difference between these two countries forest administration set up is in the 

supervisory authority. Whereby in Sweden there are Agencies which besides exercising all the 

responsibilities they are also in charge of business conduction (green management plans, 

consultancy) and enjoy relative freedom from the Governments interference, in Czech Republic 

                                                
125 At SFA’s web site, each forest owner can log in to their website account and can see SFA’s mapping service, as 

well as property boundaries and aerial photographs of their own land. The maps are especially conformal with their 

own property. It is open to all owners and their agent. At “my pages” (“mina sidor”) the owner can find information 

on his forest and the land, they can view and print maps, aerial and satellite images of their own forest, they can plan 

and submit felling applications and more. This service is free of charge and the owner just needs an I-ID. Currently 

more than 18 thousand owners have subscribed. This service intends to support the forestry sector, so no ordinary 

pieces of land or similar are to be found on the maps. 
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the State administration authority is strictly following the guidelines set by the legislation and 

Ministries. In both countries the structure of administration is similar. The central forestry 

authority belongs under the Ministry of Agriculture in the Czech Republic and in Sweden under 

Ministry of Rural Affairs. Even though different naming, the responsibilities within these two 

Ministries are similar. Authorities in charge of national park in both countries belong under the 

Ministry of the Environment. 

 

   6.2 Forest protection ensured by individuals 

 

Next to ministries and administrative bodies it is also individuals who ensure forest 

protection.  

 

Foremost it is the forest wardens who ensure forest protection in the Czech Republic as 

individual person. A forest warden is a person providing the service of a security guard in forests 

during the course of the general use of the forests by the public; he/she indentifies him/herself 

with a badge and a pass. This person is appointed, at suggestion of the forest owner or on its own 

initiative, by the relevant State forest administration body
126

. He/she is considered to be an 

official accomplishing his/her duties in compliance with legal regulations. They can be criminally 

liable in case of trespassing the competence or default on accomplishing duties. Further they have 

also extended notification duty resulting from the Penal Procedure Code, which means they have 

to immediately notify public prosecutor or police cases indicating a committed crime. They can 

check the identity of a person who counteracts regulations, can initiate ticket procedure and fine 

for an offence according to provisions on fines in LesZ. The State is liable for damages caused by 

the forest wardens. 

Another person being competent of forest protection even though only indirectly is the 

Forest Manager. He/she ensures that the forest management plan is elaborated in the most 

effective way even from the environmental perspective. A forest manager can be an individual or 

a legal person holding a license for such activities issued by the relevant State forest 

administration body. Each forest owner is entitled to choose a forest manager and is obliged to 

                                                
126 In this case all of the administrative bodies are entitled to do so; district and regional office and Ministry of 

Agriculture as well and in the area of national parks it is Ministry of Environment. 
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notify name of the forest manager to the State administration body. The costs of activities of the 

forest manager are borne by the forest owner. 

 

In Sweden there are no forest wardens compulsory given by the legislation. However, 

there are individuals similar to the Czech Forest Manager. A Forest Inspector (skogsinspektor) is 

employed by a forest owner association and is in charge of purchasing timber, felling, the forest 

management plan as well as counseling the forest owner associations’ members. The Swedish 

“forester” is usually trained as forest technician and forest ranger.  

Another type of an individual counseling the forestry sector is Forest Protection 

Consultant who is employed by the SFA. Their main task is to give advice on forest management 

to private forest owners and is done either by individual counseling or a course. Another 

important task is supervision of SVL and parts of MiljöB. Many of these consultants work also 

with key habitats and other natural assets inventories as well as business services such as 

establishing forest management plans.  

A Supervisor (tillsynsman) is an employee of the County Administrative Board or the 

EPA and is employed to supervise the natural protected areas such as habitat protection areas, 

bird sanctuaries, nature reserves and national parks. The supervisor’s duties include informing the 

public about nature and natural protected areas and the control of game. 

 

These two countries perceive forest protection in different ways. Sweden makes its way 

through enlightenment and consultations and courses among the owners and actual supervision in 

forests is executed via environmental protection organizations, like the Green Peace. 
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7 Conclusion 

 

Both in the Czech Republic and in Sweden legislation is regarded as the primary method 

of regulation. But the technique varies. Czech Republic’s main source of legislation is an act. In 

most of the cases these acts contain detailed provisions on certain topics, not excepting forestry 

legislation. In such a case, not much of a discretion and freedom is left to the State forest 

administration or even to the forest owners. The legislation sets out strict rules that have to be 

obeyed, of course. Sweden, on the contrary, adopts general framework acts, with supplementing 

ordinances, and further instructions for application from governmental authorities – like the SFA. 

As another perception angel of the Swedish legislation can serve division of Swedish sources to 

primary sources including the legislation, secondly case law to a certain degree and thirdly 

doctrine.  

Formally the issues of forestry are regulated in both countries by an act – the Forestry 

Act. In none of the countries do these acts represent complete regulation. When dealing with 

forestry it is needed to work with other acts or codes. In Sweden it is foremost the MiljöB (which 

is in force next to SVL and SVL specifically refers to it but MiljöB is only applicable on forestry 

management in issues specifically not regulated by forestry laws), Planning and Building Act, 

Reindeer Husbandry Act and, of course, many more. In Czech Republic it is, for example the Act 

on the Environment, Act on Conservation of Nature and Landscape or Criminal Code. 

In both countries the Forestry Acts contain provisions on delegation of issuing 

implementing regulations responsibilities to administrative authorities. Whereas in the Czech 

Republic it is the Ministries, in Sweden it is the Government or public authority designated by the 

Government (in majority of the cases SFA). 

LesZ came into force 1
st
 January 1995. The act contains 65 detailed Sections and was 

amended 16 times up until now. The Czech act is very strict comparing to the Swedish act. When 

compared to SVL in LesZ almost all criteria are strictly set down, some are even quantified and 

all are punishable by the State administration; State administration is perceived mainly as control 

and repressive body; strong focus is laid down on limitation of production functions; duties are 

imposed on the forest owner (which represents increase of expanses for the owner) however does 

not guarantee its’ financial coverage. SVL came into force 1
st
 January 1979 and is divided into 41 

Sections. This act has been amended 22 times within the time being in force. SVL is the 
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fundamental public regulatory framework for the Swedish forests’ management. The act’s main 

purpose according to Section 1 SVL is to manage forests in such a way as to provide a valuable 

yield and at the same time preserve biodiversity. The Swedish act is very liberal and lays down 

just framework provisions concerning activities in forests. This kind of approach to the forest 

owners is maybe resulting from sufficiency of forest land area, nature conditions and lower 

potential threat to the forests. Significant role plays in my opinion also the approach of the whole 

Swedish society to forests and nature. 

From the material point of view, both of the legislations are based on the same 

environmental protection principles (which include forest protection principles as well) arising 

from international law but there are many differences.  

To start with, striking difference can be seen in the definition of a forest. Meanwhile the 

Czech legislation gives a clear definition involving the natural environment of forests, the 

Swedish offers only technical definition arising from the nature of SVL which represents 

regulation for forestry management. Institute of withdrawal from the Forest Land Resource (no 

Forest Land Resource exists in Sweden) is missing as well. 

Another difference constitutes division of forests according to its functions, whereas LesZ 

gives precise rules on specific forest categories, SVL is based on fact that all forests are timber 

forests and following these exceptions are being made. Much less of a stress is given to non-

productive functions in SVL than in LesZ even though the first Section states that productive and 

non-productive functions shall be maintained. SVL contains provisions on forests with specific 

characteristics and gives them a special position in SVL. Such forests have to be maintained, 

treated in a different way or demand special attention. Special provision is dedicated to insect 

infestation.   Not even vague division into State owned and privately owned forest land can be 

extracted from SVL; on the other hand LesZ does not give this division either but at least 

regulates forests in the State ownership via some provisions.   

There are several instruments enabling forest protection in both countries. Among the 

conceptual instruments are forest management plans. In the Czech Republic these plans are 

prescribed by LesZ and every forest owner with property bigger than 50 hectares has to follow 

such a plan. Sweden lacks on plans in the Czech sense; big amendment from year 1993 has 

abolished such a duty. Swedish forestry policy is based on principles of responsible freedom. 

Specific forest management plans are drawn up under the owners’ decision of having and 
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following such a plan. Another instrument represents set of duties and responsibilities of forest 

owners and the public. Meanwhile LesZ has enumerative provisions of such duties for both 

categories, SVL sets out only duties to the forest owners. This is because of the nature of SVL 

focusing on forest management. Some duties and responsibilities of the public as the duties 

entailing the right of public access to nature (Allemansrätten) are to be found in MiljöB. Public 

right is regulated in a similar way in both countries – everybody is allowed to pick berries, 

mushrooms and so on. 

Penalization of misconduct in forests in both countries is of remarkable difference. First 

of all Swedish legislation does not make any division between administrative delicts and criminal 

delicts. In the Czech Republic there will be an Act on Criminal Liability of a Legal Person 

coming into force on the 1
st
 January 2012. The majority of crimes are to be found in SVL, not in 

the Penal Code like in the Czech Republic. Penalties which can be imposed upon the offender in 

both countries comprise of fines (much lower according to SVL than in LesZ or Czech Penal 

Code), imprisonment (shorter time period in SVL than in Czech Penal Code) and forfeiture of 

timber. Next to SVL it is also MiljöB which regulates crimes related to forestry.  

When it comes to authorities ensuring forest protection, both countries have special public 

authorities securing this protection. In Sweden it is the Ministry of Rural Affairs on the top of the 

level in matters of forestry, but it is the Ministry of the Environment and its EPA which is in 

charge of national parks. Similar structure is also in the Czech Republic just with the difference 

that it is Ministry of Defense in charge of military forests whereby in Sweden it is still the 

Ministry of Rural Affairs’ responsibility. On lower level of Swedish administration it is the State 

Agencies (SFA and EPA) responsible for general security whereby in the Czech Republic it is the 

regional and municipal administration offices. Individuals ensuring forest protection are regulated 

in these countries in a different way. SVL does not even mention such an option of forest 

wardens. No individuals are securing forest protection by law, like it does LesZ. It is the Non-

Governmental Organizations as volunteers who ensures this protection in Sweden. 
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Abstract 

 

Forest land represents approximately one third of the total land area on the planet Earth. 

Forest is one of the most significant environmental components on the planet and embraces big 

variety of functions. These functions and survival of forests are threatened by damage or 

unfavorable effects which are caused either naturally or by civilization. Bad state of forests 

occurs primarily due to deforestation and degradation of forests. This is the reason why it is 

important to regulate the forest protection with the help of the law on International, European and 

national level. 

 

This graduation thesis focuses on comparison of forest protection by means of two 

national legal regulations – legal regulation of the Czech Republic and Sweden. The basis was 

the Czech legal regulation and following its’ description focused on pointing out the differences 

in the Swedish legal regulation. The work is divided into seven Chapters. 

 

Chapter one named Introduction is dealing with the material connection of forest 

protection and evolution of legal regulation of forest protection in the Czech Republic and in 

Sweden. As a start point it was important to explain the meaning of the term forest and how it is 

defined on International and national level. Further on the functions of forests and the reasons for 

and aims of the protection are being described. 

Chapter two handles sources of law on the International level, European Union and the 

Czech and Swedish legislation – first of all the Constitution followed by national Forestry Acts, 

implementing provisions and other related acts or codes. 

Chapter three examines the criteria of classification of forests in these two countries. The 

classification is based on the ownership, its functions and on the size of forest. 

Areas of protection are being handled in Chapter four where it focuses on protection of 

land designated to fulfill forest functions and protection of forest while ongoing forest 

management which is divided depending on the used instrument. Further on the Chapter deals 

also with protection of forest against injurious agents and during it is being commonly used. 

Chapter five examines the forest protection liability. It is divided into liability for 

damages, for environmental damages and delictual liability. 
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Actors ensuring forest protection are described in Chapter six. The public authorities and 

individuals ensuring forest protection are being examined separately. 

The last seventh Chapter is the conclusion where the whole aspect of comparison of the 

legal regulation of these two countries was summarized. 
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Abstrakt 

 

Lesy se rozprostírají přibliţně na 4 milardách hektarech planety Země, coţ se blíţí jedné 

třetině celkového zemského povrchu a jsou jednou z nejdůleţitějších sloţek ţivotního prostředí 

na planetě. Jejich automatické biologické procesy poskytují širokou paletu ekologických, 

ekonomických a společenských sluţeb. Obnášejí mnoţství funkcí, které jsou ve většině případů 

nenahraditelné. Jejich existence je ohroţována poškozováním a nepříznivými vlivy, které jsou 

vyvolány přirozeně nebo civilizací. K hlavním faktorům náleţí odlesňování a degradace lesů. 

Předpokládá se, ţe v období od roku 2005 do 2030 dojde k odlesnění dalších 13% panenských 

lesů, přičemţ nejvíc v Jiţní Americe a Africe. Lesy jsou pod stresem, ačkoliv se kvalita vzduchu 

zlepšila. Sedimentace nahromaděné v půdě způsobují oslabení odolnosti lesu vůči stresu a vlivu 

na ţivotní prostředí. Škody na lesích způsobené vichřicí nebo poţárem jsou taktéţ faktory 

ohroţující lesy. Proto je velmi důleţité, aby se k ochraně lesů přistoupilo prostřednictvím právní 

regulace, a to mezinárodní, evropské a obzvlášť národní. Je důleţité, aby bylo moţné přenechat 

toto bohatství v dobrém stavu i příštím generacím. 

V Evropě představují lesy 44% celkové půdní plochy. Velikost lesní půdy vzrostla o 13 

milionů hektarů za posledních 15 let z důvodu zalesnění zemědělské půdy. Zpočátku to bylo 

kvůli zvýšení lesní produkce, později došlo k zaměření na společenské a environmentální 

důvody. 

 

Ve své práci jsem se zaměřila na srovnání právní úpravy ochrany lesů v České republice 

a Švédsku. V obou zemích jsou rozdíly v rámci právní úpravy – některé právní instituty v jedné 

zemi chybí, jsou upraveny rozdílně nebo na jiné úrovni právní závaznosti. Vycházela jsem 

z české právní úpravy a následně po prezentaci švédské úpravy, upozornila na stejnou nebo 

rozdílnou úpravu.   

 

Lesy v České republice pokrývají přibliţně 33.7% celkové plochy republiky. Plocha lesní 

půdy má tendenci se rok od roku zvětšovat. Toto je v důsledku zalesňování horských svahů a 

horských oblastí, které nebyly a nejsou vhodné pro zemědělství. Lesy v České republice jsou 

ovlivněny předchozím neregulovaným lesním hospodářstvím. Holé seče, ztráta informací 
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o přirozeném vývoji lesu, převaha umělo pěstovaných lesů, vichřice a poţáry jsou jenom část 

ukazatelů o neuspokojitelném stavu českých lesů. 

Švédsko se rozprostírá na celkové ploše půdy 41.3 milionu hektaru, přičemţ plocha lesní 

půdy činí 23 milionu hektarů – čili více jak polovinu celkové plochy. V 19. století byly švédské 

lesy ve špatném stavu. Těţba v lesích vedla k nedostatku dříví v mnoha oblastech země. 

Znečistěné ovzduší, holé seče, vichřice a paraziti ohroţují stav švédských lesů. I kdyţ lesní 

poţáry nejsou povaţovány za obrovský problém, ročně je téměř 1000 hektarů zničeno z důvodu 

poţárů. 

Výklad pojmu les se mění v závislosti na účelu, kterému má daná definice slouţit – 

právnímu, ekologickému nebo společenskému. Jsou k nalezení pokusy o definici lesa vhodné pro 

všechny typy lesů. Jednu takovou definici představila Organizace pro výţivu a zemědělství. 

Podle ní je les plocha s korunovým zápojem (nebo odpovídajícím stupněm zakmenění) vyšším 

neţ 10% a o rozloze větší neţ půl hektaru. Jde dále o plochy buď s korunovým zápojem 5 aţ 10 

% stromu, které jsou schopny dosáhnout na daném stanovišti v dospělosti výšky 5 

metrů, s křovinami nebo keři. Mnoho zemí tuto definici převzalo do národních legislativ, ale 

mnoho zemí zůstává i dnes bez jakékoliv definice. 

V České republice je definice lesa uvedena v LesZ v § 2 písm. a), kde se lesem rozumí 

lesní porosty s jejich prostředím a pozemky určené k plnění funkcí lesa, přičemţ za lesní porosty 

jsou povaţovány stromy a keře lesních dřevin, které v daných podmínkách plní funkce lesa. 

Zákon č. 17/1992 Sb., o ţivotním prostředí, který ve svém § 3 prohlašuje taktéţ lesy za 

specifický ekosystém, protoţe jde o soustavu ţivých a neţivých sloţek ţivotního prostředí, jeţ 

jsou navzájem spojeny výměnou látek, tokem energie a předáváním informací a které se 

navzájem ovlivňují a vyvíjejí v určitém prostoru a čase. Zákon č. 114/1992 Sb., o ochraně přírody 

a krajiny prohlašuje les za významný krajinný prvek. Definice lesa ve švédské legislativě má 

technický charakter. SVL se v § 1 zmiňuje o lesích jako o národním zdroji. Jedinou definici 

nabízí SVL v § 2 a to definici lesní půdy, která znamená půdu, která je vyhovující pro produkci 

dříví, která není vyuţívána pro jiný podstatní účel a půdu, kde zalesnění je ţádoucí pro ochranu 

proti písečné a půdní erozi a ochraně proti sníţení zalesnění. Půda je povaţována za vyhovující 

pro produkci dříví v případě, ţe je schopna vyprodukovat průměrný výtěţek, kterým je jeden 

kubický metr kmenového dříví na jeden hektar ročně. Švédská definice lesa vychází z 

produkčních standardů jako výsledek konvenčních cílu lesního hospodářství. 
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Funkce lesa jsou vnímány různě v závislosti na účelu – legislativním, ekonomickém, 

hospodářském. Funkce lesa se měnily v závislosti na vývoji potřeb civilizace. Dnešní dělení 

lesních funkcí je na produkční a neprodukční. Produkční zahrnuje ekonomický přínos - jako je 

produkce dříví a zaměstnání v lesnictví nebo léčivé rostliny, houby a lesní plody. 

K neprodukčním náleţí ochrana proti lavinám, záplavám, erozím, větru a znečistění, turistika 

a rekreace nebo ochrana přírody. LesZ dělí funkce na produkční a na neprodukční v § 2 písm. b). 

Na druhou stranu, SVL nenabízí přesné dělení, ale určitou míru dělení funkcí je moţné 

vydedukovat z úvodních ustanovení. 

Účel ochrany, stejně jako  účel zákona, je v obou legislativách definován více méně 

stejně. V obou případech je ţádoucí lesní produkce v rozsahu udrţitelného rozvoje a zachování 

biodiverzity. Udrţitelné lesní hospodářství bylo definováno na konferenci v Helsinkách v roce 

1993.   

Co se týče vývoje právní úpravy v obou zemích, probíhala obdobně, i kdyţ obsah a účel 

dané regulace byl někdy odlišný. V České Republice došlo k prvnímu pokusu o regulaci uţ 

v roce 1350, kdy se král Karel IV. pokusil o kodifikaci v Maiestas Carolina. Dekret obsahoval 

ochranu lesní vegetace před vymýcením a vypalováním, vytýčil míru kácení, a taktéţ zakazoval 

loupání kůry. Ale pro nevůli šlechty ku kodifikaci nedošlo. První společná právní regulace 

lesního hospodářství pro celou oblast byla vydána v roce 1852 císařským patentem, a to zákonem 

lesním. Po vzniku Československa zůstal původní rakouský lesní zákon v platnosti a následně 

byly provedeny novelizace prostřednictvím nařízení. Původní rakouský zákon lesní byl účinný aţ 

do roku 1961, kdy se stal účinným zákon o lesích a lesním hospodářství. Tímto zákonem se 

započalo se zestátňováním lesních pozemků. V roce 1978 vstoupil v účinnost nový lesní zákon, 

a byl platný aţ do roku 1996.  

Ve Švédsku byla právní úprava započata ve 13. století oblastními zákony. V 16. století 

král Gustav Vasa v dekretu zakázal mýcení dubů a buků a v roce 1647 vstoupil v platnost první 

lesní zákon. Zbavoval zemědělce práv k lesům. Toto bylo odvoláno aţ ke konci 18. století. První 

moderní lesní zákon byl přijat v roce 1903, s tím, ţe v některých oblastech Švédska byla účinná 

úprava, která byla dříve přijata jenom pro tyto oblasti. V následujících letech došlo k přijetí 

nových lesních zákonů ještě dvakrát, a to v letech 1923 a 1949. Dnes účinný zákon byl přijat 

v roce 1979.  
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Prameny práva jsou v obou zemích více méně stejné. Obě země náleţí k zemím 

kontinentálního práva (i kdyţ Švédsko bývá někdy řazeno do svébytného skandinávského 

systému), čili dominantním pramenem práva je zákon. Prameny můţeme dělit na mezinárodní, 

evropské a národní. Ve Švédsku je mezinárodní právo implementováno do národního 

transformací nebo inkorporací – je vybudováno na dualistickém principu. V České republice bylo 

upuštěno od dualistického přístupu ústavním zákonem, který vstoupil v účinnost 1.6.2002 a byl 

zaveden princip monistický. V rámci dokumentů mezinárodního práva důleţitých z hlediska 

ochrany lesů jsou významné následující: Principy hospodaření v lesích (Rio de Janeiro 1992), 

Smlouva na ochranu tropických dřev (Ţeneva 1994), Implementační plán (Johannesburg 2002), 

Kodaňská smlouva (Kodaň 2009). Švédsko je aktivní ve sdruţení severských zemí  Skandinávská 

Rada a Skandinávská Rada Ministrů, přičemţ otázky ochrany lesů jsou jedním z bodů, kterými se 

zabývají. Jedním z důleţitých instrumentů mezinárodního práva jsou také bilaterální smlovy, a to 

v rámci ochrany hraničních a přeshraničních lesů, kde Česká republika je smluvní stranou 

s Polskem, Slovenskem nebo Německem. Rok 2011 byl prohlášen za rok lesů. 

Obě země jsou členskými zeměmi Evropské Unie, a proto je důleţité zmínit se taktéţ 

o úpravě ochrany lesů v rámci Evropské Unie. Právní úprava lesnictví je v rámci EU přenechána 

jednotlivým členským zemím. EU se ale nesoustředí jenom na lesy členských zemí, ale taktéţ na 

lesy třetích zemí, obzvlášť na deštný prales. V rámci společné politiky se EU soustředí na 

biodiverzitu, klimatické změny, rozvoj venkova, monitorování lesu, ochranu a lesní poţáre. Dne 

1.3.2010 byla vydána Zelená kniha o ochraně lesů. Obchodování s lesními dřevinami a jejich 

kvalita je upravena směrnicí 1999/105/ES o uvádění reprodukčního materiálu lesních dřevin na 

trh. 

Ústavní zákon(y) jsou na vrcholku hierarchie právní závaznosti v obou zemích. Zákon 

číslo 1/1993 Sbírky, Ústava ve svém článku 7 ukládá státu dbát o ochranu ţivotního prostředí. 

Listina základních práv a svobod (zákon číslo 2/1993 Sb.) se taky věnuje právům a povinnostem 

v rámci ţivotního prostředí. Kaţdý má právo na příznivé ţivotní prostředí - kaţdá fyzická osoba. 

Při výkonu svých práv nesmí nikdo ohroţovat ani poškozovat ţivotní prostředí, druhové 

bohatství přírody a kulturní památky nad míru stanovenou zákonem. Ale ţádné ustanovení 

v ústavních zákonech se vysloveně nevěnuje lesům. Švédské ústavní zákony se nevěnují ochraně 

ţivotního prostředí, a ani ochraně lesů jako takové. V ústavním zákoně „Nástroje správy“ je 

zakotvena povinnost veřejných institucí podporovat trvale udrţitelný rozvoj, který bude směrovat 
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k dobrému ţivotnímu prostředí pro současnou i příští generaci. Dále je ustavně zakotveno právo 

obecného uţívání lesů v kapitole 2, článek 18 zákona o nástrojích správy. 

Zákony v obou zemích stojí na vrcholu právní úpravy věnující se ochraně lesů. V České 

republice to je zákon č. 289/1995 Sb., o lesích a o změně a doplnění některých zákonu (Lesní 

zákon) a ve Švédsku Skogvårdslag (1979:429). Obě právní úpravy ovšem spolupracují taktéţ 

s jinými zákony. V České republice to jsou například zákon o ţivotním prostředí, zákon o České 

inspekci ţivotního prostředí, zákon o vodách a jiné. Ve Švédsku to je především zákoník 

o ţivotním prostředí, zákon o kulturních památkách, zákon o plánování a stavění a jiné. Obě 

země mají prováděcí legislativu, přičemţ českou prováděcí legislativu je oprávněno vydávat 

Ministrestvo zemědelství a švédskou Švédský lesní správní úřad - Skogsstyrelsen. Rozdíl mezi 

švédským a českým lesním zákonem je v podrobnosti jednotlivých ustanovení. SVL je 

povaţován za rámcový zákon, proto jednotlivá ustanovení jsou, ve srovnání s českými, dost kusé. 

SFA vydává obecné doporučení k lesnímu zákonu, které ovšem není závazné. 

Klasifikace lesů je důleţitá z důvodu potřeby definování ochrany těch kterých sloţek 

a částí. Právní klasifikace lesů nám poskytuje jiné dělení neţ biologická kategorizace.  

První dělení je moţné z hlediska vlastnictví. Průmyslová revoluce přinesla sociální 

i produkční změny a taktéţ s tím související změny ve strukturalizaci vlastnictví lesu. Ve 

Švédsku je většina lesů v  individuálním soukromém vlastnictví (asi 50%), jiné vlastnictví obnáší 

kategorii jiných soukromých vlastníku lesů (6%), stát (3%), státem vlastněné podniky (14%), jiné 

veřejné podílníky (1%) a soukromé podniky (25%). V posledních letech velké mnoţství lesní 

půdy přešlo z vlastnictví státu do vlastnictví státních podniků. Lesy ve státním vlastnictví 

spravuje z části Výbor pro národní majetek, z části státní podnik Sveaskog a národní parky jsou 

spravovány výbory krajských úřadů. V České republice jsou lesy z dominantní části v rukou státu 

(59.9%), obce a jejich sdruţení mají 16.8% vlastnictví lesů a soukromí vlastníci jsou zastoupeni z 

23.3%. Státní lesy spravuje z části statní podnik Lesy České Republiky, z části státní podnik 

Vojenské lesy a statky ČR a z části Kancelář Prezidenta republiky. Národní parky jsou 

spravovány správou národních parků. LesZ nemá speciální ustanovení, které by oficiálně dělilo 

lesní pozemek v soukromém a státním vlastnictví, ale obsahuje ustanovení věnující se vysloveně 

lesům ve statním vlastnictví. Ve SVL nejsou k nalezení ani taková ustanovení.  

Další dělení je moţné na základě funkcí, které lesy plní. A to z hlediska jejich 

dominantního účelu na produkční a na mimoprodukční. LesZ dělí v § 6 aţ 9 lesy do tří kategorií 
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podle převaţujících funkcí: lesy ochranné, lesy zvláštního určení a lesy hospodářské. Následující 

paragrafy taxativně vymezují, jaké lesy náleţí do jaké kategorie. V § 10 je také zmínka o lesích 

pod vlivem imisí. Tyhle lesy ovšem netvoří speciální kategorii lesů, ale v případě, ţe takový les 

nebude zařazen do ţádné z prvních dvou kategorii, bude povaţován za hospodářský les bez 

ohledu na stupeň ohroţení nebo poškození imisemi.  

Jak jsem uţ naznačila, švédská legislativa je obecně velmi vágní a dělení lesů z hlediska 

jejich funkcí není vysloveně uvedeno. To je celkem pochopitelné, protoţe SVL má charakter 

rámcového zákona se zaměřením na lesní hospodářství. Ani MijöB nenabízí dělení lesních nebo 

jakýchkoliv jiných pozemků z hlediska funkce. Jenom v kapitole 3 § 1 říká, ţe pozemek má být 

vyuţíván k účelům, ke kterým nejlépe vyhovuje z hlediska přírody, situace a existujících potřeb. 

Prioritou by mělo být dobré hospodářství z hlediska veřejného zájmu. Jako východisko slouţí 

pojímání všech lesních pozemku jako hospodářských lesů a následně jsou udělovány výjimky 

z uţívání a hospodaření na pozemcích se speciálními vlastnostmi. Definice hospodářských lesů je 

v úvodních ustanoveních. Ve SVL jsou zmíněné lesní pozemky jako pustiny, pozemky 

s nepříznivými regeneračními schopnostmi, horský les, pozemky se sobím hospodářstvím 

a pozemky se vzácnými listnatými dřevinami. SVL obssahuje ovšem i ustanovení ohledně 

ochrany přírody i ochrany kulturních památek. Podle SFA je za lesní pozemek povaţován také 

intenzivně uţívané pastviny, které nejsou vedeny jako zemědělský pozemek, a nebo taktéţ 

pozemek dříve uţíván jako zemědělský pozemek jiţ aktivně nevyuţíván k tomu účelu a který 

není nevhodný pro lesní hospodářství. Tohle hledisko dělení má spíš biologický charakter. 

Z jednotlivých ustanovení SVL je moţné vyvodit, ţe lesní pozemky se dají dělit na lesy 

v speciálně chráněných oblastech a lesy v chráněných oblastech, v kterých je těţba dříví úplně 

zakázána; speciální lesní pozemky, kde těţba je umoţněna jenom na základě povolení 

a hospodářské lesy, kde těţba dříví je uskutečnitelná na základě ohlášení. 

Lesy ve zvláště chráněných územích jsou v obou zemích upraveny ve speciálních 

zákonech. V České republice je to zákon č. 114/1992 Sb., o ochraně přírody a krajiny a ve 

Švédsku Miljöbalken 1998:808 (zákoník ţivotního prostředí). Názvy jednotlivých chráněných 

území, mnoţství chráněných oblastí a taktéţ klasifikace je pochopitelně odlišná. Ovšem jsou 

k nalezení i kategorie, které jsou stejné. ZOPK ve svém § 14 říká, ţe území přírodovědecky či 

esteticky významná nebo jedinečná lze vyhlásit za zvláště chráněná a přitom se stanoví podmínky 

jejich ochrany. Těmito kategoriemi jsou národní parky, chráněné krajinné oblasti, národní 
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přírodní rezervace, přírodní rezervace, národní přírodní památky a přírodní památky. Speciální 

ustanovení je věnováno i dřevinám. MiljöB v kapitole 2 vymezuje účel ochrany území důleţitých 

z hlediska své přirozené krásy a kulturní hodnoty nebo vzhledem k rekreaci ve volné přírodě. 

Tato ochrana má být pokud moţno co nejvíc směrována proti opatřením, které mohou zásadně 

poškodit přírodní a kulturní prostředí. Kategorie obnášejí území národních parků, přírodních 

rezervací, kulturních rezervací, přírodní monumenty, území ochrany stanovišť, rezervace zvěře 

a rostlin, území ochrany ţivotního prostředí, území obzvláště chráněné a zvláštní území určené 

pro ochranu. Speciální ochrana je věnována lesním pozemkům důleţitých pro lesní hospodářství. 

Takové pozemky mají být chráněny proti opatřením, které mohou škodit racionálnímu lesnictví. 

Obě země umoţňují smluvní ochranu přírody, přičemţ vlastník lesa pozastaví výkon uţívání práv 

plynoucí z vlastnictví ve prospěch ochrany. Vlastník je v tomto případě oprávněn na kompenzaci 

za ztrátu příjmů vycházející z omezení lesního hospodářství. Ve Švédsku je velmi běţné také 

dobrovolné omezení hospodářství v lesích. MiljöB i ZOPK se věnují taktéţ soustavě Natura 

2000. 

 ZOPK byl ve vytahu speciality vůči LesZ, coţ bylo výslovně potvrzeno v § 90 odstavec 4 

ZOPK. Novela ZOPK zákonem č. 349/2009 Sb. obsahuje, kromě jiného, zrušení § 90 odstavec 4. 

Specialita ZOPK tím pádem není výslovně uvedena. MiljöB je účinný vedle SVL a SVL dokonce 

stanoví, ţe MiljöB se uţije v případech, kdy není úprava k nalezení ve SVL. MiljöB upravuje 

společná pravidla, které se uplatňují i v lesnictví, spolu se vším, co ovlivňuje ţivotní prostředí. 

Trend ve Švédsku je spíš spoléhat se v ochraně vzácných lesů na dobrovolné konání lesního 

průmyslu a soukromých vlastníků. 

Platná právní úprava ochrany lesa se zaměřuje na ochranu pozemků určených k plnění 

funkcí lesa, ochranu lesa před škodlivými činiteli, ochranu lesa při hospodaření v lesích 

a ochranu lesa při obecném uţívání lesu. Co se týče nástrojů, převaţují administrativně právní, 

následně koncepční, ekonomické a sankční. Obě země mají obdobnou strukturu ochrany, jenom 

se liší obsah a zákony, kde je úprava k nalezení. 

Na základě LesZ, veškeré pozemky určené k plnění funkcí lesa musí být účelně 

obhospodařovány podle LesZ a jejich vyuţití k jiným účelům je zakázáno. Výjimka muţe být 

udělena na základě ţádosti vlastníka lesního pozemku nebo ve veřejném zájmu rozhodnutím 

orgánu státní správy lesů. Zájem je věnován tomu, aby byl minimalizován zábor lesních pozemku 

pro jiné účely. Udělený souhlas můţe být často v rozporu se zájmem vlastníka nebo zájmem 
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jiných osob nebo dokonce s pozicí jiného státního správního úřadu. Při udělení výjimky je 

důleţité, aby byly prvotně uţity pozemky plnící funkci lesa s niţší důleţitostí. Změna účelu 

lesního pozemku můţe být provedena odnětím nebo omezením pozemku určených k plnění 

funkcí lesa z Půdního fondu lesa. Odnětí nebo omezení můţe být trvalé nebo časově omezené na 

dobu stanovenou v rozhodnutí. Stavební, důlní a průmyslové aktivity jsou nečastější důvody ve 

veřejném zájmu pro odnětí lesních pozemků. Pro odnětí je předepsána povinnost zaplatit poplatek 

– má funkci ekonomického nástroje. Kalkulace se různí podle toho, jestli jde o trvalé nebo 

dočasné odnětí. Nejvyšší poplatek je v národních parcích, nejniţší v hospodářských lesích. 

Z poplatku připadá 40% obci, v jejímţ katastrálním území došlo k odnětí a 60% Státnímu fondu 

ţivotního prostředí. Poplatek, který je příjmem obce, muţe být vyuţit jen pro zlepšení ţivotního 

prostředí v obci nebo pro zachování lesa.  

Protoţe SVL upravuje více méně jenom lesní hospodářství, ochraně lesa není věnován aţ 

takový důraz. Změně určení uţití lesních pozemků je věnováno jenom jedno ustanovení a to, ţe 

SVL nezamezuje uţití lesních pozemků k účelům jiným neţ je produkce dříví. Plánování 

ovlivňuje a reguluje všechny typy pozemků a vodních území včetně lesů. Plánování je upraveno 

v zákoně o plánování a stavění 1992:1769. Tento zákon je důleţitý, protoţe poskytuje směrnice 

pro uţití pozemků a vodních území ve vztahu k určitým územím a aktivitám. MiljöB stanoví, ţe 

lesy jsou povaţovány za národně důleţité a měly by být chráněny proti opatřením poškozujícím 

efektivní vyuţití. Při plánovaní, udělování stavebních povolení a předběţných souhlasů je 

PoBLag v součinnosti s ustanoveními v MiljöB ohledně hospodaření se základními a důleţitými 

zdroji v kapitole 3 a 4 MiljöB. Tyto dva zákony se vzájemně doplňují. Plánování je záleţitostí 

obce, případně mohou být zpracovány krajem, v případě, ţe jde o společný plán pro dvě nebo víc 

obcí. Zalesňování není regulováno prostřednictvím těchto plánů, ale jenom umoţňuje předcházet 

takovým aktivitám v rámci plánování pro jiné aktivity. Dá se vyvodit, ţe obce mají velkou míru 

svobody, co se týče plánování vyuţití území, přičemţ veřejný zájem převládá nad soukromým. 

Švédské zákony neobsahují institut podobný českému institutu Pozemkový fond lesu. S otázkami 

uţití lesů se vypořádává prostřednictvím územního plánování. Při přípravě plánu je SFA 

přítomna konzultacím. 

Ochrana lesů při lesním hospodaření v sobě zahrnuje koncepční, administrativně právní 

a ekonomické nástroje. 
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Lesní hospodářství v sobě obnáší také veřejný zájem obzvláště z důvodu potřeby ochrany 

ţivotního prostředí, naplnění produkčních i mimoprodukčních funkcí lesa a jejich dobrý stav. 

LesZ § 2 vytyčuje hospodaření v lese jako obnovu, ochranu, výchovu a těţbu lesních porostů 

a ostatní činnosti zabezpečující plnění funkcí lesa. Základním poţadavkem při hospodaření v lese 

je ochrana lesa. Kaţdý si musí počínat tak, aby nedocházelo k ohroţování nebo poškozování lesu, 

jakoţ i objektu a zařízení slouţících hospodaření v lese. Vlastník lesa je povinen usilovat při 

hospodaření v lese o to, aby nepoškozoval zájmy jiných vlastníků a funkce lesa byly zachovány a 

aby byl zachován genofond lesních dřevin. Koncepčními nástroji v právní úpravě hospodaření 

v lese jsou plány hospodaření v lese, které se dělí na oblastní plány rozvoje lesa, lesní 

hospodářské plány a lesní hospodářské osnovy. Oblastní plány přispívají k udrţení a k zdravému 

vývoji lesů. Principy hospodaření uvedené v plánu jsou jenom doporučení, nejsou právně 

závazné. Dodrţování plánu je ovšem pro vlastníka lesu prospěšné. Plán je zadán a schvalován 

Ministerstvem zemědělství a financován státem. Lesní hospodářské plány slouţí vlastníkovi lesa 

a ten nese finanční náklady za zpracování. Zpracovávají se zpravidla na 10 let. Obsahuje 

ustanovení závazná i doporučující. Vlastník lesa o výměre větší jak 50 hektarů je povinen 

zabezpečit zpracování plánu, přičemţ jeden plán můţe být zpracován pro území o velikosti 

maximálně 20 tisíc hektarů. Lesní hospodářské osnovy jsou zpracovány pro všechny lesy 

o výměře menší neţ 50 hektarů, a který nehospodaří podle lesního hospodářského plánu. Osnova 

je platná po dobu 10 let od vypracování a jejich zpracování zadává orgán státní správy lesu. 

Kaţdý vlastník lesa obdrţí od orgánu státní správy lesů osnovu, která se týká jeho lesa, a to 

bezplatně. Vlastník lesa, který nehospodaří podle osnov nebo schváleného plánu se musí řídit 

zákonem, prováděcími předpisy a instrukcemi odborného lesního hospodáře.  

Lesní hospodářské plány ve Švédsku byli povinné v období mezi 1983 aţ do 1993, kdy 

došlo k velké novelizaci SVL a povinnost mít plány byla zrušena. Místo toho byl v roce 1995 

vypracován v kooperaci SFA a Sveaskog systém nazván zelené lesní hospodářské plány 

(Skogsbruksplan). Plán dělí produkční pozemek do 4 kategorií z hlediska dlouhodobého lesního 

hospodaření – pozemky s a) produkčním cílem s obecní ochranou přírody, b) produkčním cílem s 

ohledem soustředěným na ochranu, c) cílem ochrany přírody, přičemţ hospodaření je připuštěno 

jenom pro udrţení chráněných hodnot a d) cílem ochrany přírody přičemţ lesy zůstávají 

nedotčené. Klasifikace je provedena na základě konzultace s vlastníkem lesa. Výhoda těchto 

plánů je v moţnosti udělení certifikace dříví. Plány jsou produkovány na období 10 let. Na rozdíl 
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od české právní úpravy, plán nemusí být zpracován osobou, které byla udělena licence. Státní 

lesy se řídí takzvanými taktickými plány těţby dříví. Obsahují objem těţby, která odpovídá 

ročním těţbám pro 5 let a jednomu roku koupě dříví. Na národní úrovni je vypracován dokument 

patnácti kvalitativních cílu pro ţivotní prostředí. Jedním z cílů je taktéţ trvale udrţitelný les. 

Administrativně právní nástroje obnášejí povinnosti vlastníků lesů, popřípadě jiných osob, 

které se účastní těchto aktivit. V České republice, jakoţ i ve Švédsku, to jsou především obnova 

a výchova lesních porostů, dodrţování pravidel při těţbe dříví a při lesní dopravě a dodrţování 

pravidel hospodaření v lesích ochranných a v lesích zvláštního určení. LesZ kromě toho ještě 

předepisuje vedení evidence. Obě právní úpravy stanovují pravidla na regeneraci a dřevin uţitých 

na regeneraci. Stanovují pravidla pro holoseče a dobu, do které musí být holoseče zalesněny, 

zákaz těţby dříví pod určitou hranici věku. Jak je uţ uvedeno výše, český zákonodárce 

předepisuje vlasníkům lesů vedení evidence o plnění závazných ustanovení plánu a evidenci 

o provedené obnově lesa. Tyto údaje jsou předávány orgánu státní správy lesa.  

Zásadní rozdíl mezi českou a švédskou úpravou spočívá v tom, ţe těţba dříví ve Švédsku 

se uskutečňuje na základě oznámení zamýšlené mýtní těţby SFA, a to nejpozději 6 měsíců před 

těţbou. Činnost je moţné provést do tří let od oznámení. Jiné podmínky jsou ovšem stanoveny 

například pro lesy s listnatými stromy. Při nahlášení těţby se musí zároveň oznámit, co se 

zamýšlí udělat pro uspokojení poţadavků pro ochranu přírody a plánované opatření pro 

zabezpečení regenerace. V případě, ţe má být na pozemku zavedena nová metoda lesního 

hospodářství nebo uţít nový reprodukční materiál, je tady povinnost zhotovit analýzu vlivu na 

ţivotní prostředí. Nebezpečné aktivity podléhají ustanovením v MiljöB. 

Ekonomické nástroje by měly přimět vlastníky lesa k plnění povinností regulovaných 

právem a nahradit újmu vzešlou z opatření limitujících lesní hospodářství.  

V České republice to jsou ustanovení ohledně minimálního podílu melioračních a 

zpevňujících dřevin při obnově lesních porostů a náhrady zvýšených nákladů vlastníkům lesů 

ochranných a zvláštního určení. Stát podporuje vlastníky prostřednictvím poskytnutí sluţeb nebo 

finančním příspěvkem. Finanční příspěvek je poskytnut pro ekologické technologie lesního 

hospodářství, výchovu stromů do 40 let, regeneraci lesů poškozených imisemi nebo regeneraci 

lesních porostů s nevhodnou skladbou dříví. 
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 Ve Švédsku se příspěvek poskytuje pro obnovu lesa po vichřici Gudrun (moţnost podat 

ţádost byla jenom do konce roku 2010), v případě zvyšování podílu listnatých stromu v lese, 

rozvíjení ochrany a rozmanitosti lesu.  

Ochrana lesu proti škodlivým škůdcům je povinnost vlastníka lesa. Vlastník je povinen 

předcházet a zabránit takovým vlivům, a to v obou zemích. Vlastník musí především zjišťovat a 

evidovat výskyt a rozsah škodlivých činitelů. Při zvýšeném výskytu musí informovat místně 

příslušný orgán státní správy lesů a provést nezbytná opatření. Musí preventivně bránit vývoji, 

šíření a přemnoţení škodlivých organizmů. Orgán státní správy lesů můţe nařídit vlastíkům 

určitá opatření. Podrobnější úpravu najdeme ve vyhlášce 101/1996 Sb., kterou se stanoví 

podrobnosti o opatřeních k ochraně lesa a vzor sluţebního odznaku a vzor průkazu lesní stráţe. 

Ve Švédsku jsou rámcová opatření na boj proti hmyzu stanovena v SVL. Jde o boj proti 

škodlivému hmyzu, ustanovení pro zpracování poškozeného dříví, odstranění nebo uskladnění 

dříví a jiných opatření nezbytných pro omezení ţivné půdy pro hmyz. Dále jsou ve vyhlášce SFA 

k nalezení ustanovení proti divé zvěři, plísním, počasí a klimatu, škodám způsobenými vozidlem 

a jiné. Ovšem důraz je kladen na škodlivý hmyz. Ochranná opatření v obou zemích musí provést 

vlastník lesa okamţitě, v opačném případě opatření provede orgán státní správy lesa na náklady 

vlastníka.  

Ochrana lesu při obecném uţívání lesu obsahuje právo kaţdého vstupovat do lesa. Jde 

taktéţ o oprávnění sbírat lesní plody, houby a suchou na zemi leţící klest. Toto právo ovšem není 

neomezené, jde jenom o vlastní spotřebu, ačkoliv LesZ neuvádí, kolik činí přiměřená vlastní 

spotřeba a ani neukládá sankce osobě, která nasbírá víc neţ pro vlastní spotřebu. Vlastník lesu 

nesmí zabraňovat volnému vstupu do lesa (nesmí oplocovat pozemky aţ na některé výjimky, 

například školky), ale na jeho návrh nebo z vlastního podnětu můţe orgán státní správy lesů 

z důvodu ochrany nebo zájmu zdraví a bezpečnosti občanů rozhodnout o dočasném omezení 

nebo vyloučení vstupu do lesa. Omezení je limitováno na dobu tří měsíců s moţností prodlouţení 

o další tři měsíce. Dále LesZ ukládá zákaz některých činností v lesích, přičemţ z některých je 

moţné udělit výjimku.  

SVL neukládá formálně ţádné podmínky a zákazy z obecného uţívaní lesů. Ovšem 

některé podmínky se dají vyvodit z SVL, MiljöB, z obecního doporučení SFA a EPA v rámci 

uţití práva volního vstupu. Právo nesmí být vykonáno způsobem, který by vedl ke značné škodě 
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nebo škodě. Ustanovení jsou ovšem vágní, a to obzvlášť ustanovení o sankcích vyplývající ze 

zneuţití tohoto práva. 

Odpovědnost v ochraně lesa v sobě zahrnuje odpovědnost za škodu, za ekologickou újmu 

a deliktní odpovědnost. 

Odpovědnost za škodu a její podmínky jsou upraveny v České republice v občanském 

zákoníku. Jde o subjektivní odpovědnost. Tato ustanovení se vztahují i na odpovědnost za škodu 

v ochraně lesa. LesZ § 21 obsahuje zvláštní ustanovení o náhradě škody a dále odkazuje na 

vyhlášku 55/1999 Sb., o způsobu výpočtu výše újmy nebo škody způsobené na lesích. Ve 

Švédsku se náhrada škody řídí ustanoveními zákona o občanskoprávní odpovědnosti. Základní 

pravidlo je, ţe kaţdý kdo způsobí zranění nebo škodu na majetku, musí škodu nahradit. Zákon 

taktéţ upravuje náhradu škody způsobenou veřejným subjektem při nedbalém výkonu veřejné 

moci nebo podáním nesprávné informace z nedbalosti. Promlčecí doba je 10 let. SVL neobsahuje 

ţádné ustanovení na odpovědnosti za škodu. 

LesZ neupravuje odpovědnost za ekologickou újmu. Ta se řídí ustanoveními zákona č. 

167/2008 Sb., o předcházení ekologické ujmě a o její nápravě, který je ve vztahu speciality 

k zákonu č. 17/1992 Sb., o ţivotním prostředí. LesZ v § 21 odst. 2 odkazuje na speciální předpis 

o ekologické ujmě. Ekologická ujma je povaţována na základě ustanovení zákonu o ţivotním 

prostředí za ztrátu nebo oslabení přirozených funkcí ekosystému, vznikajících poškozením jejích 

sloţek nebo narušením vnitřních vazeb a procesů v důsledku lidské činnosti. Vyhláška č. 55/1999 

Sb. se zabývá způsobem výpočtu výše újmy nebo škody způsobené na lesích. Ve Švédsku je 

ekologická újma upravena v MiljöB. Do roku 1998 byla ekologická újma upravena 

v samostatném zákoně o odpovědnosti na ţivotním prostředí, ale po přijetí MiljöB došlo 

k sloučení mnoţství samostatných zákonu do zákoníku, včetně zákonu o odpovědnosti na 

ţivotním prostředí. Cílem zákoníku je zajistit jednotnou regulaci všech činností, které můţou 

škodit lidskému zdraví a způsobit újmu na ţivotním prostředí. Jde o speciální regulaci vůči 

zákonu o občanskoprávní odpovědnosti. Zákoník ve svých ustanoveních reguluje mnoţství 

pravidel, které musí být dodrţeny při provádění těchto činností. Tyto pravidla se vztahují i na 

činnosti v lese a to činnosti jako hnojení, vysoušení lesní půdy, konstrukce lesních cest nebo hluk 

a vibrace. Jde o objektivní odpovědnost, ledaţe by šlo o poruchu způsobující újmu, která by, 

obecně vzhledem na situaci a vzniku za srovnatelných okolností, měla být tolerována. Objektivní 

odpovědnost je uloţená nejenom vůči vlastníkovi nemovitosti, ale taky uţivateli a nájemci 
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provozujícímu škodlivou činnost a taktéţ smluvní straně pracující na místě. Ve většině případů 

jde o podniky. V případě, ţe poškozený nemůţe obdrţet kompenzaci újmy na nemovitosti 

z důvodu, ţe není znám původce újmy nebo insolvence odpovědné strany, můţe uplatňovat nárok 

vůči povinnému pojištění, které je kolektivně placeno průmyslem. 

Deliktní odpovědnost je upravena v obou zemích rozdílně. Český zákonodárce rozlišuje 

mezi odpovědností za přestupky, odpovědností za správní delikty a odpovědností za trestné činy. 

Odpovědnost za přestupky a správní delikty je upravena v LesZ a v zákoně o přestupcích. Trestné 

činy upravuje trestní zákoník. Naproti tomu, Švédsko nečiní rozdíly mezi jednotlivými druhy 

odpovědnosti. Právní regulace se nachází v SVL, MiljöB a trestním zákoníku.  

Jenom fyzická osoba muţe spáchat přestupek. Přestupky jsou upraveny v LesZ § 53 

a podpůrně se uţije zákon o přestupcích. Přestupku se dopustí fyzická osoba v taxativně 

uvedených případech v rámci obecného uţívání lesa. Jako sankce je moţné uloţit napomenutí, 

pokutu, propadnutí věci. Orgán státní správy lesů uloţí pokutu do výše 5000 CZK nebo do 15000 

CZK v závislosti na tom, o který přestupek se jedná. Lesní stráţ je oprávněna při své činnosti 

ukládat a vybírat pokuty za přestupky uvedené v § 53 v blokovém řízení podle zákonu 

o přestupcích.  

Správní delikt můţe spáchat jak fyzická tak právnická osoba. U fyzické osoby to můţe 

být jak podnikající, tak nepodnikající fyzická osoba. Taková osoba se dopustí správního deliktu 

v případě, ţe naplní jednu z uvedených deliktních skutečností z § 54 nebo 55. Orgán státní správy 

lesů uloţí pokutu aţ do výše jednoho miliónu CZK. Správní delikt je naplněn v okamţiku, kdy 

dojde k naplnění některého skutkového stavu, přičemţ není potřeba dokazovat zavinění, protoţe 

jde o objektivní odpovědnost. Řízení o uloţení pokuty je moţné zahájit jen do jednoho roku ode 

dne, kdy se orgán státní správy lesu dověděl o porušení povinnosti a nejdéle do tří let ode dne, 

kdy k porušení povinnosti došlo. V případě, ţe porušení povinnosti trvá, předchozí ustanovení 

neplatí. Pokuty jsou příjmem Státního fondu ţivotního prostředí. K uloţení pokut je taktéţ 

oprávněná Česká inspekce ţivotního prostředí na základě zákona č. 282/1991 Sb., o České 

inspekci ţivotního prostředí a její působnosti v ochraně lesa. Zákon obsahuje skutkové podstaty 

správních deliktu. Výše pokuty muţe dosahovat aţ deset milionu CZK. K uloţení pokut 

stanovených v tomto zákoně je oprávněna jenom Inspekce, a na druhou stranu není oprávněna 

k uloţení pokut podle LesZ. 
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Odpovědnost za trestní činy je upravena zákonem č. 40/2009 Sb., trestní zákoník. Trestní 

právo se od konce 20. století stává důleţitým prostředkem ochrany ţivotního prostředí. Jeho 

hlavním cílem je zabezpečení plnění povinností související se ţivotním prostředím, které jsou 

stanoveny v jiných zákonech. Trestní zákoník vstoupil v účinnost 1.1.2010. Zákoník věnuje jednu 

kapitolu jenom trestní činnosti v oblasti ţivotního prostředí (kapitola 8). Na kriminalitu v lesích 

se vztahují tři paragrafy a jeden výkladový paragraf. Ochranou lesu se zabývá ustanovení § 293 

o poškození a ohroţení ţivotního prostředí, které ukládá trest tomu, kdo úmyslně znečistí nebo 

jiným způsobem poškodí kromě jiných i les a § 294 o poškození a ohroţení ţivotního prostředí 

z nedbalosti. Vysloveně lesům je věnováno ustanovení § 295 o poškození lesa. Kdo, a to 

i z nedbalosti, těţbou lesních porostů,  nebo jinou činností provedenou v rozporu s jiným právním 

předpisem, způsobí, byť i připojením k jiţ existující holině, vznik holé seče nebo způsobí 

závaţné poškození lesa na celkové větší ploše lesa nebo proředí lesní porost pod hranicí 

zakmenění na celkové větší ploše lesa, bude potrestán odnětím svobody aţ na dvě léta nebo 

zákazem činnosti. Jde o objektivní odpovědnost. Celkovou větší plochou lesa se rozumí plocha 

větší neţ jeden a půl hektaru a značnou plochou lesa se rozumí plocha větší neţ tři hektary. 

V případě, ţe holoseč není větší jak jeden a půl hektaru, ale jestli víc takových holosečí nebo 

proředěních ploch, které představují značnou škodu na lese, tvoří v celku plochu větší jak jeden 

a půl hektaru, je taková osoba odpovědná vzhledem k velikosti a negativním důsledkům. 

V případě menší plochy, je taková osoba odpovědná za přestupek nebo správní delikt.  

Švédská legislativa nedělá rozdíly mezi trestními činy a jiným přestoupením zákonu. 

Nečiní ani rozdíly v závislosti na stupni závaţnosti. Neplatí pravidlo, ţe závaţné trestní činy jsou 

upraveny v trestnímu zákoníku a méně závaţné jsou součastí speciálního trestního práva. 

Právnické osoby mohou být předmětem speciálních trestních sankcí jako propadnutí majetku, 

dodatečná daň nebo sankční poplatek. SVL v § 35 obsahuje, ţe určité jednání můţe být vynucené 

nebo zakázáno, kdyţ je zřejmé, ţe rada nebo pokyn dohlíţejícího orgánu nebyl poslechnut. 

V naléhavých případech s moţností okamţité účinnosti. Nařízení muţe být doplněno finanční 

pokutou. Taktéţ aktivity upravené v MiljöB jsou regulovány obdobným způsobem. Jak uţ bylo 

uvedeno výš, ačkoliv jsou ustanovení ve švédském trestním zákoníku nazvány obecným trestním 

právem a jiné ustanovení ohledně provinění v jiných zákonech a předpisech speciálním trestním 

právem, v zásadě nejde o dělení provinění regulováno trestním zákoníkem a regulací mimo 

trestní zákoník. Podle SVL § 38 pokutu nebo trest odnětí svobody maximálně šest měsíců můţe 
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být uloţeno osobě, která záměrně nebo nedbalostí uskutečnila těţbu dříví bez řádného povolení 

nebo nahlášení; těţbu, která nenapomáhá rozvoji lesu nebo regeneraci nových lesů; regenerační 

kácení velké části lesního pozemku nebo pařezu s nízkým průměrem věku; uţití reprodukčního 

materiálu v rozporu s příslušnými pravidly přepravy nebo uţití reprodukčního materiálu bez 

řádného ohlášení; porušila soudního příkazu ohledně ochrany přírody, kulturních hodnot nebo 

zájmu chovu sobů v souvislosti s regenerační těţbou; porušení příkazu ohledně provedení 

regenerace po regenerační těţbě; započetí regenerační těţby v oblasti s chovem sobů bez 

umoţnění konzultací s postiţenou obcí; přijetí opatření vedoucích k zániku lesů s listnatým 

lesním porostem; porušila pravidla ochrany proti zamoření škodlivým hmyzem. K odsouzení 

nedojde v případě nepatrného porušení. Není-li to povaţováno za zjevně nespravedlivé, vše dříví 

pocházející z těţby porušující SVL nebo hodnota jemu odpovídající, bude zabráno. Některé 

aktivity související s lesnictvím jsou trestány taktéţ prostřednictvím MiljöB. Jde o nepovolené 

nebo obecné neakceptovatelné aktivity nebo opatření související se znečištěním 

nebo poškozováním, nakládání s chemickými látky ţivotnímu prostředí nebezpečné, 

neoprávněnou aktivitu v ţivotním prostředí. 

Obě země mají obdobně strukturovanou veřejnou správu lesů na vyšší úrovni veřejné 

správy, ale niţší je upravena jiným způsobem. Na nejvyšší úrovni je kompetentní v oblasti lesů 

v obou zemích ministerstvo zemědělství, a co se týče národních parků, tak ministerstvo ţivotního 

prostředí. Ministerstvo ţivotního prostředí v České republice je taktéţ dozírá na dodrţování 

zákonů a ostatních právních předpisů a je oprávněno ukládat opatření k odstranění zjištěných 

nedostatků. Na niţší úrovni působí krajské a obecní úřady s rozšířenou kompetencí. Kompetence 

mezi úřady a ministerstvem jsou vypočteny v LesZ hlavě 8. Ochranou lesů se zabývá Česká 

inspekce ţivotního prostředí, která zjišťuje nedostatky a škody na lese, důvody tohoto stavu a 

jejich důsledků a stanovuje kontrolu opatření pro odstranění nebo napravení k dosáhnutí 

stanovených opatření.  

Podle SVL je SFA dozírá na dodrţování zákonů a vydávání nařízení k provedení SVL. 

Péče o ţivotní prostředí je monitorována SFA a EPA. SFA je odpovědna za dosaţení švédské 

lesní politiky. Agentura spadá pod ministerstvo zemědělství a má úřady ve sto různých městech 

ve Švédsku. EPA spadá pod ministerstvo ţivotního prostředí a je odpovědna za dohled 

v národních parcích. Ovšem i krajské úřady vykonávají dohled nad podřízenýma obecními 

orgány, které mají na starosti aktivity dotýkající se lidí, ţivotního prostředí a plánování. 
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Kromě státní správy v České republice jsou činní i jednotlivci. Jde o lesní stráţ, která 

je fyzickou osobu zajišťující ochrannou sluţbu v lesích při obecném uţívání lesů občany. LesZ 

stanovuje podmínky ustanovení lesní stráţe a jejich kompetence. Další osobou aktivní v ochraně 

lesu je moţné označit i odborného lesního hospodáře. Ten zajišťuje, aby lesní hospodářský plán 

byl vypracován co nejefektivněji i z hlediska ochrany přírody. Ve Švédsku neexistuje obdoba 

českého institutu lesní stráţe, i kdyţ ochranu lesu monitorují dobrovolníci ve formě nevládních 

organizací jako Green Peace.              
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